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PREFACE 

This report, A Comprehensive Inventory of Radiological and Nonradiological Contaminants in 
Waste Buried in the Subsuiface Disposal Area of the INEL RWMC During the Years 1952-1983, is 
comprised of five volumes. Volume 1 consists of the main body of the report and Appendices A, C, 
D, E, F, and G. Appendix B, the complete printout of the inventory database. is provided in 
Volumes 2 through 5. Because of its size, distribution of Appendix B has been limited. 
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Appendix B 

Complete Printout of the Contaminant Inventory 
and Other Information from the CIDRA Database 

(continued) 



Test Area North 



Page: TAN-1 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 161 

"1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1963 Ending year 1971 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number - use ~c~o3d~e-.f~r~o=m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d-,l7i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
TAN-603 contaminated piping and insulation. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 47.1000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ) annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: [X) container volume or [ ) waste volume 

4. Facility is the Service Building containing medical facility, steam plant (boilers), soft water 
tanks, diesel generator, located in the TSF area of TAN and connected to the TAN Hot Shop. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-603-1H HDT - 161 
Page: TAN-2 

1. General physical 
Other scrap metals. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Surface-contaminated pipinq and insulation. 

"[X) other (specify) 
44. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ) plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ J metal liner [ J none [ J other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Cardboard box*. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. "Other" is insulation, possibly polyurethane. 
4. Virtually all--TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 
5. "Other" is included in RWMIS. Additional description of "Other" may be present in shipp~n_g 
manifests. 



PART C · NONRADJOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-603-lH HOT - 161 
Page: TAN-3 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form <A>nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

--- ---- --- ---- ---- -- ---- -- --~ --- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-603-1H HOT - 161 
Page: TAN-4 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa~ Mini nun Maxiiii..III Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

C·14 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000022000000 Cl 1963 1963 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Nl-59 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00400000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Cs-137 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .36000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

H·3 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .48000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Sr-90 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .16000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Tc-99 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000002500000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

C·14 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000007700000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .35000000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were !~~en for Class C candidate nucljdes, except those which could be discounted 
on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-603-1H HOT - 161 
Page: TAN-5 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sal!l' Mininun Maxi IIU'Il Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni ·59 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00140000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Cs-137 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .05400000000000 CI 1967 1967 N 

H·3 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .07200000000000 CI 1967 1967 N 

Sr-90 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .02400000000000 CI 1967 1967 N 

-
Tc-99 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000375000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Cs-137 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00072000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

H·3 Surface contamination. Unknown. 1 .00096000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

Sr-90 Surface contamination. Unknown. 1 .00032000000000 CI 1971 1971 N 

Tc-99 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000005000 CI 1971 19711 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples~" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those which could be discounted 
on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 
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PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-603-1H HDT - 161 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Principal source appears to be condensate 
backup from TAN Hot Shop whose activities 
and contents at the time are unknown. 

Page: TAN-6 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
RWMIS covered 1963, 1967, and 1971. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Described in Part D. 



Page: TAN-7 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 162 

"1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1971 Ending year 1971 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/04/93 

4. Particular facility: 606 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~cLh~e~d~l'i~s~t~)------

6. waste stream: 
Unidentified minor wastes from the TAN Manufacturing 
Building during the LOFT era. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 6.1200 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Manufacturing Building {for SMC since 1985), located in the TSF area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-606-lH HDT - 162 
Page: TAN-8 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. Unknown. 
[ ] other (specify) ~~~~-----------------------------------------------------

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
cardboard box. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured on~ __ Qr more plastic barriers. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGlCAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-606-lH HOT - 162 
Page: TAN-9 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saff!> Minifllllll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

------ --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN·606-1H HDT · 162 
Page: TAN-10 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End sanv Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sall'p Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00422000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .02770000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

Pu-241 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000123000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

Sr·90 Unknown. Unknown. 1 .01190000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. 1 .00000000075000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

--- ~-- ~ ~- ---- L_ - ~ ~---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TA~ Questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current I~EL practices; proportions for adgitive nuclides were taken for Class C candiQ~te nuctjQes. except those 
which would be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/~RF waste §hipments to RWMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-606-1H HDT - 162 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment (X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

(X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Listed as unidentified beta. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Stan Jacobson cannot imagine any wastes emanating from TAN 
606 in that era. L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, Analysis of 
the Low Level Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the 
Radioactive Waste Management Complex Performance Assessment, 
EGG-WM-9857, June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
See isotopic interpretation of unidentified beta in Part D. 



Page: TAN-12 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 163 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 01/27/94 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 607 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e--f~r-o-m---a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~1-i~s~t~)~----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1956 Ending year 1956 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Decontamination and disposed contaminated parts from 
GE-ANP HTRE No. 1 IET #3, #4 and #6 tests. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [ ) waste volume 

6. This waste stream is hypothesized based on reports and interviews with personnel employed with 
the GE-ANP Program. Half of the yearly curie waste value is ascribed to this facility and half is 
ascribed to the TAN Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML)/ Hot Cells (TAN-633). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-607-lH HDT - 163 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

~[X] other (specify) 
2, 5, 21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Oxides and metal parts melted in hiqh 
temperature tests. Solids. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Unknown. 

Page: TAN-13 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Contaminated stainless steel engine parts, insulation 
shrouds, and contaminated rags and paper used in 
decontamination. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. Discussion with personnel employed during the GE-ANP project (G.J. Briscoe, Lofthouse, O'Brien) 
indicated that decontamination of the enqine parts and the 76 inch duct were necessary so that 
further testing could be accomplished. Therefore, rags, blotting paper, contamtDated personal 
protective clothinq, and damaged apd conta~inated pieces of fuel elements and damaged insulation 
shrouds were reported to be discarded Heat Transfer Reactor Experiment No. 1, by_G. Thor~ton, et 
al., General Electric, Direct-Air.oo<:::Ycle Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Progre~m, APEX-904, February 
28th, 1962 0 

5. The personnel interviewed indicated that contaminated material generated by a test was always 
packaged in a fiberboard or metal barrel, closed with a metal ring clamp. 



PART C M NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607·1H HOT - 163 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s...., Miniaun MaxiffUll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STD Uncertainty 

7440-02-0 Solid. Metal. T 1095.0000000000 GH 1956 1956 N 
Nickel 

7440-47-3 Solid. Metal. T 275.00000000000 GH 1956 1956 N 
Chromi l.ITl 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-lH HOT - 163 
Page: TAN-15 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sanv HiniflUII MaXiiTUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cr-51 Particulate. Oxide. T 950.00000000000 CJ 1956 1956 N 

Ni -63 Particulate. Oxide. T 3.5000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. T 60.000000000000 CJ 1956 1956 N 

Y-91 Particulate. Oxide. T 68.000000000000 CJ 1956 1956 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 70.000000000000 CJ 1956 1956 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 40.000000000000 CJ 1956 1956 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. T 44.000000000000 CJ 1956 1956 N 

Ru-106 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T .50000000000000 CJ 1956 1956 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples'" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand gi~ the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·607-1H HOT · 163 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,.., Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1l Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 78.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 90.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. T 88.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. T 18.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

U·235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00071000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. T .02240000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

U·238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00000660000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-1H HOT - 163 Page: TAN-17 

Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The HTRE-1 test ins of lET #3. #4, and #6 was completed by the end of February 1957. Of the three tests lET #3 and #4. whlch were comoleted during 1956. sustained most 
damage to the fuel, relea§~ng 99.3;__9f the 7Q4_gram tQt!'!L releas~__Qf_ur§.f!iU'Tl as$~ for_1tte thre~-1::~sts. ~_ince th~ fi,J~~as nichrome (@~__!!ickt?L~nQ 20% chrQITiiun) cl~d. 
the ratio of grams of clad to the grams of fuel was calculated and activated for the length of time used to generate the fission product inventory. calculated by the 
RSAC·5 computer code as programmed for the lET #4 operational history. The calculation resulted in 2738 grams of clad associated with 704 grams of fuel. Activation of 

+the nichrome clad resulted in 17.307 curies of Cr-51. 0.257 curies of curies of Ni-59. 30.3 curies of Ni-63 and 64,520 curies of Ni-65. The fission Product inventory was 
calculated assuming the reactor operated at 10.64 MU for 194 hours. All activity values were decayed for 30 days to account for the time for decontamination of the 
contaminated parts of the reactor and packaging of the waste for shipment to RUMC. From the 30 day decay list of radionuclides. the radionuclides chosen for listing 
above were the 13 nuclides with the highest cur!~-~alues. The curi~conten!_Qf ur~nium nu~l~es, ~~4L_~5,and ?~§were c~tculated by the methodology as outlined in 
11 Health Phy~l_fE_Manual Qf Good Pr.actices for Uranillll Facilities11

, Rich et al, 1988. (Tt\e complete analysis is documented in Peterson, 1994.) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-607-1H HDT - 163 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

1 ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: TAN-18 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with J.D. Burtenshaw and G.J. Briscoe provided 
information concerning methods of decontamination of the jet 
engine, reactor exhaust plenum, and 76-inch exhaust duct and 
the types of materials that would have been used and the 
types of waste that would have been qenerated. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS contained no INEL data prior to 1960. 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The curie amount for this waste stream is estimated to be on 
the order of 1500 curies for the year of 1956 (1/2 of the 
total assumed for the TAN area) and is assumed to be 
associated with a maximum or 1/2 of the 704 grams of U-235 
that was assumed to be released for the three IET tests 
performed in HTRE-1. The fuel releases were deduced from 
"Heat Transfer Teactor Experiment No. 1 11

, by G. Thornton, et 
al., General Electric, Direct-Air-Cycle Aircraft Nuclear 
Propulsion Program, APEX-904, Fe]Jruary _ _2Bt!h 1962. The 
fission product inventory was based on the modeled HTBE-1, 
IET #4, reactor operation as described in "Idaho National 
Enqineerinq Laboratory Historical Dose Evaluation", 
DOE/ID-12119, Auqust 1991, and was calculated with the 
RSAC-5 computer code described by "The Radiological Safety 
Analysis Computer Program (RSAC-5) User's Manual", by D.R. 
Wenzel, WIN~0-1123, Octgber, 1993. 



Page: TAN-19 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 235 

.1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
2H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1957 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 01/27/94 

4. Particular facility: 607 
(building number - use ~c~o3d~e~f~r~o=m~a~tut~a~c~h~e~d-.l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Contamination and contaminated parts from GE-ANP 
HTRE-2 testinq (IET #8 throuqh IET #26). 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. Since there are no waste manifests available for review for the period prior to 1960, this waste 
stream is hypothesized based on reports and interviews with personnel employed with the GE-ANP 
Proqram. Ninety percent of the yearly curie waste values are ascribed to the TAN Radiation 
Measurements Laboratory (RML)/ Hot Cells (TAN-633) and 10% is ascribed to the TAN Hot Shop 
(TAN-607) . 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-607-2H HDT - 235 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

[X] other (specify) 
·2, 5, 10. 

3. Chemical form: 
Oxides and metal parts from insulation 
shrouds and engine parts. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Interviews with J.D. Burtenshaw and G.J. Briscoe provided 
information concerning methods of decontamination of the jet 
engine, reactor exhaust plenum, and 76-inch exhaust duct and 
the types of materials that would have been used and the 
type~pf waste that would have been generated. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. According to waste manifests from TAN 607 for the year 1960, 74% of the total curies disposed 
were associated with contaminated or activated stainless steel. In 1961, 96% of the curies disposed 
were associated with "scrap metal". According to the waste manifests, in 1961, the electrostatic 
precipitator, used in the exhaust ducting of the IET tests, 100 feet of 2 foot diameter ducting, and 
7 jet engines were disposed. All of these items would have been contaminated by fission products 
and fuel volatilized from the fuel during the IET insert tests. 
2,4, and 5. Interviews with some of the personnel that worked in the Hop Shop and RML (Harold Rau, 
R.G. Mitchell, R.R. Jones, R. Drexler, E.C. Adamson, and T.L. Murphy) indicated that smaller 
aluminum or stainless steel containers were used to put RML or Hot Cell samples into before, they 
were put into the fiber or steel drums that would be the disposal container. One individual 
indicated that the inner containers may have been welded shut, and yet another individual indicated 
that the inner containers had a screw type lid. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least· one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Jl) Value/STD Uncertainty 

1304-56-9 Solid particulate. Oxide. Unknown. GM 1957 1961 N 
Beryll ilMII Oxide 

--
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum vatue and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For ex~le, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SaiJll Value/STD Uncertainty 

sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. A 17.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. A .15000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Y·91 Particulate. Oxide. A 19.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. A 20.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Nb·95 Particulate. Oxide. A 11.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. A 13.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. A 11.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. A .03000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. A .16000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

~- ----- -- ·- I -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Mini nun Max iiiUl\ Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 24.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 28.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. A 25.500000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. A 26.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. A 5.0000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

U·234 Particulate. Oxide. A .00033000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. A .00001100000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

U·238 Particulate. Oxide. A .00000009900000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. A 17.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

-- ---- -- -- --- --- -- --- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to co~er the varying entries for different years. For eKample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaiJl' Minimun MaKiiTillll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. A .15000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Y·91 Particulate. Oxide. A 19.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. A 20.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. A 11.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. A 13.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. A 11.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Cs-136 Particulate. OK ide. A .03000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. A .16000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 24.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 " 
·--

* If sample data are a~ailable, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part 0. 

' 

' 

' 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out addltional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s"""" Minif!UII Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sa~qJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 28.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. A 25.500000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. A 26.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. A 5.0000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. A .00033000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. A .00001100000000 Cl 1958 1958 " 
U-238 Particulate. Oxide. A .00000009900000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Sr-89 . Particulate. Oxide. A 16.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. A . 14000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

L__. L_ --- ---- ·-- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the coll.IIWl titled "Sa!rples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next cott.mn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 

·-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

. 
Radionuclide Physical Form Cheml cal Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ HiniiiUII Max iflUJI Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sall1J Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

Y-91 Particulate. Oxide. A 18.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. A 19.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. A 10.600000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. A 12.500000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. A 10.600000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. A .03000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. A .15000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 23.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 27.000000000000 CI 1959 1959 N 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colt..llV'I and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End ·- HiniiiUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1l Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. A 24.500000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. A 25.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. A 5.0000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

U·234 Particulate. oxide. A .00033000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

U·235 Particulate. Oxide. A .00001100000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

U·238 Particulate. Oxide. A .00000009900000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. A 14.500000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. A .13000000000000 C! 1960 1960 N 

Y·91 Particulate. Oxide. A 16.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

• I ---- ··-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 

-

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaiJl> Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SBfl1l Value/STD Uncertainty 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. A 17.000000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Nb·95 Particulate. Oxide. A 9.5000000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. A 11.000000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. A 9.5000000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. A .02500000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. A .14000000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 20.500000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

• 
La-140 Particulate. Oxide. A 24.000000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. A 22.000000000000 CI 1960 1960 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y jn the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark ~ and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

. 
Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sanp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. A 22.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. A 4.0000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

U·234 Particulate. Oxide. A .00033000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. A .00001100000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. A .00000009900000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Sr-89 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 18.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Sr-90 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .15000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Y·91 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 20.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Zr-95 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 22.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. · 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See Last page of Part D. 

. 

! 

! 

' 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Saql Value/STD Uncertainty 

Nb-95 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 12.000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

Ru-103 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 13.000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

Rh-103m Solid particulate. Oxide. A 12.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Cs-136 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .03000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

Cs-137 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .17000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Ba-140 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 25.000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

! 
La-140 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 30.000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

Ce-141 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 27.000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

Pr-143 Solid particulate. oxide. A 27.000000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

-
• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part 0. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year# fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- MiniiiUil Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Va lue/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ce-144 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 5.0000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

U·234 Solid particulate. oxide. A .00033000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

U·235 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .00001100000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

U·238 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .00000009900000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colllff) titled 11 Sa!T'ples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next coll.llll1 and standard deviation in the next coli.IM. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The HTRE-2 testing of the lET inserts was completed by the end of February 1961. During the tests of these inserts. the high temperatures experienced in the insert 
:eramic fuels caused fission products. U02, and BeO to migrate and boil off the fuel tubes. This material contaminated parts of the reactor. the jet engines. 
6-inch duct. Before further testing could continue. these materials had to be removed from these components and discarded. Based on the summary of the tests. 

ional Engineering Laboratory Historical Dose Evaluation". DOE/ID-12119. August 1991. about 260 srams of 93.4% enriched U-235 was released during 
period. or about 52 grams per year during the five-year period. The fission product inventory was calculated using the RSAC-5 computer program. described by 

iological Safety Analysis Computer Program (RSAC-5) User's Manual". by D.R. Uenzet. WINC0-1123. October. 1993 assuming that the insert generated 7.4% of the 
power Qt_ji HW for a period of 100 hours. ~ll activity_ values wer~ decay~Q_fQr 30 days ~o account_fpr the ti~ for decQQ~~mination_Qf the cont~minated parts of 

the reactor and packaging of the waste for shipment to the RYMC. From the 30-day decay list of radionuclides. the radionuclides chosen for listing above were the 1~ 
nuclides with the highest curie values with the sum total normalized to the total yearly curie total for this waste stream. The curie content of uranium nuclides. 234, 
235. and 238 were calculated by the methodology as outlined in "Health Physics Manual of Good Practices for Uranium Facilities11 • Rich et al .. 1988. (The complete anal~ 
is ~ocumented in P~terson, 1994.) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-607-2H HDT - 235 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

( ] RWMIS ( ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records (X] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
(X] other 
Waste shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
(X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: TAN-33 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with some of the personnel that worked in the Hot 
Sho~and RML (Harold Ra~L_R.g_._Mit~hell, R.R. Jones, R. 
Drexler L__l':_. C. Adams orr'-and'!'. L. __ Murphy) and personnel that 
were responsible for waste ciisposal (G.,:r. Br:lscoe, J .H. 
Lofthouse, and R. B. ___ Q_'J3r:ien WE!r:e ~()_nsulted. The reports 
used were: a) "Heat Transfer Reactor Experiment No. 2 11 , by 
P.N. Flagella, M~ 25, 1962, APEX-905, and b) "Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory Historical Dose Evaluation", 
DOE/ID-12119, Auqust 1991. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS contains no data prior to 1960. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
There are no TAN waste manifests available for review and no 
data in the RWMIS for the year? 1957-1959. The major TAN 
waste stream curie disposal values were estimated based on 
work completed during this time frame and compared against 
similar work performed in 1960 and 1961. Therefore, 2000 
curies was estimated for each year for 1957 and 1958. In 
1959, 1915 curies were reported as waste to the RWMC (USAEC, 
1960); in 1960, 1710 curies were reported for TAN (USAEC, 
1961). The total curie value summed from the waste sh1pping 
manifests for 1961 was 2110 curies. Testing of the HTRE-2 
lET tests was responsible for the release of a maximum of 
265 grams of U-235, which was assumed to be disposed of at 
the rate of 52 grams per year over the five year period. Of 
the total curie and U-235 values, 90% was ascribed to the 
RML/Hot Cells TAN-633-2 waste stream and 10% was ascribed to 
the Hot Shop operation waste stream TAN-607-2. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 236 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
3H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 02/07/94 

4. Particular facility: 607 
(building number - use ~c~ojd~e~f~r=o=m~a=t~tLa~c~h~e3d-,l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Activated SL-1 reactor parts contaminated durinq 
SL-1 reactor accident of Jan. 3, 1961, and activated 
experiment and fuel element associated stainless 
steel. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 653.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. Although this waste stream occurred during the time that the SL-1 reactor vessel and internals 
were being examined at thg_TAN Hot_~hop (TAN-607), a feview of the radioactive waste shippinq 
manifests for 1962 shows that very little of the radioactivity is due to the contamination, due to 
the SL-1 reactor accident. The greatest majority, or 98%, is attributed to irradiated and activated 
hardware (stainle~s steel) associated with an ETR test, fuel element hardware, and another 
unspecified irradiated hardware sample. canisters and shield assemblies from the SUSIE reactor 
account for another 50 to 100 curies of activated material. Ten curies are attribUted to fifteen 
polonium-beryllium sources that were discarded. Of the total curies disposed, only 1.25%, or about 
200 curies, most of which were activation products created in the structural materials of the 
reactor internals, are attributed to the SL-1 reactor vessel examination. Aqain,--in 1963, only 
about 200 curies are attributed to SL-1 hardware, most of which were activated stainless steel. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-607-3H HDT - 236 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

" (X] other (specify) 
2, 4, 5, 10. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Ninety-nine+% of the radioactivity of this waste stream is 
activation products incorporated into structural stainless 
steel components, assumed to be type 304L SS. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag (X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. Some materials with relatively low radioactive material content, such as activated stainless 
steel components that were too large to fit in a fiber or steel drum, were loaged into a plastic 
lined plywood box, which was designated as the waste container. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additlonal lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun HaXiiiUfl Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Vatue/#Sanp ValuejSTD Uncertainty 

7440-41-7 Sot id. Metal. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 
Beryll illl1 

7439-92-1 Solid. Metal. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 
lead 

7439-97-6 liquid. Elemental. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 
Mercury 

60-19-7 liquid. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 
Ether 

I 
I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiJUTI Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Va lue/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cr-51 Solid. Metal. T 260.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Mn-54 Solid. Metal. T 1210.0000000000 CI 1962 1962 N 

Fe-55 Solid. Metal. T 10650.000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Fe-59 Solid. Metal. T 32.000000000000 CI 1962 1962 N 

-
Co-58 Solid. Metal. T 264.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Co-60 Solid. Metal. T 3115.0000000000 CI 1962 1962 N 

Ni -63 Solid. Metal. T 270.00000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Nb-94 Solid. Metal. T .01000000000000 CI 1962 1962 N 

-
Nb-95 Solid. Metal. T .30000000000000 CI 1962 1962 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11San~les? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Addition of the curie values from the 1962 radioactive waste manifests yields a value of 16,040 curies. Of this total curie value, 7000 is attributed to scrap of an 
irradiated ERT test specimen, 5300 curies is due to an unspecified 11 irradiated radioactive sample11 , and 3400 curies is from 11 scrap metal from fuel elements11 • Between 50 

i 

! 

I 

and 100 curies is activated material from the SUSIE reactor, and 1Q_curi~?_i§ attributed to 15 PQtonium-berylli~-Sources.-- About 200 curies is from fission products from 
the SL·1 ace ident. Si nee the majority crf__ the SL -1 work W<J;§_ accompli shed in 1962, 88% of the unrecovered 93.2% enriched U· 235 was assumed to be disposed of in- 1962, with 
the remaining_1?~ __ Qi_§QQ_sed to th_e R\JM(:___i_rl_ 1963. -~ctiv~tjon prod.Jq_§ were c~!CUtated for the stainless s-t-eel assuming a 304 type, irradiated for a high burnup and d~~;::~yed 
for 6 months. The methodology used for this calculation i§ provided in "Characteristics of Potential Repository-\Jastes11 , ORNL/TM-10213. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End s~ Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. T 31.000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Ru-106 Particulate. Oxide. T 6.0000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Cs-134 Particulate. Oxide. T 2.4000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T 33.000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. T 49.000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

• 
Pm-147 Particulate. Oxide. T 78.000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. T .05400000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00170000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00001600000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
lf not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
Addition of the curie values from the 1962 radioactive waste manifests yields a value of 16,040 curies. Of this total curie value, 7000 is attributed to ~~rap of an 
irradiated ERT test specimen, 5300 curies is due to an unspecified "irradiated radioactive sample". and 3400 curies is from 11 Scrap metal from fuel elements 11 • Between SO 
and 100 curies is activated material from the SUSIE reactor, and 10 curies is attributed to 15 polonium beryllium sources. About 200 curies is from fission products from 
the Sl·1 accident. Since the majority of the SL-1 work was accomplished in 1962, 88% of the unrecovered 93.2% enriched U·235 was assune9 JQ_be dispos~_ Qf_ in 19t?Z~ with 
the remaining 12% disposed to the-RIJMC in 1963":"- Activation products were calculated for the stainless steel assuming a 304 type, irraQiated for a h~gh_burnup and decayed 
for 6 months. The methodology used for this calculation is provided in 11Characteristics of Potential Repository l,.lastes 11

, ORNLJTH-10213. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-3H HOT - 236 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries-for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End 5- MinillUll MaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Po-210 Solid. He tal. T 10.000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N 

Cr-51 Solid. Metal. T 35.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Mn-54 Solid. Metal. T 160.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

fe-55 Solid. Metal. T 1415.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

fe-59 Solid. Metal. T 4.2000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Co-58 Solid. Metal. T 35.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Co-60 Solid. Metal. T 415.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

N i -63 Solid. Metal. T 36.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Nb-94 Solid. Metal. T .00100000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

* If Safl1)le data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. · 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Addition of the curie values from the 1962 radioactive waste manifests yields a value of 16,040 curies. Of this total curie value. 7000 is attributed to scrap of an 
irradiated ERT test specimen, 5300 curies is due to an unspecified "irradiated radioactive sa!Tllle11 , and 3400 curies is from "scrap metal from fuel elements 11 • Between 50 

I 

i 

I 

I 

I 

I 

' 

' 

and 100 curies is activated material from the SUSIE reactor, and 10 curies is attributed to 15 POtonium-berytlium-·sources:- About 200 curies--Is from fission products from 
the SL-1 accident. Since the majority of the SL~1 work was accomplished in 1962, 88% of the unrecovered 93.2% enriched U·235 was assumed to be disposed of in 1962. with 
the remaining_12% di$2QSed to the R~C i~ 1963. Activation products were calculated for the s!ainless steel assuming a 304 type. irradiated for a high burnup and dec~yed 
for 6 months. The methodology used for this calculation is provided in 11 Characteristics of Potential Repository t,Jastes 11 , ORNL/TM-10213. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-3H HOT - 236 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/CT)otal Unit Begin End s- Minii!UII Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Jl> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Nb-95 Solid. Metal. T .04000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. T 31.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Ru-106 Particulate. Oxide. T 6.0000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Cs-134 Particulate. Oxide. T 2.4000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T 33.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. T 49.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Pm·147 Particulate. Oxide. T 78.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. T .00800000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00025000000000 Cl 1963 1963 " 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Addition of the curie values from the 1962 radioactive waste manifests yields a value of 16.040 cur1es. Of this total curie value. 7000 is attributed to scrap of an 
irradiated ERT test specimen. 5300 curies is due to an unspecified 11 irradiated radioactive sample". and 3400 curies is from "scrap metal from fuel elements". Between 50 
and 100 curies is activated material from the SUSIE reactor, and 10 curies is attributed to 15 polonium-beryllium sources. About 200 curies is from fissiQn products from 
the SL-1 accident. Since the majority of the SL-1 work was accomplished in 1962, 88% of the unrecovered 93.2% enriched U-235 was assumed to be disposed of in 1962, with 
the remaining 12% disposed to the RWMC in-1963. Activation products were calculated for the stainless steel assuming a 304 type, irradiated for a high burnup and decayed 
for 6 months. The methodology used for this calculation is provided in "Char~c!~ristics of Potential Repository Wastes", OR~~/TM-10213. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

- Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00000230000000 Cl 1963 1963 • 

-

------- -- -- --- ---- --------- --- --- --L_ --- - - ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide mmber of samples in the next col~.m1 and standard deviation in the next coll.lflf'l. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 

i 

I 

Addition of the curie values from the 1962 radioactive waste manifests yields a value of 16.040 cur1es. Of this total curie value, 7000 is attributed to scrap of an 
irradiated ERT test specimen, 5300 curies is due to an unspecified "irradiated radioactive sanple". and 3400 cunes lS from 11 scrap metal from fuel elements11 • Between 50 
and 100 curies is activated material from the SUSJE reactor, and 10 curies is attributed to 15 polonium-beryllium sources. About 200 curies is from fission products from 
the SL-1 accident. Since the n~jority of the SL-1 work was accomplished in 1962. 88% of the unrecovered 93.2% enriched U-235 was assumed to be dispqsed of in 1962i with 
the remaining 12% disposed to the RWMC in 1963. Activation products were calculated for the stainless steel assuming a 304 type. irradiated for a high burnup and decayed 
for 6 months. The methodology used for this calculation is provided in "Characteristics of Potential Repository \.lastes", ORNL/TM-10213. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-607-3H HOT - 236 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

·[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Radioactive waste shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Types of stainless steel for which 
activation products are calculated. Also, 
the time of irradiation is a large unknown. 
Different irradiation times can change the 
ratios of radionuclides significantly. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with R.B. O'Brien, Dr. J.F. Kunze, G.J. Briscoe, 
and J.H. Lofthouse provided information concerning the types 
of material that constituted the source term. Also, the 
reports ID0-19304,-19305,-19306,-19307, and 19311 were used 
to determine the components and activation products of the 
SL 1 structural materials. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
To obtain the activation products in the stainless steel 
that constituted the majority of the irradiated structural 
and experiment hardware, type 304 Stainless steel was 
assumed since that is the most prevalent type used in 
reactors. An irradiation time of 5 years was used so that 
long-lived activation products would outweigh the shorter 
lived radionuclides. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 241 

•1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 02/07/94 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

4. Particular facility: 607 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~cLh~e~d-,l'i~s~t~)------

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
4H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1964 Ending year 1966 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Reactor and auxiliary components from ML-1, PM-2A, 
and 2 SNAPTRAN Systems. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 255.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This waste stream originated at the TAN Hot Shop (TAN-607) and covers a period of three years: 
1964, 1965, and 1966. Originally, this waste stream was to be subdivided into several smaller 
units, but the documentation is not specific enough to allow this subdivision. Therefore, this 
waste stream covers two minor projects and two major projects that were accomplished at the TAN 
facilities: the two minor projects involved the two SNAPTRAN tests that were conducted in April 1964 
and January 1966. The two major projects involved the ML-1 and PM-2A reactor vessel examinations. 
The final report for the ML-1 examination was published in June 1966 and the report for the PM-2A 
examination was published in March 1967. Since these projects cannot presently be divided, they are 
all included in the same waste stream. A review of the waste shipping manifests provides data to 
illustrate the magnitude of this stream compareg to the other major waste stream for TAN. 

TAN HOT SHOP AND RML/HOT CELL WASTE FOR 1964, 1965, AND 1966 
(From review of the shipping manifests) 
Total TAN Area Hot Shop RML/Hot Cells 

Year Curies Vol. (MJ) Curies Vol. (m3)_ Curies Vol. (M3) 
1964 3624 412 0.86 23.2 1019 28.9 
RWMIS 2864 457 
1965 1454 400 8.27 160.9 1421 43.6 
RWMIS 1364 405 
1966 4852 854 3.62 70.6 4842 89.3 
RWMIS 3842 862 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-607-4H HDT - 241 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

£X] other (specify) 
5. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal, paper, and plastic. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
The majority of the volume is routine radioactive waste and 
is therefore paper, cloth, and plastic, contaminated during 
decontamination. The majority of the activity is due to 
SL-1 fission product contamination. The items so 
contaminated were plastic bagged and contained in cardboard 
boxes or in fiber or metal drums, closed with a clamp-type 
ring. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
( ] metal liner ( ] none ( ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. The majority of the 1964 HS waste was routine radioactive waste, consisting of blotting paper, 
plastic, rags, etc. used in decontamination and setting materials on. During this year, some metal 
ducting was disposed that was wrapped in plastic before being shipped to the RWMC. In 1965, less 
than 25% of the waste volume consisted of routine rad waste and the remaining was attributed to 
waste scrap (metal), stainless steel and lead (Pb) remaining from the SL-1 examination, which 
contributes to the majority of the activity. The PM-2A shielding was also dl.sposed during 1965. 
During 1966, all Hot Shop radioactive waste is attribut~e~d to "routine hot waste" according to the 
waste shipping manifests. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·607·4H HDT - 241 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End ·- MiniiTUll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-92-1 Solid. Metal. Unknown. GM 1964 1966 
lead 

7440-41-7 Solid. Metal. T 5500.0000000000 GM 1964 1964 N 
Beryllium 

7440-41-7 Solid. Metal. T 16500.000000000 GM 1966 1966 N 
Beryllium 

-- -'-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The amount of berylli~ contained in the SNAPTRAN internal and external reflectors is based on a calculation that involves the volume of beryllium inside and outside of 
the reactor vessel and the density of the material. Therefore, it is estimated that the calculation could be in error by about +{-200 grams. 



PART D · RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS · TAN·607-4H HOT - 241 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unlt Begin End s- Minirrun Maxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sal!l> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .26000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

. 
Ru-106 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .01900000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Sb-125 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .00600000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Cs-134 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .01300000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Cs-137 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .28000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Ce-144 Solid particulate. Oxide. A . 11000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Pm·147 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .46000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Eu-155 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .00500000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Sr-90 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 3.0000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
For this year. the waste stre~~--~~~ainly compo~~Q__of routine Hot Shop waste, ~~ich is assumed to be composed mainly of Sl-1 fission products that have remained from the 
examination of the Sl-1 reactor. Review of the radioactive waste shipping manifests, for the year, indicated that the facility was in the process of house cleaning, 
getting r~~Qy__!Qr th~two large ex~mtr1ations that were incending: the Ml-1 and the PM-2A reactor examinations. Although the first SNAPTI~AN test was conducted on April 1, 
1964, this test contributed little to the radiological source term that was disposed of at the R~C. RSAC-5 calculations of the fission product inventory, after only 60 
days. was 12 millicuries for the whole core. The significant material that was sent to the R~C from these tests was the core reflector. made of beryllium; about 5,500 
grams for_ the internal r~f!~~!or and 11,000 gram~ qf beryllium f9~ the external __ reflector, whifh_was present only for the January 11, 1966 test. This would not have been 
detected by a g<;~ 9~tector used to measure ganma field of waste containers. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-4H HOT - 241 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the followfng table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, ffll out additfonal lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun HaXiiTUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1) Vatue/STO Uncertainty 

Ru-106 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .11000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Sb·125 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .06000000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

Cs-134 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .11000000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

Cs-137 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 3.2000000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

-
Ce-144 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .55000000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

Pm·147 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 4.2000000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

Eu-155 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .05000000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

sr-90 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 1. 6000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

-
Ru-106 Solid particulate. oxide. A .03000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide nUIIber of samples in the next collm"l and standard deviation in the next coll.m1. 
lf not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
For this year, the waste stream was mainly coaposed of routine Hot Shop waste, which is assumed to be composed mainly of Sl·1 fission products that have remained from the 
ex ami nation of the SL -1 reactor. Review of the rad i cacti ve waste shipping m~nlfes t~L for the year, indicated that the f ac i llty was in the process Qf house cleaning, 
setting ready for the two large examinations that were impending: the ML-1 and the PM~2A reactor examinatlons. Although the first SNAPTRAN test was conducted on April 1, 
1964, this test contributed little to the radiological source term that was disposed of at the RWMC. RSAC·5 calculations of the fission product inventory. after only 60 
days, was 12 milllcuries for the whole core. The shmificant material that was sent to the RIJMC from these tests was the core reflector, made of bervlliun: about 5,500 
grams for the internal reflector and 11.000 grams of beryllium for the external reflector, which was present only for the January 11, 1966 test. This would not have been 
detected by a gamma detector used to measure gamma field of waste containers. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS ~ TAN·607-4H HOT - 241 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956~84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sb-125 Solid particulate. oxide. A _02000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

Cs-134 Solid particulate. oxide. A .04000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

Cs-137 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 1.7000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

• 

Ce-144 Solid particulate. oxide. A . 12000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

Pm-147 Solid particulate. Oxide. A 1.7000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

Eu-155 Solid particulate. Oxide. A .03000000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

--L_ ... --- - --- ------ ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the coltml titled "Samples?" and provide nu:Ti>er of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in thE next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

----

For this year. the waste stream was mainly composed of routine Hot Shop waste, which is assumed to be composed mainly of Sl-1 fission products that have remained from the 
examination of the SL-1 reactor. Review of the radioactive waste shipping manifests, for the year, indicated that the facility was in the process of house cleaning, 
getting ready for the two large examinations that wefe impending: the ML-1 and the PH-2A reactor examinations. Although the first SNAPTRAN test was cOnducted on Apfil 1. 
1964, !his test contributed little to the radiological source term that was disposed of at the RYMC. RSAC-5 calculations of the fission product inventory, after only 60 
da~~as 12 millicuries for the whole core. The significant material that was sent to the R~MC from these tests was the core reflector, madi-Of beryllium; about 5,500 
grams for the int~r~El reflector an9 11,000 gr~~_of beryllil~ fQr the extern~l_I~flector, which was present only for the January 11, 1966 test. This would not have been 
detected by a gamma detector used to measure gamma field of waste containers. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-607-4H HOT - 241 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Waste shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with G.J. Briscoe, R.B. O'Brien, and D.R. 
Mousseau provided details on the types of sources and 
methods of packaging the waste. The reports "PM-2A Reactor 
Vessel Test Program Final Report", by D.R. Mousseau and J.C. 
Pruden, March 1967, IN-1061, and "Final Disassembly and 
Examination of the ML-1 Reactor Core", py T.L. Murphy, et 
al., June 1966, ID0-17190, gave details on the source terms 
and the types of operations that were conducted in the TAN 
Hot Shop and TAN RML/Hot Cells. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 188 

_1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
5H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
( ) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1967 Ending year 1983 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/12/93 

4. Particular facility:~6~0~7~~--~~--~~77~~----(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Myriad manufacturing, assembly, health physics and 
Hot Shop activities associated with TAN programs. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 7208.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ) annual or (X) total over all years 
Check box: (X) container volume or ( ) waste volume 

4. Facility is the Manufacturing, Assembly and Health Physics and Safety Building, located in the 
TSF area of TAN. Includes the Hot Shop Facility. 
9. Gross weiqht equals 2.80 Gq sent to RWMC pits and trenches. Cumulative disposal equals 13.6 
kCi. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-607-5H HDT - 188 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Other scrap metals. To first approximations, all radioactivity is on the 
[X] other (specify) ~s~u~r~f~a~c~e~·~------------------------------------------------------
1,2,4,5,6,7,8,11,13,14,16,17,21,22,23,24,31 
,41,42,43,44. 

3. Chemical form: 
l.OE+5 to l.OE+6 individual items, 
generally in an oxidized state. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Cardboard box*. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. To first approximation, all radioactive materials face one or more plastic barriers. This is 
especially true for small i terns and "hot" i terns. L<g:ge bu:l~ m<tterialsface less b<trriers, but 
offer low surface area and intrinsic self-containment. 
5. BLF, BLM, BLX, BXW, I, and "Other". Containers included 4392 BXC, 695 BLF, 231 BLM, 1737 BLX, 
819 BXW, 3 I, and 535; for a total of 8412. "Other" is according to RWMIS. Additional description 
of "Other" may be present in shipping manifests. 



PA~T C ' NONRADIOLDGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-SH HOT - 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp HiniiWil Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7439-97-6 Unknown. Hetall ic. Unknown. GM 1962 1962 N 
Mercury 

7439-92-1 Unknown. Metallic. Unknown. GM 1960 1984 N 
Lead 

• If Safr4)le data are available, mark Y in the colurm titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nl.ITiber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next collllll. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Some mercury in canned mud in a 120 cubic foot container. Amount of mud or mercury unknown. 

I 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000160000000 CJ 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shif:XI!ents. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 7.2700000000000 CJ 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shif:XI!ents. 

Ni ·59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .02910000000000 CJ 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shif:XI!ents. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.6200000000000 CJ 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shipments. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 3.4900000000000 CJ 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shipments. 

J-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. CJ 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1 . 1600000000000 CJ 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000018200000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 37 different 
shipments. 

Cr-51 Numerous physical forms unknown. T 7. 5000000000000 CJ 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shi~nts. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: b~se propgrtions were taken as those from 

·a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Holland, 1992} plus current JNEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF wast~_shipments to RUMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unlt Begin End Samp Minirrun Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Fe·S9 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 7.5000000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000111000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Co·60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 5.0400000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

N i ·59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .02020000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Cs·137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .77900000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.0400000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

1·129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Sr·90. Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .34600000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Tc·99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000005410000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

---- - ··-- -- --- --· -- ·- - ----- L__ - ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaffiinant) 

. 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as HAP and MFP ~~reinterpreted into isotopic proportions in the followjng manner;_Pase proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland. 1992) plus current INEL practicesj proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RUMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., Mininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

c-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000202000000 Cl 1969 1969 N . in 41 different 
shipnents. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 9.1700000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 41 different 
shipments. 

Ni -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .03670000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 41 different 
shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.4200000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 41 different 
shipnents. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.8900000000000 Cl 1969 1969 " in 41 different 
shipments. 

1-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 41 different 
shipments. 

-
Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .63000000000000 Cl 1969 1969 " in 41 different 

shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000009840000 Cl 1969 1969 " in 41 different 
shipments. 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1969 1969 " in 41 different 
sh i pnents. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Ptansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation . 

. Radionucllde Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- HinifiUII Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

I-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1969 1969 N 
i'n 41 different 
shipments. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000015400000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 41 different 
shipments. 

C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00012100000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 604.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

Ni-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 54.700000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

Cs -137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 210.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

I-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I .00000000005000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 122.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I .00001090000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL Qractices; PrQQQrtions for aQgjtive nuclides were taken for C!ass C candidate nuclides. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis. according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun HaxiiJUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00003750000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

U-238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00023900000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000008400000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 38 different 
shipments. 

ce-144 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .62000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Co-58 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .01400000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

-
Co-60 Numerous physical. forms Unknown. T 526.00000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 

in 19 different 
shipments. 

Cs-134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .13000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shi?Jlents. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 131.00000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. • 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as welt as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN question_~§_ire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus currenLINEl praf~i_fes; pfQQOrtions for ~Qditive nuclides w~f~___!j!k~n for Clas~ !:::_candidate nuclides .. ~xcept those 
which could be discounted on a scientifTc basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" MiniiJUII Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S8lJll Value/STO Uncertainty 

Fe-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 475.00000000000 , Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

H·3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .70700000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipnents. 

I-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipnents. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 3.4300000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000005540000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Ni -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1100.0000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Rh-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.9000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Ru-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.9000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00041700000000 Cl 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted in~o isotopic proportions in th~ following ma_~~~r: bas~ QfQQQrtions were taken as those from 
a TAN guestionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current IN~l_practices; prQQ9rtions fQ~ additive nuclid~ere ~~ken for Cl~§S C candidate nuclides, exc~t those 
which cOuld be discounted on a scientific basis, accOrding to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Minii!UTI Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sat11' Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00038800000000 CI 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000004000 CI 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Pu·241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00003060000000 CI 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Y-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.0000000000000 CI 1971 1971 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Ce-144 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.3000000000000 CI 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 224.00000000000 CI 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Cs-134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.9500000000000 CI 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 180.00000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Fe-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 215.00000000000 CI 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

L___ _____ -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 

I 

! 

I 
I 

i 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted 1nto tsotop1c proportions 1n the fotlowtng manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for etas~ C candidate nuclides, ex~~pt those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RYMC. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minilll.l1l Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S8Qll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 495.00000000000 C1 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Rb-86 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 4.2100000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Rh-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.6000000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Ru-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 5.2300000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 22.300000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00020000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

U-238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00040300000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000120000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00060000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipments. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN ~uestionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) Pl~s current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis~-~~Cording to 5 y~ar averages Qf _TRA/NRF waste shlpments to R~C. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

" Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .10200000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
sh i r:rnents. 

I-129 ~umerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shipnents. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000035900000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shif:ments. 

Y·90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 7.6600000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 
in 32 different 
shif:ments. 

Ce-144 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.2200000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipments. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 550.00000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shi!Xllents. 

Cs-134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .28400000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 56.400000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipnents. 

Fe-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. 1 450.00000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipments. 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled "Samples? 01 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next coll.Jlll1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland. 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RUMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 970.00000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shij:ments. 

Rb·86 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 4.1600000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipnents. 

Rh·106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.2800000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipnents. 

Ru·106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 5.1500000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipnents. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.7400000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipments. 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000005000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipments. 

1·129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipments. 

Pu- 241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00004540000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shiJ:ments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000002750000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shir,ments. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current lNEl practices; proportions for additive nuclides were tak~n_jQ£ Class C c§~!~ate nucliq~~~ ~xcept those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RYMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirrun MaxiiJUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Y-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.4000000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N 
in 17 different 
shipnents. 

Ce-144 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I 14.100000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
ln 44 different 
shiJ:(llents. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I 1600.0000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

Cs-134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. •I 3. 2100000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shiFXJ~ents. 

Cs·137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I 242.00000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shifX'Ients. 

Fe-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I 1430.0000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shiFXJ~ents. 

Hf·181 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I .07000000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. I .39300000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

I-129 Numerous physical for'ms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

-
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Curies of unidentified beta and ganma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current lNEl practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RYMC. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End SaiJ1) Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Satrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 7.6800000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
fn 44 different 
shipnents. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000050000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000089000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00078300000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shiFXJ1ents. 

Y-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 16.800000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 
in 44 different 
shipnents. 

Ce·144 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.3000000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Cs-134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .31500000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Cs·137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 7.0900000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Rb·86 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 5.8500000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mafk Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

' 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as HAP and HFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN ~uestionnatre (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus curren~ LNEL practi~~s; propgf!Jons for adgitive nuclides were t~ken for C!~§s C candiQ~te OUfliQ~. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientifiC-basis, acCording to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWHC. 
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For each contaminant, ~omplete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun MaxiiWll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ru-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 5.4500000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.8900000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

U·235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00002140000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

U-238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000033300000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000006000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T . 17500000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

1-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00005100000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms unknown. T .00000003090000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

·- -- ·-·--- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colL¥m titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next cotwn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and garrma as welt as MAP and MFP were interpr~~~9 into i§.otopic Qrpportio~J~ in the __ f_ollowin_g__ma_[!ner: bas~Q!__QQQ.rtions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Ciass C c~Ddida~e nucli~~~ exc~gt those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF was!~ shipments to RYMC. 



PART D · RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS · TAN·607·5H HOT · 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
thls situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini RUn Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Y-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.5300000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N 
in 14 different 
shipments. 

Ce-144 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.7500000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 11.900000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

cs-134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.1300000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 221.00000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

Eu-154 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .37100000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

H-3 Numerous physical forms unknown. T 1.9700000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

1-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

I 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 51.100000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEl practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candi~~te nuctj~es except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 Y§'ar averages 9f___TRA/NRF wast~_§.hipments to R\JMC. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-607-SH HOT - 188 
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For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini/lUI\ Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Tfl Value/STO Uncertainty 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000160000000 CI 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shij:XT~ents 

Mn-54 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .10100000000000 CI 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

Ru-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.5600000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

U·238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00002430000000 CI 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000001000 Cl 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000011000000 CI 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

U·235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00264000000000 CI 1976 1976 N 
in 100 different 
shipments 

Co-58 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 620.00000000000 CI 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 84.100000000000 CI 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

i 

. 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland. 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RYMC. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN·607·5H HOT · 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mininun Maxiaun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 3.0000000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Cs·137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 86.600000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000058300000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Ni -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .01060000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

H·3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 5.4000000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

1·129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. - T 1.8000000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000028100000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Mn-54 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 593.00000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

I 
* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionn~jre (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclid~s. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, ~ccording to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to R~C. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-5H HOT - 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cm-242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000045800000 Cl 1977 1977 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Co-58 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 778.00000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms unknown. T 247.00000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Cs-134 Numerous physical forms unknown. T 10.000000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms unknown. T 280.00000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

-
C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000047300000 Cl 1978 1978 N 

in 33 different 
shipments. 

Ni -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00859000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shij:ments. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 4.1100000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
sh i j:meOtS. 

- - - '-- - --- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUifli titled 11 Samples? 10 and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next cotum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and garrma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportion_? in the: _follo~i!}g_manner:;____!)ase pl:QQ9rtlons Were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportiOns for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



• 

PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607·5H HOT · 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation • 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

I· 129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.2600000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000027000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Mn-54 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 690.00000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Cm· 242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000011000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00009200000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 
in 33 different 
shipments. 

C·14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000011000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .03980000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

Ni-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000200000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 

I 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

* If sample data are ftVailable, mark~ in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

I 

I 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN _questionn(l;!_re (PlanS:~Y- and Hoi_land, 1992) R!Ys curr~QL!NEL prac~j~es; proRQr:_!_ions for additiv~ nucl_jdes were ~~ken for Cl~ss C candigate nuc~ ides, exceQt those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-SH HOT - 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, ~ill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini/lUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Nunerous physical forms Unknown. T 4.7100000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shif:XJ}ents. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 5.9300000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipnents. 

1-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.0900000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipnents. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000031600000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipnents. 

ern- 242 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000001000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipnents. 

Pu-241 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00001150000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 
in 44 different 
shipnents. 

C-14 Numerous physical forms unknown. T .00000000044000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipnents. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. 1 .00200000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipnents. 

----- L____ L__ -- --L_ ----- ------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide nurOOer of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

---

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to R~C. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607-SH HOT - 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

• Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanp Mini nun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000800000000 CI 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

Cs·137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 8.2200000000000 CI 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 11.000000000000 CI 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

I -129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. CI 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 3.6500000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000057100000 CI 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shii=X!lents. 

Pu-238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000373000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

Pu-239 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00001820000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipllents. 

U·234 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00002670000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipllents. 

- -··-

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

! 

I 

I 
. 

I 
i 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic propOrtions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland. 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RYMC. 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·607-5H HOT · 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sail'!' Minimum MaxiiiUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T . 00000138000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

U-236 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T • 00000054800000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

U-238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000122000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 
in 46 different 
shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .39600000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N 
in 20 different 
shipments. 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .52800000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N 
in 20 different 
shipments. 

1-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1981 1981 N 
in 20 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .17600000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N 
in 20 different 
shipments. 

Tc·99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000001750000 Cl 1981 1981 N 
in 20 different 
shipments. 

C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000001320000 Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipments. 

--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Sar!l>les?" and provide number of sa~les in the next colt.rnn and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

--

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RUMC. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·607·5H HOT · 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form CA)nnual/CT)otal Unit Begin End s""" Mini nun Haxilllllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .06000000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipments. 

Ni -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00024000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipnents. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.8500000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipments. 

H·3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.4600000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipments. 

1·129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .82000000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. - T .00000012800000 Cl 1982 1982 N 
in 31 different 
shipments. 

Cs·134 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .60100000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 31.900000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipments. 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as wetl as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Ptansky and Hoiland. 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-607-SH HOT - 188 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Miniaun MaximLIIl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 2.5700000000000 CI 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipnents. 

1-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. Unknown. CI 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1.0100000000000 CI 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000013400000 CI 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipments. 

Rh-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .15000000000000 CI 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipments. 

Ru-106 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .15000000000000 CI 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
ship11ents. 

Y·90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .15000000000000 CI 1983 1983 N 
in 63 different 
shipments. 

-· --- - -- -
__ L-.._ 

----- -L-..-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

! 

-

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted 1nto ISOtopic prooort1ons 1n the follow1nq manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland. 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF wast~ shipments to RYMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-607-5H HOT - 188 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
(X] other 
TAN questionaire reported in Plansky and 
Hoiland. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
(X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: TAN-76 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
Management Complex Performance Assessment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
For CY 1981, WM-F1-81-027 reported 1.1 Ci shipped from TAN 
607 consisting of 1/3 soil, 1/3 concrete door plug, and 1/3 
miscellaneous. In contrast, RWMIS reported 0.59 ci disposed 
of. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-77 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 165 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
6H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1983 Ending year 1983 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

4. Particular facility: 607 
(building number - use =c~o~d~e-.f~r=o=m~a=t"-t~a~c~h~e~d-,l'i=s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Minor unidentified radioactive waste from the TSF 
area. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 70.7000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility was listed as TSF: we attribute it to the Manufacturing, Assembly and Health Physics 
and Safety Building, located in the TSF area of TAN. 
9. Gross mass equals 86.4 Kg. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-607-6H HDT - 165 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. Unknown. 

,[ ) other (specify) ~~~~-----------------------------------------------------

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [X) plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ] metal liner [ ) none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-607·6H HOT - 165 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-64, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T}otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hininun MaxiiTUll Bas is for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#SaJil) Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

- - - - - ---- -- _L_ --- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

_j 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN·607-6H HOT - 165 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example. if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf!) Mininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantlty Year Year les? Value/#S8flll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 T .00007800000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

Cs-137 T .00277000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

Sr-90 T .00277000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

' 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-607-6H HDT - 165 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
( ] operating records [ ) interview 
( ) expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
( ) worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

(X] no 
[ ) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-82 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 166 

,1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1972 Ending year 1973 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 01/27/94 

4. Particular facility: 615 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r=o=m~a=t~t~a~ch~e3d-,l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
U-235 contaminated structures removed durinq 
refurbishment of fuel assembly area of TAN 615. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 55.9000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Assembly and Maintenance Facility, located in the TSF area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-615-1H HDT - 166 
Page: TAN-83 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Concrete, brick, and asphalt. 

2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Details on physical form (particularly confinement related) 

[X] other (specify) 
10. 

- mostly wallboard, metal, and wood. 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
Unknown. ( ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Other*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1. Likely dominated by gypsum wallboard. 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 
5. BXW. "Other" is accordinq to RWMIS. Additional description of "Othe]C" may_]Je J:lresent in 
shippinq manifests. Also included in number 5 is BXW. 



PART C · NOHRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN·615·1H HOT · 166 
Page: TAN-84 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)mual/(T )otal Unit Begin End s~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#SaqJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

·-- - ---- ·- - L__ -- ·-- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next-column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-615·1H HOT - 166 
Pege: TAN-85 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84# use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa~ HiniiiUfl Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~Tp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-234 Solid particulate. Metal and oxide. T .00568000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N -20% +20% 

U-235 Solid particulate. Metal and oxide. T .00018000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N -20% +20% 

U-238 Solid particulate. Metal and oxide. T .00000167000000 Cl 1972 1972 N -20% +20% 

U-234 Solid particulate. Metal and oxide. T .01800000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -20% +20% 

U-235 Solid particulate. Metal and oxide. T .00057200000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -20% +20% 

U-238 Solid particulate. Metal and oxide. T .00000531000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -20% +20% 

-

-

L 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or Bxplanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Personnel that were involved in the reconstruction and refurbishment of TAN 615 indicated that all of the contamination was alpha, which would be expected for an area 
where enriched U-235 was handled. For purposes of characterizing this waste stream. lt was assumed that 95% of the alpha reading, that was taken by the health physicist 
when monitoring the waste from this job, was due to the alpha activity of U-234. The resultin~ quantities of U-234. U-235, and U-238 assigned to the waste disposed from 
the refurbishment of 615 is based on the methodology of determining-the appropriate radionuclides involVed in 93.4% enriched uranium as provided by the 11 Health Physics 
Manual of Good Practices for UraniUTI Facilities11 , Rich, 1988. EG&G-2530. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-615-1H HOT - 166 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [ ) reports 
(X) other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Breakdown of U radionuclides. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Harold Rau~NEL, _10 Aug._~993: remembered tearing out of 
fuel examination area, contaminated by GE programs. Robert 
Branson, INEL, 10 Aug. 1993: remembered contaminated areas 
on south end. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Described in Part D. 



Page: TAN-87 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 187 

'1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive 1.1aste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
( ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1978 Ending year 1982 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/31/93 

4. Particular facility: 616 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d-,l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Waste generated in the cleanup of the Liquid waste 
Treatment Plant and associated PM-2A Secondary 
Evaporator. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 23.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

4. TAN 616 was the Liquid Waste Treatment Plant built in 1955, located in the TSF area of TAN. 
Evaporated salts were collected in 50 kgal Caustic and Sand Tanks 709 and 710 (TAN structures 1709 
and 1710L~ resj:)ectively. In 1971 and 1972, taf)ks 709 and 710 were emptied into a secondary 
evaj:)9rator built from PM2A parts, and solidifi~d by evaporation into two C-steel shipping tanks. 
These were subsequently buried at RWMC (in 1971 and 1972), but accounted for under TAN 607. In as 
much as our present interpretations of unidentified beta and gamma waste do not vary between TAN-607 
and TAN-616, we choose to leave those entries there, thereby avoiding a data conflict with RWMIS. 
The evaporation operation was terminated in 1975. The wastes in Tanks 709 and 710 were then 
solidified in place,_ in diatoma_ceous earth and concrete, and shfpped to RWMC in 1976_._ RWMIS, in 
agreement with the shipping manifests, again accounts for that product under TAN-607. In 1978, nine 
BXW of waste attributed by RWMIS to TAN-616 were shipped to RWMC. In 1982, four BXW of waste 
attributed by RWMIS to the PM2A-evaporator were shiQped to RWMC. These two shipments constitute the 
waste stream reported here. They may correspond to Smith's (1983) mention of a FY80 effort to 
characterize the PM2A-area, resulting in the cgllection, boxing, and RWMC-burial of radioactive 
cement and paint. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-616-1H HDT - 187 
Page: TAN-88 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. Unknown . 

• [ ] other (specify) ~~~~-----------------------------------------------------

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [X) plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ) metal liner [ ) none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or ~ore plastic barriers. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·616-1H HOT - 187 
Page: TAN-69 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. if any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinimun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·616·1H HOT - 187 
Page: TAN-90 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saflll MiniiTUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sallf.l Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .08280000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 

H-3 Unknown. Unknown. T .11000000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .03680000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N 

Tc·99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000575000 Cl 1978 1978 N 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00001000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

-
Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00010000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

* If sample data are available, mark V in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practiceSi proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-616-1H HOT - 187 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
( ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Donald L. Smith, "Final Report Decontamination and 
Decommissioning of TAN Radioactive Liquid Waste Evaporator 
SysteJ!l_(PJoi-2A) 11 ,__!:GG-_~:2]6, M_arch 1983. L.E. Plansky and 
S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level Waste Radionuclide 
Inventory for the R~~ioagtive Wa~te Management Complex 
Performance Assessment", EGG-WM-9857, June 1992, Revision 1, 
pp. 126 134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-92 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 167 

~- Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 620 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r __ o_m __ a~t~t~a-c~h-e~d~1~i~s-t~)------

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1983 Ending year 1983 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Minor radioactive waste from the IET Control and 
Equipment Building. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.7900 Units cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Control and Equipment Building located in the IET area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-620-1H HDT - 167 

1. General physical 
other scrap metals. 

, ( ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner ( ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Unknown. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-620·1H HOT - 167 
Page: TAN-94 

For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table~ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" HinillUTl Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salf4l Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 $amples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-620-lH HOT - 167 
Page: TAN-95 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952-56 andy Kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l" MinilfUIJ MaxilfUIJ Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Valuej#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-58 Metal. Unknown. T .00150000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

Co-60 Metal. Unknown. T .00600000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

- -- ·-- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-620-1H HDT - 167 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X) reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ) no 
[X) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
Management Complex Performance Assessment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS contains no data for TAN 620. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-97 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 168 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1974 Ending year 1983 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

4. Particular facility: 623 
(building number - use ~c~o3d~e-.f~r~o~m~a~t"-t"-a~c=h~e=d~'l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Minor radioactive wastes from sewage pumphouse. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 8.2000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Sewage Pumphouse, located in the TSF area of TAN. 
6. 1974 shipment of 1mCi unidentified beta from TAN 623 is clearly different from the 1974 shipment 
of 1mCi unidentified beta from TAN 711 (same sewage area of TSF). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-623-1H HDT - 168 
Page: TAN-98 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). =D~r~~~~~-------------------------------------------------------

•[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. ~N~o~n~e~·--------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 



PART C · NONRAOIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS · TAN·623·1H HDT · 168 
Page: TAN-99 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa"" Value{STO Uncertainty 

None. 

. 

-

-- ---- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-623-lH HOT - 168 
Page: TA.N-100 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation • 

• Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saq> Mininun MaXillUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Dry sewage. Unknown. T .00009600000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

Cs-137 Dry sewage. Unknown. T .00063000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

Pu-241 Dry sewage . Unknown. T .00000002800000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

. 
Sr-90 Dry sewage. Unknown. T .00027000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

Tc-99 Dry sewage. Unknown. T .00000000002000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

' 

i 

! 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as HAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RUMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-623-1H HOT - 168 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Unidentified beta and MFP. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. P1ansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
ManagE!l1lE!l'lLComplex Performance Assess;ment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
See isotopic interpretation basis in Part D. 



Page: TAN-102 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 169 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1972 Ending year 1982 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

4. Particular facility: 629 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~cLh~e-.d~l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Minor radioactive wastes from airplane hanger 
building during the LOFT and LOFT-cleanup eras. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 22.4000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check ~ox: [ ) annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: [X) container volume or [ ) waste volume 

4. Facility is the Warehouse Receiving Building, located in the LOFT area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-629-1H HOT - 169 

1. General physical 
Other scrap metals. 

,[X] other (specify) 
21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Other. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featureg one or more plastic barriers. 
5. "Other" is accordinq to RWMIS. Additional description of "Other" may be present in shippinq 
manifests. 



PART C ~ NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-629-lH HOT - 169 
Page: TAN-104 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. · 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maxirrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-- ----- ---L__ -- --- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of san~les in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-629-1H HOT - 169 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation • 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00036000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

H·3 Unknown. Unknown. T .00048000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00016000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000003000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

Co-58 Unknown. Unknown. T .03150000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .10000000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

' 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides; except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to R~MC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-629-1H HDT - 169 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
(X] other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
( ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Includes ambiquous MFP. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive waste 
Manaqement Complex Performance Assessment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Explained in Part D for MFP interpretation. 



Page: TAN-107 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 170 

,1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator: TAN 
(area or cont,-r"a'"'c:'Ct:'-o-r---u-s-:e-c-:-o-:-c;dc:-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1979 Ending year 1983 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/11/93 

4. Particular facility: 630 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m--:a~t~t~a-:-c-:-hc-:-e'd-,17i~s~t~)--:--:--

6. Waste stream: 
Minor unidentified LOFT-area wastes from TAN 630. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 17.3000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Control and Equipment Building, located in the LOFT area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-630-1H HDT - 170 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 

,(X] other (specify) 
44. 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Bale. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Paper, rags, and plastic. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag (X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-630-1H HOT · 170 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-64, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minill'UO Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

--- - -

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11Samples?" and provide mmber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colllfTI"l. 
!f not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D ~ RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN~630~1H HOT - 170 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mininun MaxiflUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

C-14 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000039000 Cl 1979 1979 N . 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00176000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 

Nl-59 Surface contaminatfon. Unknown. T .00000704000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 

Cs-137 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00063400000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 

H·3 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00084500000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 

Sr-90 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00028200000000 Cl 1979 1979 N 

Tc-99 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000004000 Cl 1979 1979 " 
C-14 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000020000 Cl 1980 1980 N 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00092100000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 

* If sanple data are avai table, mark Y in the colUTifl titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next co tum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value, 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN -~estionnaire plus current INEL practi~e!?; proportions __for additive nuclid~s were taken for ClassC candidate nuctides, except those which could be discounted 
on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-630·1H HOT - 170 
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For each contaminant# complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa"" Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000368000000 Cl 1980 1980 N 

C·14 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000326000 Cl 1981 1981 N 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .01480000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N 

Ni ·59 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00005920000000 Cl 1981 1981 N 

Cs-137 Surface contamination. Unknown. I .00000013500000 Cl 1981 1981 N 

H·3 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000018000000 Cl 1981 1981 N 

Sr-90 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000006000000 Cl 1981 1981 N 

C-14 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000167000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. I .00758000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide mmber of samples in the next col lim and standard deviation in the next colllfln. 
If not, mark Nand give the mininum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and ga~a as well as HAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN questionnaire plu~ c;:_~_r~t JNEL _ _Qractices; propQr_tiOflS for add_iti~_~ctides were taken for Class C_ candidate nuclides, except those which could be discounted 
on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to R~MC. 



PART D - RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TAN-630-1H HOT - 170 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxii!UII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00003030000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Cs-137 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00085000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

H·3 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00113000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Sr-90 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00037800000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Tc-99 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00000000006000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Co-58 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00100000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

Co-60 Surface contamination. Unknown. T .00100000000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

' 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN questionnaire plus curr~t !NEL prac!i~~s; proportioQ§ for additive ~uclides were !~ken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those which could be discounted 
on a scientific basis, accordipg !Q_S year aver~g~~ of TRA/NRF ~~ste shipments to RUMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-630-1H HOT - 170 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ) interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Wastes qiven as MAP and MFP. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
Management Comple~ _!'erform<mc:~ Assessment", EG&G-WM-9857. 
June 1992L~evision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS data for TAN agrees with Plansky and Hoiland data for 
TAN, except in 1982, where Plansky and Hoiland added MFP 
waste. RWMIS does not include Plansky and Hoiland 1981-1983 
data for LOFT. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Interpretation of MAP and MFP described in Part D. 



Page: TAN-114 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 237 

,1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 01/27/94 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility:_;6~3~3~~----~--~~~~~~----
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1956 Ending year 1956 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Radiation Measurement Lab (RML)/Hot Cell 
Samples/Specimens of fuel assemblies from HTRE No. 1 
IET #3, #4, and #6 tests. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [ ] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. This waste stream is hypothesized based on reports and interviews with personnel employed with 
the GE ANP Program. Half of the yearly curie waste value is ascribed to this facility, and half is 
ascribed to the TAN Hot Shop (TAN 607). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-633-1H HDT - 237 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

• [X] other (specify) 
2, 5, 21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Oxides and eutectic slag. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Unknown. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Pieces of slag formed by high temperature melting of V02 and 
nichrome clad combining. (May have been contained within a 
welded SS can that was then placed in fiber or steel drum.) 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[X] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
2,4, and 5. Interviews with some of the personnel that worked in the Hot Shop and RML (Harold Rau, 
R.G. Mitchell, R.R. Jones, R. Drexl~r, E.C.~damson, and T.L. Murphy) indicated that smaller 
aluminum or stainless steel containers were used to put RML or Hot Cell samples into, before they 
were put into the fiber or steel drums that would be the disposal container. One individual 
indicated that the inner containers may have been welded shut, and yet another individual indicated 
that the inner containers had a screw type lid. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-633-1H HOT - 237 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxill'lllll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

7440-02-0 Sot id. Metal. T 1095.0000000000 GH 1956 1956 N 
Nickel 

7440-47·3 Solid. Metal. T 275.00000000000 GH 1956 1956 N 
Chromiun 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·633-1H HOT · 237 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Hininun Haxilllllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sal!1> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cr-51 Particulate. Oxide. T 950.00000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Ni -63 Particulate. Oxide. T 3.5000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. T 60.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Y·91 Particulate. Oxide. T 68.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 70. 000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Nb·95 Particulate. Oxide. T 40.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. T 44.000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Ru-106 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T .50000000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The HTRE-1 testing of lET #3. #4, and #6 was completed by the end of February 1957. Of the three tests. lET #3 and #4. which were completed during 1956, sustained most 
damage to the fuel, releasing 99.3% of the 704 gram total release of uranium assumed for the three tests. Since the fuel was nichrome (80% nickel and 20% chromium) clad. 
the ratio of grams of clad to the grams of fuel was calculated and activated for the length of time used to generate the fission product inventory, calculated by the 
RSAC-5 computer code;- as progralll!led for the lET #4_ operational history. The calculation resulted in 2738 grel)'ls of clad associated with 704 grams of fuel. Activation of 
the nichrome clad resulted in 17,307 curies of Cr-51, 0.257 curies of Ni-59, 30.3 curies of Ni-63 and 64,520 curies of Ni-65. The fission product inventory was 
calculated assuming the reactor operated at 10.6~ _MU for 194 hours. All activity values were decayed for 30 days to account for the time for decontamination of the 
contaminated parts 9f the reactor i!nd packaging of- the waste for shipment to the-RI./Mc. From the 30-day decay list of radionucl ides, the radTOnucl ides chosen for listing_ 
above were 13 nuclides with the highest curie values. The curie content of uranium nuclides 234 235 and 238 were calculated by the methodology as outlined in 11 Health 
Physics Manual of Good Practices for Uranium Facilities", Rich et al., 1988. (The complete analysis is documented in Peterson, 1994.) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS · TAN·633·1H HOT · 237 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirrun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 78.000000000000 CI 1956 1956 N 

la-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 90.000000000000 CI 1956 1956 N 

Ce·l41 Particulate. Oxide. T 88.000000000000 CI 1956 1956 N 

Ce·144 Particulate. Oxide. T 18.000000000000 CI 1956 1956 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00071000000000 CI 1956 1956 N 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. T .02240000000000 CI 1956 1956 N 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00000660000000 CI 1956 1956 N 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The HTRE-1 testing of IET #3, #4, and #6 was completed by the end of February 1957. Of the three tests, lET #3 and #4. which were completed during 1956, sustained most 
damage to the fuel, releasing 99.3% of the 704 gram total release of uranium assumed for the three tests. Since the fuel was nichrome (80% nickel and 20% chromium) clad. 
the ratio of grams of clad to the grams of fuel was calculated and activated for the length of time used to generate the fission product inventory. calculated by the 
RSAC-5 computer code, as programmed for the lET #4 operational history. The calculation resulted in 2738 grams of clad associated with 704 srams of fuel. Activation of 
the nichrome clad resulted in 17,307 curies gf -~r~1. 0.257 ~~rles of Ni-59, 30.3 c~rj~§_of Ni-63 ~nd 64 520 curies of Ni-65. The fission product inventory was 
calculated assuming the reactor operated at 10.64 MY for 194 hours. All activity values were decayed for 30 days to account for the time for decontamination of the 
contaminated parts of the reactor and packaging of the waste for shipment to the R~C. From the 30-day decay l1st of radionuclides, the radionuclides chosen for listing 
above were 13 nuclides with the highest curie values. The curie content of uranium nuclides 234. 235, and 238 were calculated by the methodology as outlined in 11 Heatth 
Physics Manual of Good Practices for Uranium Facilities", Rich et al., 1988. (The complete analysis is documenH~d_ in_f_eterson, 1994,) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-633-111 HDT - 237 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample an~lysis data 
[ ] operating records [X) interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X) reports 
[ ) other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ) worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with J.D. Burtenshaw and G.J. Briscoe provided 
information concerning methods of decontamination of the jet 
engine, reactor exhaust plenum, a 76-inch exhaust duct, and 
the types of materials that would_have been used, and the 
ty~ of W<i!>_te t_hat would have been generated. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS contained no INEL data prior to 1960. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The curie amount for this waste stream is estimated to be on 
the order of 1500 curies for the year of 1956 (1/2 of the 
total assumed for the TAN area) and is assumed to be 
associated with a maximum of 1/2 of the 704 grams of U-235 
that was assumed to be released for the three lET tests 
performed in HTRE-1. The fuel releases were deduced from 
"Heat Transfer Reactor Experiment No. 1", by G. Thornton, et 
al., General Electric, Direct-Air-Cycle Aircraft Nuclear 
Propulsion Program, APEX-904, February 28, 1962. The 
fission product inventory was based on the modeled HTRE-1, 
lET #4, reac:tor operation as described in "Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory Historical Dose Evaluation", 
DOE/ID-12119, August 1991, and was calculated with the 
RSAC-5 computer code described by "The Radiological Safety 
Analysis Computer Program (RSAC-5) User's Manual", by D.R. 
Wenzel, WINC0-1123, October, 1993. 



Page: TAN-120 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 238 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
2H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1957 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 01/27/94 

4. Particular facility: 633 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~fo.r=o=m~a=t~t~a=c~h=e3d"l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Metallurgical samples/specimens from HTRE-2 insert 
tests. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or ( ] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. Since there are no waste manifests available for review for the period prior to 1960, this waste 
stream is hypothesized ~ased on ~~arts and_jnteryiews with personnel employed with the GE-ANP 
Program. Ninety percent of the yearly curie waste values are ascribed to the TAN Radiation 
Measurements Laboratory (RML)/Hot Cells (TAN-633) and 10% is ascribed to the TAN Hot Shop (TAN-607) 
in waste stream TAN-607-2. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-633-2H HDT - 238 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

• (X] other (specify) 
2, 5, 10. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal, irradiated Be0-V02 ceramic tubes or 
parts of tubes. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Metallurgical samples/specimens resulting from RML/Hot Cell 
examinations. May have been replaced in aluminum or 
stainless steel cans, before being placed in drums for 
disposal. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
(X] metal liner ( ] none ( ] other (specify) 

• 
5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Unknown. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
2,4, and 5. Interviews with some of the personnel that worked in the Hot Shop and RML (Harold Rau, 
R.G. Mitchell, R.R. Jones, R. Drexler, E.C. Adamson, and T.L. Mu~phY) indicated that smaller 
aluminum or sta1nless steel containers were used to put RML or Hot Cell samples into, before they 
were put into fiber or steel drums that would be the disposal container. One individual indicated 
that the inner containers may have been welded shut, and yet another individual indicated that the 
inner containers had a screw type lid. 



PART C - NONRAOIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS · TAN·633·2H HOT - 238 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

• Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s~ Hinilll.lll Haxinun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity • Year Year les? Value/f1Sa!J1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

7440·41-7 Sot id. Oxide. Unknown. GM 1957 1961 N 
Beryll iLIJl 

• 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-633·2H HOT · 238 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg tor 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SarJl> Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. T .00300000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. I .00000089000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Sr·90 Particulate. Oxide. I 1 .4000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. oxide. I 180.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. oxide. I 117.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. I .17000000000000 Cl 1918 1958 N 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. I 216.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. I 230.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. I 41.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-633-2H HOT - 238 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/ #San-.> Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00009600000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. T 144.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Y-91 Particulate. Oxide. T 162.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 95.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. T 95.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

U·235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00009600000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. T 153.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Y-91 Particulate. Oxide. T 171.00000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 99.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

L__ ·---- -- -- - ·-- -----L_ ---- - L_ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part 0. 

' 

I 

I 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN·633·2H HOT - 238 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For e~ample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf!l MiniiiUil MaXiiiUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!J1) Value/STO Uncertainty 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. T 99.000000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.5000000000000 CI 1958 1958 N 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 252.00000000000 CI 1958 1958 N 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. T 230.00000000000 CI 1958 1958 N 

U·234 Particulate. Oxide. T .00300000000000 CI 1958 1958 N 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00000089000000 Cl 1958 1958 N 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.3000000000000 CI 1959 1959 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 171.00000000000 CI 1959 1959 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. T 113.00000000000 CI 1959 1959 N 

11 If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide ni.Mlber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colllln. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Salll> Minirrun Maxifllllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. T .30000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.4000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 207.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 243.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. T 221.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. T 225.00000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. T 45.000000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. T .00300000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00009600000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Mini nun MaxiiTUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00000089000000 Cl 1959 1959 N 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. T 131.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.2000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Y-91 Particulate. Oxide. T 144.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 153.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 86.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. T 99.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. T 86.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

-
Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. T .23000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

- ------ L 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1) Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T 1_3000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 185.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 216.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. T 198.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Pr- 143 Particulate. Oxide. T 198.00000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. T 36.000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

U-234 Particulate. Oxide. T .00300000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00009600000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00000089000000 Cl 1960 1960 N 

I -- ·---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sampies? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy Kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-89 Particulate. Oxide. T 165.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.3000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Y-91 Particulate. Oxide. T 182.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 198.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 104.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. T 119.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Rh·103m Particulate. Oxide. T 104.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. T .33000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Cs-137 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.5000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurm titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next colllm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaml-nant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minifl'Uil Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sa-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 231.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

la-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 264.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. T 240.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. T 240.00000000000 CI 1961 1961 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. T 50.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

U·234 Particulate. Oxide. T .00300000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

U-235 Particulate. Oxide. T .00009600000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

U-238 Particulate. Oxide. T .00000089000000 Cl 1961 1961 N 

Sr·89 Particulate. Oxide. T 153.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

---- - ---- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal oUni t Begin End s- Hi ninun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SafifJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Particulate. Oxide. T 1.4000000000000 C1 1957 1957 N 

Y-91 Particulate. Oxide. T 171.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Zr-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 180.00000000000 CI 1957 1957 N 

Nb-95 Particulate. Oxide. T 99.000000000000 CI 1957 1957 N 

Ru-103 Particulate. Oxide. T 117.00000000000 CI 1957 1957 N 

Rh-103m Particulate. Oxide. T 99.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Cs-136 Particulate. Oxide. T .27000000000000 CI 1957 1957 N . 

Cs-137 Particulate. oxide. T 1.5000000000000 CI 1957 1957 N 

Ba-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 216.00000000000 CI 1957 1957 N 

L___ ______ - --- ·- -
,_ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84. use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd s..., Hinim..m Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

La-140 Particulate. Oxide. T 252.00000000000 CI 1957 1957 N 

Ce-141 Particulate. Oxide. T 230.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Pr-143 Particulate. Oxide. T 230.00000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

Ce-144 Particulate. Oxide. T 45.000000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N 

• 

. . 

* If sample data are available, ~rk Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The HTRE-2 testing of the lET inserts was completed by the end of February 1961. During the tests of these inserts 6 the high temperatures experienced in the insert 
ceramic fuels caused fission products 6 U02. and BeO to migrate and boil off the fu~~ tubes. This material contaminat~ parts of the reactor, the jet engines. and the 
76-inch duct. Before further testing could continue. these materials had to be removed from these components and discarded. Based on the summary of the tests. _ 
documented in 11 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Historical Dose Evaluation11 • OOE/I0-12119, August 1991, about 260 grams of 93.4% enriched U-235 was released during 
this test period, or about 52 grams per year during the five-year period. The fission product inventory was calculated using the RSAC-5 computer program, described by 
''The Radiological Safety Analysis Computer Program (RSAC-5> User's Manual 11

1 bv O.R. Wenzel, WINC0-1123, October. 1993, assuming that the insert generated 7.4% of the 
reactor power of 14 MU for a period of 100 hours. All activity values were decayed for 30 days. to account for the time for decontamination of the contaminated parts of 
the reactor and packaging of the waste for shipment to the RWMC. From the 30-day d~cay list of radionuclides, the radionuclides chosen for the listing above were the 13 
nuclides with the highest curie values, with the sum total normalized to the total yearly curie total for this waste stream. The curie content of uranium nuclides 234, 
235. and 238 were calculated by the methodology ~s outlined in 11 Health_Physics Manual o1 Good Practices_for Uranjlnl Facilities11 , Rich eta~ •• 1988. (The cooplete 
analysis is documented in Peterson, 1994.) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-633-2H HDT - 238 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ) reports 
[X) other 
Waste manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ) other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ) no 
(X) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 

Page: TAN-134 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with some of the personnel that worked in the Hot 
Shop and RML (Harold Rau, R.G. Mitchell, R.R. Jones, R. 
Drexler, E.C. Adamson, and T.L. Murphy) and personnel that 
were responsible for wast(< <:lj~§Posal ~{<h_J. Brisc(le, J. H. 
Lofthouse, ~ Clnd R. B. _Q_' Brien) were consulted. The reports 
used were: a) "Heat Transfer Reactor Experiment No. 2 11 , by 
P.N. Flagella, May 25, 1962, APEX 905, and b) "Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory~Historical Dose Evaluation", 
DOE/ID 12119, August 1991. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS contains no data prior to 1960. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
There are no TAN waste manifests available for review and no 
data in the RWMIS for 1957-1959. The major TAN waste stream 
curie disposal values were estimated based on work completed 
during this time frame, and compared against similar work 
performed in 1960 and 1961. Therefore, 2000 curies was 
estimated for each year for 1957 and 1958. In 1959, 1915 
curies was reported as waste to the RWMC (USAEC, 1960); in 
1960, 1710 curies was reported for TA]'I_(USAEC, :1,961), and 
the total curie value summed from the waste shipping 
manifests for 1961 was 2110 curies. Testing of the HTRE-2 
IET tests was responsible for the release of a maximum of 
265 grams of U-235, which was assumed to be disposed of at 
the rate of 52 grams per year over the five year period. Of 
the total curie and U-235 values, 90% was ascribed to the 
RML/Hot Cells TAN-633-2 waste stream and 10% was ascribed to 
the Hot Shop operation waste stream TAN-607-2. 



Page: TAN-135 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 239 

"1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator: TAN 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o-r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o~d-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
3H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1963 Ending year 1963 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 02/07/94 

4. Particular facility: 633 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r_o_m __ a~t~t~a-c-h~e~d~l~i-s7t7) ____ __ 

6. Waste stream: 
Metallurgical samples/specimens examined and 
discarded from RML/Hot Cells resulting from SL-1 
accident of Jan. 3, 1961. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 85.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [X] annual or ( ] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-633-3H HDT - 239 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

[X] other (specify) 
2, 4, 5, 10. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 
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2. Details on physical forrn(particularly confinement related) 
Samples/specimens examined in the RML/Hot Cell were placed 
in a screw-top or seal welded aluminum or stainless steel 
can, before being placed in fiber or steel drum for 
disposal. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[X] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NOHRADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TAN-633-3H HOT - 239 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saflll Hini!TUfl Maxillll.ID Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sa~Jl) Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-633·3H HOT - 239 
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For·each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 19S6-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

. Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s'""' MiniiTll.fD MaxiiiUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cr-51 Solid. Metal. T 50.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Mn-54 Solid. Metal. T 230.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Fe-55 Solid. Metal. T 2040.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Fe-59 Solid. Metal. T 6.0000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Co-58 Solid. Metal. T 50.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

' 
Co-60 Solid. Metal. T 600.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Ni -63 Solid. Metal. T 52.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Nb·94 Solid. Metal. T .00100000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

Nb·95 Solid. Metal. T .00600000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N 

* If sanple data are available, mark Y in the collJM titled "Sanples?" and provide number of samples in the next collllrl and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
In the process of creating_~tatlurgical sampl~~L_loo~e _s;Q_ntamination is !":Qt,~tl!:l_~y removed. T_~~refore, this waste strea111 )_§__characterized nearly exclusively by the 
activation prog~~t§_!hat are creat~9 in the struct~ral materi?~§L_by the neutron flux to which they were subjected, and contains insignificant amounts of fission products 
that are included in the companion w8Ste stream, TAN-607-3. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-633-3H HDT - 239 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS ( ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records (X] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
(X] other 
Radioactive waste shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

(X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Type of stainless steel or metal irradiated 
and the time of irradiation. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with Dr. J.F. Kunze, R.B. O'Brien, and G.J. 
Briscoe provided information on the extensive number of 
samples that were examined in the RML/Hot Cells and how they 
were disposed. "The Final Report of SL 1 Recovery 
Operation", May 1961 through July 1962, General Electric, 
July 27, 1962, ID0-19311, also provides information 
concerning the types of ~etallurqical samples that were 
examined. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Stainless steel type 304 was assumed for activation. 



Page: TAN-140 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 240 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 02/07/94 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 633 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r-o __ m __ a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~l'i's-t')~----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
4H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
( ] TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1964 Ending year 1966 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Metallurgical samples/specimens from examination of 
the Ml-1, PM-2A, and the 2 SNAPTRAN systems. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 162.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or ( ] waste volume 

6. This waste stream originated at the TAN-RML/Hot Cells (TAN-633) and covers a period of three 
years: 1964, 1965, and 1966. originally, this waste stream was to be subdivided into several smaller 
units, but the documentation is not specific enough to allow this subdivision. Therefore, this 
waste stream covers two minor projects, and two major projects, that were accomplished at the TAN 
facilities: the two minor proiects involved the two SNAPTRAN tests that were conducted in April 1964 
and January 1966. The two major projects involved the ML-1 and PM-2A reactor vessel examinations. 
The final report for the ML-1 examination was published in June 1966, and the report for the PM 2A 
examination was published in March 1967. Since these projects cannot presently be divided, they are 
all included in the same waste stream. A review of the waste shipping manifests provides data to 
illustrate the magnitude of this stream compared to the other maior waste for TAN. 

TAN HOT SHOP AND RML/HOT CELL WA~TE FOR 1964,1965, AND 1966 
(From review of the shipping manifests) 

Total Tan Area Hot Shop RML(Hot Cells 
Year Curies Vol. (M3) Curies Vol. (1-l:D Curies Vg_!_. (M3) 
1964 3624 412 0.86 23.2 1019 28.9 
RWMIS 3864 457 
1965 1454 400 8.27 160.9 1421 43.6 
RWMIS 1364 405 ---- ---- ---- --
1966 4852 851 3.62 70.6 4842 89.3 
RWMIS 3842 862 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-633-4H HDT - 240 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical forrn(particularly confinement related) 
See 7 below. 

(X] other (specify) 
2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 17, 15, 21, 22, 23, 51. 

3. Chemical form: 
Mostly metal. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ) plastic bag 
( ) metal liner ( ) none (X) other 
Metal liner. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 

(X] plastic liner 
(specify) 

Metal barrel*. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
1, 2, and 4. During the three-year period covered py_this wEste_strea~,~he_TAN RM~Hot Cell 
processed 17 ICPP Waste Calciner Facility (WCF) and Hot Cell filters, which are to be considered to 
have accumulated radioactive material in a highly dispersible, particulate form. These filters were 
packaged in a plastic lined plywood bo~_for sh:ipmer~t to th§_BWMc:_.__The_()ther major__pllysical form 
included in this waste stream is solid pieces of stainless steel, assumed for purposes of activation 
to be type 304, the most commonly used _type of_staiJ1less st:f!E!l for experiment and structural 
purposes. If the pieces of-stainless s_t_eel WE!_l:'_e small enol}gll tg~ placed in fiber or steel 
barrels, that is how they were contained for shipment to the RWMC. If the pieces were too large to 
fit in these fiber or steel barrels, and were relatively contamination free (of removable 
contamination) , the articles were wrappf!d in plastic _End placed genera_],ly_if! _plywood boxes for 
shipment to the RWMC. Also, during this three-year period, 414.09 grams of U-235 (assumed to be 93% 
enriched, the enrichment consistent with this period of time), l gram of plutonium (assumed to be 
Pu-239), and 2360 grams of depleted uranium (U-238) were authorized, by the AEC, for disposal in the 
RWMC. This accountable material was generally canned in stainless _or aluJ11inum_cans a11_<i_ se11],ed, 
before beinq placed in fiber or steel barrels/drums for disposal. 



PART C · NONRAOIOlOGICAl CO~TAMINANTS - TAN-633-4H HOT - 240 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saop Minifll.IIl Max inun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STO Uncertainty 

11135-81-2 Liquid. Elemental. T 360.00000000000 GH 1966 1966 N 180 360 
Sodil.lll Potassilfll 

15625-89·5 liquid. T 440.00000000000 Gl 1966 1966 N 220 440 Drums may not have been 
Trimethylolpropane·Triester ful t. 

• 7440-47·3 Solid. Metal. Unknown. GH 1966 1966 N 
ChromiLITI 

7440-02-0 Solid. Metal. Unknown. GH 1966 1966 N 
Nickel 

--------- ------ ---- -- -----L__ ---

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Hazardous material disposed of during this three-year period consisted of a maximum of 360 grams of NaK, 8 55-gallon drums of an organic liquid, trimethylolpropane 
triester, ':l~~Q_j_Q_the tes!i!:!9 of the PM-2A, and ~_!'\ __ unknown C!fl!Q_Unt of f!if__h_rome (80% nickel and 2Q% chromium) clad and .§_tructural material frQITI the GE·ANP testing of the 
HTRE reactors. The NaK is reported on the shipping manifest to be sealed within stainless steel tubes. The nichrome flaS at Least a 5 year decay and will consist 
primarily of Ni-59 and Ni-63, with essentially all of the gamma field being contributed by the Ni-59 and small amounts of impurities in the material. An estimated amount 
of 3010 curies is attributed to the nichrome components, based on the addition of the curie values ascribed to the HTRE components. 

I 

! 

J 
. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-633·4H HOT - 240 
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For each contaminant, c~lete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp MiniiTUll Max irrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Solid particulate. Unknown. T 304.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Sr-90 Solid particulate. Unknown. T 304.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Pu-238 Solid particulate. Unknown. T 3.0000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

C·14 Solid. Metal. T .30000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Cr-51 Solid. Metal. T .72000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Mn-54 Solid. Metal. T 215.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Fe-55 Solid. Metal. T 2460.0000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Fe-59 Solid. Metal. T .53000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Co-58 Solid. Metal. T 12.000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 • 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Mini nun MaxiiTillll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Metal. T 770.00000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Ni ·59 Solid. Metal. T .43000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Ni -63 Solid. Metal. T 72.000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Nb·94 Solid. Metal. T .00230000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N 

Sr·90 Solid particulate. Unknown. T 45.000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Cs-137 Solid particulate. Unknown. T 45.000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Pu-238 Solid particulate. Unknown. T .50000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

C-14 Solid. Metal. T .12000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Cr-51 Solid. Metal, T .28000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

----- - ----- -- . --------- -----

* If sample data are available, mark~ in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part 0. 

' 

--
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinillUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value}#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Mn-54 Sot id. Metal. T 83.000000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

Fe-55 Solid. Metal. T 960.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Fe-59 Solid. Metal. T .21000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Co-58 Solid. Metal. T 4.5000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Co-60 Solid. Metal. T 300.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Ni -59 Solid. Metal. T .17000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Ni ·63 Solid. Metal. T 28.000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Nb-94 Solid. Metal. T .00090000000000 CI 1965 1965 N 

U-234 sot id. Metal. T .01600000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

-- --- --- -------- ---- -- -- - -'-- --- ---~ --- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 

--
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Hax.inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa111J Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid. Metal. T .00052000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

U-238 Solid. Metal. T .00000490000000 Cl 1965 1965 N 

Sr-90 Solid particulate. Unknown. T 65.000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Cs·137 Solid particulate. Unknown. T 65.000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Pu·238 Solid particulate. Unknown. T .70000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

C-14 Solid. Metal. T • 15000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Cr-51 Solid. Metal. T .36000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Mn-54 Solid. Metal. T 110.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Fe-55 Solid. Metal. T 1240.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 

-



. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!ll> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Fe-59 Solid. Metal. T .27000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Co-56 Solid. Metal. T 5.8000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Co-60 Solid. Metal. T 390.00000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Ni -59 Solid. Metal. T 3010.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Ni -63 Solid. Metal. T 18.000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

Nb·94 Solid. Metal. T .00120000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

U-234 Solid. Metal. T .00990000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

U·235 Solid. Metal. T .00031000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

U·238 Solid. Metal. T .00079000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last page of Part D. 

I 
' 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- MiniiJUII Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Unknown. Unknown. T .06000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 

--- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or eKplanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
See last a e of Part 0. 
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Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
A review of the 1964 radioactive waste shipping manifests shows that 8 ICPP UCF filters and Hot Cell Filters were discarded. and contributed 304 curies to this waste 
stream for 1964. The remaining 3530 curies was assumed to be activation products associated with 304 stainless steel components. Since irradiation times and decay times 
are not known. 11h_jgh burnup11 irradiation conditions have been_used. a~~- decay ~od of 1 _yg~. is assuned for calculation of the radionucl ide distribution. The 
radionuct ide distribution in the 304 SS was calculated by the methodology described in 11Characteristics of Potential Repository \lastes 11 , U.S. DOE Office of Civil ian 

~Radioactive \laste Management. July 1992, DOE/RY-0184-R1. No U-235 was sent to the R~C during 1964. 

A review of the 1965 radioactive waste shipping manifests shows that 2 lCPP UCF filters and 1 Hot Cell Filter were di~carded, and contributed 45 curies to this waste 
stream for 1964. -Other waste manifests -Wlth signiflCant curie values listed such items being discarded a~_EBR II cQn1rol roQ Qi~ces. non-accountable trash from the GE 
experiiiient, ERT poison sections, and other 304 SS_t;:Omponents. Therefor~ the re~!ning ir:r~diation_~i-~§____!ind decay times are not t<nown. 11high buCD_!!Q11 irradiation 
conctitions have been used, and a decay period of 1 year, is asSlllled for calculation of the radionuclide distribution. The radionuclide distribution in the 304 SS was 
cal cut a ted by the methodology described in 11Characterist ics of Potential Repository \lastes". V~$. DOE Of_f_i_fe of (;:l_vi l ian Radi Ollt:;! i ve \1<~;~1~J!anagemen1;. -~ul y 199Z~ 
OOE/RY·0184-R1. During 1965. 258.6 graiDSC)fii=235 WBSauthoriZe(fby the AEC for disposal and sent to the RWMC. Since -93% enrichment is typiCi:ll for thfS time period. 
this discarded U-235 was assumed to be 93% enriched, and the associated uraniun radionuclides were calculated by th~ __ wethodology of pages ~-_7. 11 Health Physics Manual of 
Good Practices for Uraniun Facilities 11 , -8-.L Rich 1 Chairman. U.S. Doe 1 June 1988. EGG-2530. 

A review of the 1966 radloactive waste shipping marilfests shows that 5 ICPP YCF filters and 1 Hot Cell Filter were di~carded, and contributed 65 curies-tO this waste 
stream for 1964. Other waste manifests with significant curie values listed such items being discarded as WAPD 49 experiment clad. HTRE control rod tipS. and HL·1 
components. which were either ss 304 or 321 ( 11 Final Disassembly and examination of the Ml-1 Reactor Core11 • by T.l. Murphy 1 et aL. June 1966, 100-17190). The Hl·1 
components alone accounted for 320 curies. There were also_~ny HTRE COfllponent:~ _ _i~el el~QLt iner~L fuel element nose and tail pieces,- a core st:a:~ture. a .~o:~ fHt:; 
piece. and control rods) that accounted for 3010 curies. Irradiation times and a decay period of 1 year is assuned for calculation of tne racnonu~::ltue onn:nuullun. 1ne 

radionuclide distribution in 304 ss was calculated by the methodology described in 11 Characteristics of Potential Repository \Jastes 11 • U.S. DOE office of Civilian 
Radioactive \Jaste Management. July 1992. DOE/R\./-0184-R1. During 1966, 155.49 grams of U-235, 2360 grams of de~le~~~ uranitn~_<U,·~3~~; and 1 sram of P.lut~~~LJR were 
authorized by the AEC for disPOsal. and sent to the RIJMC. Since 93% enrichment is typical fur- {Ols {trne per1oa, tnJt> ms~::arueu u·t::.):l we~::; at>sunea {O ue Y.)/o enr·•t:nea, anu 
the associated uranit...n radionucl ides were calculated by the methodology of pages 2·7, 11 Health Physics Manual of Go9Q_Practices fQr Uranit,.m_f_acil ities11 , B.L Ri~h._ 
Chairman, U.S. DOE, June 1988, EGG-2530. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-633-4H HDT - 240 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

"[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[X] other 
Radioactive waste shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
The composition, irradiation t!me, and 
decay time for the stainless steel 
component activation. 

Page: TAN-150 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviews with G.J. Briscoe, R.B. O'Brien, and D.R. 
Mousseau provide details on the types of sources and methods 
of packaging the waste. A.N. Tschaeche provided the 
radionuclide distribut1on for the ICPP WCF off-gas filters. 
The reports "PM-;!)\ Reacto]:"_ Vessel Test Program Final 
Rep<:Jrtn1__i:)y__!).R. Mou,;_.:;eau an<! .:r .C. Purden, March 1967, 
IN-1061, and "Final Disassembly and Examination of the ML-1 
Reactor Core", by T.L. Murphy, et al., June 1966, ID0-17190, 
gave details on the source terms and the types of operations 
that were conducted in the TAN Hot Shop and TAN RML/Hot 
Cells. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS qave a higher c;urie v9clu~ for 1964, and lower curie 
values for 1965 and 1966, than summed from the shipping 
manifests. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Type 304 stainless steel with "high burnup" irradiation and 
1 year decay was used for radionuclide distribution. 



Page: TAN-151 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 171 

~ 1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3 • Generator : __,T'-'A-"N:'-----------,,-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
5H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1963 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/12/93 

4. Particular facility:~6~3~3~~--~~~~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Hot cells abutting TAN 607, with remote handlinq 
equipment for examining radioactive contaminated 
material. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 521.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Hot Cell Annex, located in the TSF area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-633-5H HOT - 171 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Other scrap metals. To first approximation, all radioactivity is on the surface. 

"[X] other (specify) 
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 16, 17, 21, 23, 42, 
44, 45. 

3. Chemical form: 
1000 to 10000 individual items, generally 
in an oxidized state. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box*. ~N~o~n~e~·--------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or ~ore plastic barriers. 
5. LF, BLM, BXC, I, and "Other". "Other" is according to RWMIS. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-633-SH HOT - 171 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maxilllllll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value}#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-- -- L__ - --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the collSIYI titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nt..mber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next coll.IN'l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00026000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipnents. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 1250.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipnents. 

N i -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 75.500000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipnents. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 283.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipnents. 

1·129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000007000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipnents. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 165.00000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. - T .00001480000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00008450000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 
in 35 different 
shipments. 

C·14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00062300000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
shipnents. 

-
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and HFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN ~stionnair_e (Plansky and Hoiland, 1W2) plus ~urrent INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except 
those which could be discounted on a scientific basis, ~~~fding to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shlpments to RUMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For eKample, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-64. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Samp HinimLill Max iiWII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll' Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 3020.0000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
shipnents. 

Ni -59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 205.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
sh i J:X~~ents. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 773.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
shipnents. 

1-129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000019000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
shipnents. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 451.00000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00004030000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00067000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N 
in 19 different 
shipments. 

C-14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00083600000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 
shipnents. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 4015.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 

I shipments. 
-L - -- ··- ---

* If sarrple data are available, mark Y in the coliJTII1 titled 11Samples?" and provide nu:nber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colLIJl(l. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and ganma a~ well as !-1AP and_ t'!fP were jnterpr~!~ lnto J?_otopic Q.c_oportions in the fo~ lowing manner: bas~rtions were taken as those 
from a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoitand, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except 
those which could be discounted on a scientific basis, ac~prding to 5 year ~verages of TRA/NRf waste ~~ipments to RYMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minirru:n Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Value{#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 229.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 
shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 855.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 
shipments. 

1·129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000021000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 
shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 499.00000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 
shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00004450000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 
shipments. 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00013100000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
in 23 different 
shipments. 

U-238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000199000000* CI 1969 1969 " in 23 different 
shipments. 

C·14 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00003190000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

Co-60 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 177.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

L__ - __ L__ I --- --------

* If sample data are .available, mark Y in the column titled "Sa~les? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and HFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except 
those which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year ~y~r~ges of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-633-SH HOT - 171 
Page: TAN-157 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, flll out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s~ Mini nun Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity 'fear 'fear les? Value/#Saql Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 32.000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

Cs-137 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 126.00000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

1·129 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000000003000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

Sr-90 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T 73.400000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

Tc-99 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000655000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

U-235 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00004280000000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipments. 

U·238 Numerous physical forms Unknown. T .00000033300000 Cl 1970 1970 N 
in 7 different shipnents. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those 
from a TAN questionnaire (Plan$~Y and HQitand, 1992> plus current lNEl practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except 
those which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RUMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-633-5H HDT - 171 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
( ] expert judgment (X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

(X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky_and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
Mana~ment Comp:I,ex Perfoqn_ance A£;sessment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-159 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 172 

•1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 08/09/93 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 636 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~~a~t~t~a~c~hLe~d~l'i~s~tL)~~--

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
lH 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1976 Ending year 1976 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. waste stream: 
Minor radioactive waste from Carpenter and Paint 
Shop. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 24.4000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is presently called the Carpenter and Paint ShQp, located in the TSF area of TAN. 
9. Gross weight equals 5 .4 Mg. TotaL~i di!ii>_Osed equals 4. OE-3. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-636-lH HDT - 172 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

JX] other (specify) 
10. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal and wood. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Other. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Lightly contaminated scrap metal and wood, that had 
accumulated at the carpenter shop. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag (X] plastic liner 
( ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 
5. "Other" is accordinq to RWMIS. Additional description of "Other" may be present in shipidnq 
manifests. 



PART C ~ NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-636-1H HDT - 172 
Page: TAN-161 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaJ11' Minimutl MaxilllLID Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saql Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-

.... -- -- - - - L__ -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colurm titled 11Samp\es? 11 and provide nUTlber of samples in the next colurrn and standard deviation in the next cotunn_ 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value_ 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN·636·1H HOT · 172 

. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation • 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Mini nun HaxiiTUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00144000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

H-3 Unknown. Unknown. T .00192000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00064000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000010000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamm@_~? welt a~~~P and MFP -~ere interpreted into isotopic proportions jQ_the follo~ing manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practicesj proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basisL_ according to 5 year ~verages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RUMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-636-1H HDT - 172 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Composition of MFP. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 
N/A. 

6. If yes, explain why: 
N/A. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Interpretation of MFP qiven in Part D. 



Page: TAN-164 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 173 

~- Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 640 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o=m--a"t~t=a=c=h~e~d~l~i~s=t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1973 Ending year 1974 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Rags, plastic and one Ra-Be neutron source from the 
WRRTF Test Building. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 7.9600 Units cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Assembly and Test Building, located in the WRRTF area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-640-1H HDT - 173 

1. General physical 
Radiation sources. 

•[X] other (specify) 
21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical forrn(particularly confinement related) 
Ra-Be neutron source; rags and plastic. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
( ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box*. None. 

~~~----------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 
5. "Other" is included in RWMIS. Additional description of "Other" may be present in shipping 
manifests. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-640-lH HOT - 173 
Page: TA.N-166 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Yalue/#SaJlll Yalue/STD Uncertainty 

7440-41-7 Solid. Metal. Unknown. GM 1973 1974 
8eryll iun 

• 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-640-1H HOT - 173 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" MiniiiUII MaxiiTUJI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid (particulate). Oxide. T .00000054000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -20% +20% 

U-238 Solid (particulate). Oxide. T .00000000500000 Cl 1973 1973 N -20% +20% 

Ra-226 Encapsulated. Unknol.in. T 1.0000000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -20% +20% 

U-234 Solid (particulate). Oxide. T .00001700000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -20% +20% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-640-1H HOT - 173 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Nominal ratinq of 1 Ci on the Ra-226 
source. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-169 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 174 

"1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 641 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~~f=r=o=m~a~t~t~a=c=h~e~d"l~i~s=t~)------

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

s. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1976 Ending year 1976 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Minor radioactive wastes attributed to WRRTF Control 
Building. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 15.9000 Units cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Control and Equipment ~uilding, located in the WRRTF area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-641-1H HDT - 174 
Page: TAN-170 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particu1arly confinement related) 
Unknown. 0U~n~k~n~o~w~n~·----------------------------------------------------------
.[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box. ~N~o~n~e~·--------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipment~ featur~g one or more Qlastic barriers. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-641-lH HOT - 174 
Page: TAN-171 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-64, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' MinillUll Maxinun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

--- ---- ---- - L_ -- ---- - - - -- ------ - --- - L_ --- - -- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the col~nn titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-641-1H HOT - 174 
Page: TAN-172 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., MiniiTUil Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD uncertainty 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00036000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

H·3 Unknown. Unknown. T .00048000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00016000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000003000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

--- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colliTI'l titled 1'Samples? 11 and provide m.1nber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and _g_a~ __ as weU as MAP ~nd MFP were interpret~Q into j~Q~opic proeortions in the fqllowing ~nner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland. 1992> plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate -nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis,_according_to 5 ye~r_averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-641-1H HDT - 174 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Nominal amount of 1 mci MFP. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
ManagementCompl€l~- Performance As!O;essment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Part D describes interpretation of MFP. 



Page: TAN-174 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 175 

.1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~·~T~A~N~----------~~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1978 Ending year 1978 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

4. Particular facility:~6~4~5~~--~~~~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Minor radioactive from Semiscale Control Buildinq. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 5.4400 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is presently called the Control and Administration Building, located in the WRRTF area 
of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-645-ll! HOT - 175 
Page: TAN-175 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. Unknown. 

• [ ) other (specify) ~~~~-----------------------------------------------------

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X) plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ) metal liner [ ) none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 



PART C ~ NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS ~ TAN·645·1H HOT - 175 
Page: TAN-176 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Hininun Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

• 

• 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-645-lH HOT · 175 
Page: TAN-177 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl) Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sallfj Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs·137 Unknown. Unknown. T .10800000000000 C1 1978 1978 N 

H-3 Unknown. Unknown. T .14400000000000 CI 1978 1978 N 

1·129 Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. CI 1978 1978 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .04800000000000 CI 1978 1978 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000750000 CI 1978 1978 N 

L__ ·--- -- -- - --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next col!Sil'l. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

i 

i 

i 

i 

' 

Curies of unidentified beta and ~alfllla as well as MAP and MFP were interprete(j into isotopic proportions_ in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis, acc9~ding to i year average~ qf_TRA/NRF ~aste shjpments to RWMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-645-1H HDT - 175 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 
. 
[X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Part D describes interpretation of MFP. 



Page: TAN-179 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION IIDT - 176 

1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator: TAN 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o-r------u-s~e __ c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
111 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1976 Ending year 1983 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

4. Particular facility: 647 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r_o_m __ a_t~t~a-c~h-e~d~1~i-s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Low level radioactive component of Split Table 
Reactor from RPSSA Contaminated Storage Buildinq. 

9. waste stream volume: 
Amount 24.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is presently called the Contaminated Storage Building, located in the TSF area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-647-lH HOT - 176 

1. General physical 
Unknown. 
J ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Activated or surface contaminated stainless steel. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BLM and "Other". "Other" according RWMIS. Additional description of "Other" may be present in 
shipping manifests. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-647-1H HDT - 176 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnuat/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini~TUD Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

L__ ---- ---- ----- - -- --- ---- - -- --- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colLI!Vl titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colurrn and standard deviation in the next coll1Tl11. 
'If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 

Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-647-lH HOT - 176 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hininun Maxilllllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00019200000000 CI 1976 1976 N 

cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00126000000000 CI 1976 1976 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00054000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000003000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00001000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00010000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

C-14 . Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000003000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00014400000000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

Ni -59 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000057600000 Cl 1983 1983 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP w~re interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner;_~ase proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RUMC. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-647-lH HOT - 176 
Page: TAN-183 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp Mininun Maximun Basis for . Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00005180000000 CI 1983 1983 N 

sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00002300000000 CI 1983 1983 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. un'lmown. CI 1983 1983 N 

U·235 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000079000000 CI 1983 1983 N 

U·238 Unknown. Unknown. T .00011800000000 CI 1983 1983 N 

* If Safll)le data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Sanples? 11 and provide nLnber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colliTIO. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF w~~!e shi~ents to RUMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-647-1H HDT - 176 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [ ) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [X] reports 
[X) other 
Shipping manifests. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Chemical state. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
Management Complex Performance Assessment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, R~visiqp 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-185 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 177 

~1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 08/11/93 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 650 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l~i's-t~)~---

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1982 Ending year 1982 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Minor r.adioactive waste from the LOFT Containment 
and Service Buildinq. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.7900 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Facility is the Control and Equipment Building, located in the LOFT area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-650-1H HDT - 177 
Page: TAN-186 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. ~u~n~k~n~o~w~n~·----------------------------------------------------------
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
Unknown. [ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Unknown. ~N~o~n~e~·--------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments fea_tured OJ1e or more plastic barriers. 



PART C - NONRAOIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-650-1H HOT - 177 
Page: TAN-187 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimun Maxinun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-

*If sa~le data are available, mark Yin the collfll'l titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and stanclard deviation in the next colUM. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-650-1H HOT - 177 
Page: TAN-188 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Mininun MaXifi'ILm Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

c-14 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000140000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Co·60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00640000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N 

Ni -59 Unknown. Unknown. T :oooozssooooooo Cl 1982 1982 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as HAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were t~ken for C1~~s C canQidate nucliQ~~. except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to R~C. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-650-1H HOT - 177 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[ ] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
Mana~merrt_Complex Perj'Qrmance_Assessm§lllt", J;:§~-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 104-5. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
RWMIS contains no data for TAN 650. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TAN-190 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 178 

_1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 07/23/93 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: 711 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r __ o_m __ a~t~t-a-c~h~e~d~1~i~s-t~)------

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1974 Ending year 1974 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Minor radioactive wastes from the TAN Sewaqe 
Treatment Plant. 

9. waste stream volume: 
Amount 4.1600 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ J annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: [X) container volume or [ ) waste volume 

4. Facility is the Sewaqe Treatment Plant, located in the TSF area of TAN. 
6. 1974 shipment of 1 mCi unidentified beta from TAN-623 is clearly different from the 1974 
shipment of 1 mCi unidentified beta from TAN-711 (same TSF sewaqe area). 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-711-1!! HDT - 178 
Page: TAN-191 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Unknown. Unknown. 

• [ ] other (specify) ~~~~-----------------------------------------------------

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag (X] plastic liner 
Unknown. ( ] metal liner ( ] none ( ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one Q~_more plastic barriers. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-711-lH HOT - 178 
Page: TAN-192 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation . 

. 
Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa~ MiniiiUII Maxi nun Basis for 

& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

- -- - - - - - - --

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 01 and provide n~Bber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL-<:ONTAMINANTS - TAN-711-1H HOT - 178 
Page: TAN-193 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table_ If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years- For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat unit Begin End s- Minilllllll Max iiJUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salf1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown_ T .00009600000000 CI 1974 1974 N 

Cs·137 Unknown_ Unknown. T .00063000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

Pu-241 Unknown_ Unknown. T .00000002800000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00027000000000 CI 1974 1974 N 

Tc-99 Unknown_ Unknown. T .00000000002000 Cl 1974 1974 N 

L__ ~~ 
~-

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nt..mber of samples in the next coturrn and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value_ 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and ganma as wet\ as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionn~ir~ plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides. except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis. according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RYMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-711-1H HDT - 178 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
( ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] o~= 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
(X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
( ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

(X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Nominal 1 mCi unidentified beta. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Part D describes interpretation of unidentified beta. 



Page: TAN-195 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 181 

'1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 

3. Generator:~T~A~N~----------~-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
3H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1967 Ending year 1976 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

. 
2. Date prepared: 08/13/93 

4. Particular facility: ANP 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~'l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Waste from the Low Power Test Facility. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 57.2000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. RWMIS labels this stream as LPT (Low Powe~ Test_[acility), whjch was_part of the_A~P prQgram. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-ANP-3H HDT - 181 

1. General physical 
Plastics . 

• [X] other (specify) 
21. 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Listed as plastic and scrap. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
cardboard box*. ~N~o~n~e~·~-------------------------------------------------------------

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 
5. "Other", 68 BXC and 5. "Other" is according to RWMIS. Additional description of "Other" may be 
present in shipping manifests. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL C~TAMINANTS - TAN-ANP·3H HOT - 181 
Page: TAN-197 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini!TUll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD uncertainty 

None. 

- --- - -- --L__ __ --- -- ---

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the colliTln titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TAN-ANP·3H HOT · 181 
Page: TAN·198 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

C-14 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000031000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00140000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Ni -59 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000560000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00093600000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

H-3 Unknown. Unknown. T .00125000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00041600000000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Tc·99 Unknown. unknown. T .00000000007000 Cl 1967 1967 N 

Co-60 Unknown. Unknown. T .00009600000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .00063000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

i 

I 

I 

! 

J 

' 

! 

' 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as HAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taKen as those from 
a TAN ~~~tionnaire plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis. ~-f~ordi ng io 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to R\JMC. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN-ANP-3H HOT - 181 
Page: TAN-199 

For each contaminant, comptete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaiJI' Minillll.Ol Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/ #Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu- 241 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000002800000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T .00027000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000000002000 Cl 1972 1972 N 

Cs-137 Unknown. Unknown. T .39600000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

H·3 Unknown. Unknown. T .52800000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Sr-90 Unknown. Unknown. T . 17600000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

Tc-99 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000002750000 Cl 1976 1976 N 

U·235 Unknown. Unknown. T .00001900000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·20% +20% 

U·238 Unknown. Unknown. T .00000033000000 Cl 1976 1976 N -20% +20% 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colurm titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next cotunn and standard deviation in the next colurn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN que~UQ_n_n_Ejre plus ~:=u_rrent INEL_practices; proportions_for additive nuclides ~ere taken for Class t;;_ candidate nuclides~ ex:cept those which could be discounted on a 
scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste shipments to RWMC. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TAN-ANP-3H HOT - 181 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Composition of MAP, MFP and unidentified 
beta. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Part D describes interpretations of MAP, MFP and 
unidentified beta. 



Page: TAN-201 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 183 

•1. Preparer: Henry Peterson 2. Date prepared: 08/10/93 

3. Generator: TAN 4. Particular facility: UNK 
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e'd~l~i~s~t~)~~-

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
1H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1966 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Unknown. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 17.6000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

4. Listed facility was the Guardhouse TAN-~01, located in the TSF area of TAN. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TAN-UNK-1H HDT - 183 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Combustibles (paper, cloth, wood, etc.). 
{X] other (specify) 
1, 2, 10, 13, 15, 42, 44. 

3. Chemical form: 
Mostly m~tal, some undefined liquid. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
cardboard box*. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Includes 6 pieces of ETR Shim stock, 3 Pu-coated discs, 
miscellaneous Pu waste and 5 cc of undefined liquid. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [X) plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
None . 

. 7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Virtually all TAN waste shipments featured one or more plastic barriers. 
5. "Other" is included in RWMIS. Additional description of "Other" may be present in shipping 
manifests. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TAN~UNK-1H HOT - 183 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~Tp Mininun Maximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colLITln. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TAN·UNK·1H HOT · 183 
Page: TAN-204 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to nandle 
this situation. 

. Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sal!l' Mini111..m Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

C-14 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00000000605000 CI 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Co-60 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .02750000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Ni -59 Mix of surface/volllne Unknown. T .00011000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Cs-137 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00990000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

H-3 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .01320000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

I-129 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. Unknown. CI 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Sr-90 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00440000000000 CI 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Tc-99 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00000000069000 CI 1966 1966 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

C·14 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00000011000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

- ·- - ··----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in tne column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted 1nto 1sotop1c propart1ons 1n the follow1ng manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Ptansky and Hoiland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C ca~idate nuclides~~eQt those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/NRF waste §hipments to RUMC. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy Kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll> Hinimun MaxiRUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co·60 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .50000000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Ni-59 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00200000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Cs-137 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .07700000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

H·3 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .10300000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown . 
proportion. 

1·129 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. Unknown. Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Sr-90 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .03420000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Tc-99 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00000000535000 Cl 1969 1969 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Pu-239 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00600000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N ·10% +20% 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

U·138 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00466000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N ·20% +20% 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the coll.JTif1 titled "Samples?" and provide nWiber of sarrples in the next colll'fll'l and standard deviation in the next collllYl. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted 1nto 1sotop1c orooort1ons 1n the follow1nq manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questionnaire (Plansky and Holland, 1992) plus current INEL practices; proportions for additive nuclides were taken for Class C candidate nuclides, except those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis~ a_ccordi ng to 5 year averages of TRA/NRf __ ',o.I!!Ste shipments to R\.JMC. 
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For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example. if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf4' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .36000000000000 CI 1970 1970 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

H·3 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .48000000000000 CI 1970 1970 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. . 

I ·129 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. Unknown. CI 1970 1970 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Sr-90 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .16000000000000 CI 1970 1970 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

Tc-99 Mix of surface/volume Unknown. T .00000002500000 CI 1970 1970 N 
contam., unknown 
proportion. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

I 

Curies of unidentified beta and gamma as well as MAP and MFP were interpreted into isotopic proportions in the following manner: base proportions were taken as those from 
a TAN questioilnaire (Plansky and Hoiland, f992} plus current INEL practices; prgportion§> for additive fiUclides were ~~ken for Class C canc:tfgat~t_nuclide§_~xg_~t those 
which could be discounted on a scientific basis, according to 5 year averages of TRA/ti8_f- wast~ __ shi~nts to R\JMC. 
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1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [X] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Assignment of most radioactivity to MAP and 
MFP, arbitrarily split between the two. 

Page: TAN-207 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
L.E. Plansky and S.A. Hoiland, "Analysis of the Low-Level 
Waste Radionuclide Inventory for the Radioactive Waste 
Manag€'ll\ent~~c:_omplex Performance Assessment", EGG-WM-9857, 
June 1992, Revision 1, pp. 126-134. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
Part D explains the assumed interpretation of MAP and MFP. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 189 

1. Preparer: Nieschmidt Ernest 2. Date prepared: 07/23/93 

3. Generator: TRA 4. Particular facility: 603 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~ojd~e~f~r=o=m=-~a~t~t~a~c~h~e=ct3>'l'i~s~t~)~----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 6. Waste stream: 
111 ~R~e~s~i~n~s~·---------------------------------------------------

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1952 Ending year 1982 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Also 670 and 642. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 586.0000 Units Cubic meters. 
Check box: ( ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: r ] container volume or (X] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-lH HOT - 189 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Resin. Granular. 
· ] other (specify) ~~==~~---------------------------------------------------

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Cardboard box. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Minirrun Maxi1TU11 Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sa~le data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Hininun Haxirnun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A .24080000000000 CI 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

c-14 Resin. Unknown. A 2.0710000000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 96.310000000000 CI 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 1. 3480000000000 CI 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 CI 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 327.40000000000 CI 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .00722300000000 Cl 1952 1951 N See comment bel ow. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00002986000000 Cl 1952 1951 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Mini~T~~..E Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 149.30000000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 3.7080000000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5150000000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 1.4930000000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .00202200000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00004430000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .00081860000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .00125200000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

Pu-236 Resin. Unknown. A .08668000000000 Cl 1952 1952 N See comment below. 

L__ --- - - - ---- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the ne~t column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuc l ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,., HiniiiUll Max iiTUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/fiSaffll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .02215000000000 Cl 1952 1952 • See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .01348000000000 Cl 1952 1952 • See comment below . 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 7.2230000000000 Cl 1952 1952 • See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9260000000000 Cl 1952 1952 • See corrrnent beL ow. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A .13480000000000 Cl 1952 1952 • See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A .06260000000000 Cl 1952 1952 • See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A .24080000000000 Cl 1953 1953 • See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 2.0710000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 96.310000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

-- . ·- - ·- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

I 

' 

' 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa'l' Hininun MaxiiTUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarq:J Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 1 . 3480000000000 CI 1953 1953 N See coornent below. 

Ni-63 Resin. unknown. A 134.80000000000 CI 1953 1953 N See cOITIJlent below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 327.40000000000 CI 1953 1953 N See cOITIJlent below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 CI 1953 1953 N See corJJTient below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .00722300000000 CI 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

I ·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00002986000000 CI 1953 1953 N See c00Jll€nt below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 149.30000000000 CI 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 3.7080000000000 CI 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5150000000000 CI 1953 1953 N See cOOlllent below. 

L__ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp HiniflUJJ Max inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saltl> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 1.4930000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .00202200000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00004430000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .00081860000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .00125200000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A .08668000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .02215000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .01348000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 7.2230000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Safl¥' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Am- 241 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9260000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A .13480000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See conment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A .06260000000000 Cl 1953 1953 N See comment below. 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A .24080000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 2.0710000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See conment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 96.310000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See conment below. 

Ni ·59 Resin. Unknown. A 1.3480000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 327.40000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not. mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mininun MaxifTUI1 Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See cOIIIllent below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .00722300000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

1-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00002986000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Cs -137 Resin. Unknown. A 149.30000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 3.7080000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5150000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See cooment below. 

• 
Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 1.4930000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See corrment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .00202200000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00004430000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See cooment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minirwn Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sall1l Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .00081860000000 CI 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .00125200000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See COfllllent below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A .08668000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .02215000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .01348000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 7.2230000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9260000000000 CI 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A .13480000000000 Cl 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A .06260000000000 CI 1954 1954 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide mnber of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next colllm. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Addftlonal information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiiUII MaxiiTUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sartll Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A .24080000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comnent below. 

c- 14 Resin. Unknown. A 2.0710000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comnent below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 96.310000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 1.3480000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See cormtent below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 327.40000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comnent below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See cooment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .00722300000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00002986000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

--- --- ---- ---- ---- ---L__ -----·· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun MaxiiiUfl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs·137 Resin. Unknown. A 149.30000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comnent below. 

Ce·144 Resin. Unknown. A 3.7080000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5150000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Eu·155 Resin. Unknown. A 1.4930000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .00202200000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00004430000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

U·136 Resin. Unknown. A .00081860000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Np·137 Resin. Unknown. A .00125200000000 C! 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Pu·238 Resin. Unknown. A .08668000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For ·each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SalllJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .02215000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .01348000000000 CI 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 7.2230000000000 Cl 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9260000000000 CI 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A .13480000000000 CI 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A .06260000000000 CI 1955 1955 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A .24080000000000 CI 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 2.0710000000000 CI 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 96.310000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

- ------ -· - -- . ·- . ·- -· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~!~' Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Ni ·59 Resin. Unknown. A 1.3480000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 327.40000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .00722300000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

I-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00002986000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 149.30000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 3.7080000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5150000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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for each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saf14> MiniiTUTI Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? \lalue/#Safll> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 1.4930000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See cOITillent below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .00202200000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00004430000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .00081860000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .00125200000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See c~nt below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A .08668000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See c~nt below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .02215000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See c~nt below. 

Pu·240 Resin. Unknown. A .01348000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 7.2230000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See c~nt below. 

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the coll.II1V1 titled 11 Safll)les? 11 and provide ntllber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next collllll. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precis ion of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Minimun MaxillUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value{#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9260000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A .13480000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A .06260000000000 Cl 1956 1956 N See comment below. 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A .24080000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

. 
C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 2.0710000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N see comment below. 

fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 96.310000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 1.3480000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 327.40000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

----- - . -----· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nlllber of samples in the next coltm1 and standard deviation in the next collllY1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of __ (!leasurement t!£ftmique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiTUil Maxill'll.ITI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr·90 Resin. Unknown. A 134.80000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .00722300000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

. 
1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00002986000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment bel ow. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 149.30000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Ce·144 Resin. Unknown. A 3.7080000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5150000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 1.4930000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .00202200000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See cOOIJIE!nt bel ow. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00004430000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

- ' ·- ---- -- -------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of ~asurement te~hDique. 

--
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxirwn Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .00081860000000 CI 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .00125100000000 CI 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A .08668000000000 CI 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .02215000000000 CI 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .01348000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Pu- 241 Resin. Unknown. A 7.2130000000000 CI 1957 1957 N See comment below. 
• 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9160000000000 CI 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A .13480000000000 CI 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A .06260000000000 Cl 1957 1957 N See comment below. 

- ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

' Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Minirrun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sal\l) Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 CI 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 CI 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 CI 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 CI 1958 1958 N See comment below. 
• 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CI 1958 1958 N See c~nt below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 CI 1958 1958 N see comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CI 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 CI 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

I-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 CI 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

-- -- --- -- -- -- - --- - --- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

• 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MinilllliD Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See coornent below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

----- --- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinillLill Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? ValueJ#S~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu·239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See corrrnent below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unkno~Jn. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See COillllent below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unkno~Jn. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1958 1958 N See comment below. 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

' ---- -- I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinimun MaximLill Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See conment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See conment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See conment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mininun MaxiiJUO Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comnent below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See cooment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See comnent below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See corrment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1959 1959 " See cooment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1959 1959 " See corrment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1959 1959 N See corrment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1959 1959 " See conment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1959 1959 " See comment below. 

L.__ 

* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled 11Samples?" and provide Olllber of samples in the next colllm and standard deviation in the next colllff'\. 
If not, mark N· and give the minilllllfl value and maxilllllll value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement techniQue. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1959 1959 " See comment below • . 
Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1959 1959 " See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1959 1959 " See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 " See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 Cl 1960 1960 " See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 " See comment below. 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1960 1960 " See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 " See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1960 1960 " See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis fo~ uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See conment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057180000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comnent below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

U·235" Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

_L_ - -- -- -·--- - -- --

. * If sa~le data are avai table, mark Y in the colLmrl titled 11Saflllles?'' and provide n~r of s~les in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colwn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement techniQue. 

I 

I 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., MinillUTI MaXifiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Vatue/#Sa"" Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 CI 1960 1960 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, c~lete at least one llne on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

- Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(l )ota l Unlt Begin End Sall'j> MiniiTU!I Maxi nun Basis for . Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sartp Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

c-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See contllent be Low. 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 
' 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

J-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

---·--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, CQmPlete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. -

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaiJ¥' Minimun HaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See cooment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See conment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 ' Cl 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 CI 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

* If s~le data are available, mark Y in the colum titled "Samples?" and 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 

provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 

Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. • 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf4' Hinim..m Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Pu- 241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

• Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?u and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MinimLill Max inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

I-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See conment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

- ------

* If sample data are available, mark y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mininun HaxifilliTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See coornent below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See corrment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See corrment below. 

- ----- - - --- -- -- -- L__ ------- - ~ ----L__ ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End , . .., Hininun Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 CI 1961 1962 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 CI 1962 1962 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 ,Resin. Unknown. A 1.1010000000000 CI 1961 1962 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6100000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 CI 1963 1963 N see comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

-- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

I 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Mini nun MaXi/lUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa"" Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See comment below. 

·-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of Precision of measurement techniQue. 

-----
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minirrun Haxiiilllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2. 5870000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See cooment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 CJ 1963 1963 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 

. 

to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniffUJl MaxiiiUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See comment below. 

Sr·90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 CI 1964 1964 " See cooment below. 

I-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 CI 1964 1964 " See cooment below. 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estima~~_Qf_precision Qf -~asurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End 
··~ 

Mini nun Maximt..m Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, COfll>lete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out ack!itional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp MiniJTUll Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

I Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 Cl 1965 1965 " See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 Cl l965 1965 " See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colurrn titled 11 Sarrples?" and provide nwber of sarrples in the next col~J~n and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · ~?Stimate of precisi9n gf__measurement technigue. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maxi lfUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

• 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situatlon. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Minimun MaxiRlllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Jll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See conment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comnent bel ow. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

' 
Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment bel ow. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N see comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 CI 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

L__ - - ·--- ----- - ·-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiiUII Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See comment below. 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colLIJVl. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 

. 

to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MiniiTUil Max iffUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

I -129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See cooment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations <indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Mininun MaxiiiUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sali"f' Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A _01571000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See comment below. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

• Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minill'lliJl MaxillUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See cOIII!lent below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Fe· 55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Ni ·63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .13860000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

----- -- ---- -- -- -- --- --- -- --

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

' 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinillUTJ MaxiiTUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See CO!Rl'lent below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark. Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

I 

. 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun HaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/ #Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 CI 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 CI 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 CI 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

I 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 CI 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 CI 1967 1967 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 CI 1968 1968 N see comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 CI 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Fe·SS Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 CI 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value;#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Ni ·63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A . 13860000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

1-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00057280000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2864.0000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

. Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Minimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Vear tes? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. unknown. A .00085010000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See conment be Low. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See corrment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Pu·239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form <A>nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SaiJl) HinimLifl Haxilllllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

Cm·242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See cooment below. 

cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 4.6200000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 39.730000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1848.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 
• 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 25.870000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 2587.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknmm. A 6283.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of ~asuremen!_~echnique. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

. Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa~ HiniiiUll Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. • 2587.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. •. 13860000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

1-129 Resin. Unknown. •. 00057280000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. • 2864.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

• 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 71.150000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 67.450000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 28.640000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .03881000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. • .00085010000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form <A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minirrun MaXillUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Valuej#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .01571000000000 CI 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .02402000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Pu~238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.6630000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Pu·239 Resin. Unknown. A .42510000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Pu·240 Resin. Unknown. A .25870000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 138.60000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Am·241 Resin. Unknown. A 36.960000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Cm·242 Resin. Unknown. A 2.5870000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

Cm·244 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2010000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See comment below. 

L__ ----- ---·- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate Qf precision of ~asurement ~~fhnique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Hinilll.m Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salll) Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.1570000000000 CI 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 70.150000000000 CI 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3263.0000000000 CI 1970 1970 N see comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 45.680000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 4568.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11090.000000000 CI 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4568.0000000000 CI 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .24470000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

1-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00101160000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf!> HiniiiUll HaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Vatue/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5058.0000000000 Cl 1970 1970 • See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 125.60000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 119.10000000000 Cl 1970 1970 • See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 50.580000000000 Cl 1970 1970 • See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .06852000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00150100000000 Cl 1970 1970 • See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .02774000000000 Cl 1970 1970 • See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04242000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 2.9370000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .75050000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .45680000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 244.70000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 65.260000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.5680000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.1210000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

c-14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

. 

I 

! 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll' Hinilllllll Max iiTUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq:~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 CI 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 CI 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 CI 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

I ·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 CI 1971 1971 N See cOillllent below. 

Cs·137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 CI 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 CI 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

[ _____ -- - -- ------ ---- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

• Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiJUII HaxiiTUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

I 
Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 5l.770000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

U·2l4 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

U·2l5 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

U·2l6 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See cooment below. 

Pu-239 · Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

Pu·241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See comment below. 

-- ---- -- - - - --- -- -- ---- --·- --- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Hinirrun Max ifJUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See cooment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See conment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See coament below. 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See cooment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See conment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See cooment below. 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See cooment below. 

w If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

• 

i 

I 

i 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Farm (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minirrun Haxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See contnent below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See conrnent below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See c011111ent below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5l77.0000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 1ll.60000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 5l.770000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See corrment below. 

-- L --- ---·· 

• If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuctide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Salfl' Minilll..ITI Max illl..ITI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See cooment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See,comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See comment below. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 

' 

to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 CI 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below . 
• 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 CI 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Ni ·59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 CI 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 CI 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 CI 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 CI 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

I -129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 CI 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

-··- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional inforRmtion or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of pr~fision of ~asureme~t_!echnique. 

----
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hininun Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See cooment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Eu·155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

U·134 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See conment below. 

U·135 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

U·136 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N see comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

-- -

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the ne~t column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

I 

i 

I 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sail'!' MinilfUll Maximun Basis for 
Ouanti ty Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See COITIIlent below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Cm-2(..2 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not. mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

! 

• 

I 

' 

! 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minilll.lll HaxiiTUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Saflll Value/STO Uncertainty 

Ni ·59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Ni ·63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

1-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colu:m titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nlfl'ber of samples in the next colLm1 and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

i 

I 

I 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84. use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sail¥' Minirrun MaXiiJUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 CI 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See cooment below. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the coll.lm titled 11Sa!Jl)les?'' and provide m.mber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision gf ~asurement !_g_f!'l_nique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Mininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa~Jl:~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See coornent below • 

. 

Cm-24·2 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate qf precision of ~asurement l~~hnique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi Onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Minirwn MaxilflJll Basis for 
Quantlty Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comnent below. 

Tc·99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

l-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comnent below. 

cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See cooment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See conment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' MiniiJUTl Max illl.lfl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#SafTl> Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See cooment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment bel~w. 

Pu-236 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N See comment below. 

cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N. See comment below. 

-·--- ···- -------- ----'-
* If sample data are available. mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations·(indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate Qf precision of ~asurement tec~nique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuc l ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/{T)otal Unit Begin End Sal\l> Minlrrun Maxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Ni ·59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Ni ·63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Safll> HinillUTI Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 CI 1976 1976 N See comment below . 

• Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 CI 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 CI 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 CI 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 CI 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the colum titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next coh.1m. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional 'information or explanat'ions (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End s- MiniiiiLITl Max iiJUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SaiJ1) Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See cooment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See cooment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement techniQue. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Miniaun Maximt..lll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of ~asurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-64, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See c~nt below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

-- -

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

I 

i 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T}otal Unit Begin End Samp Minilflllll MaXiiiUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See conrnent below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 CI 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 CI 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Ni ·59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 CI 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hininun Max illUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See conment below. 

Tc-99 Res~n- Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See cooment bel ow. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See corrment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See cooment bel ow. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See conment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See cooment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See conment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinillllfTI Max iRl.ITI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Pu- 240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Pu·241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1978 1978 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 10 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form ( A)nnual/(T )otal Unit Begin End Sa"V Mininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See COfllllent below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Sr·90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See COITIIIent below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See cooment below. 

I-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See cooment bel ow. 

_j_ 
---- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 

i 

/ 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Salf!l Mini nun Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu·239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 CI 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Pu·241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Res ln. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 CI 1979 1979 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 CI 1979 1979 •• See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 CI 1979 1979 N see comment below. 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 8.6720000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 74.580000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 3469.0000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

--- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa~ Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 48.560000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Co·60 Resin. Unknown. A 11790.000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 4856.0000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment bel ow. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .26020000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

1·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00107540000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 5377.0000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 133.60000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A 126.60000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See corrment bel ow. 

--·· ---- ---- ···- ---- --- - - -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nl.lllber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colllln. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Resin. Unknown. A 53.770000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See cormtent below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .07285000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See conment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00159600000000 CI 1980 1980 N See cornnent be low. 

U·236 Resin. Unknown. A .02949000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comnent below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .04510000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 3.1220000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .79780000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .48560000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

Pu·241 Resin. Unknown. A 260.20000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark y in the colwn titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nunber of sa~!f~les in the next colUIW"' and standard deviation in the next coll.ITI1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa"l' MinilfUll Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 69.380000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See cooment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 4.8560000000000 CI 1980 1980 N See comnent below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A 2.2550000000000 Cl 1980 1980 N See comnent below. 

H·3 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5470000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comnent below. 

C·14 Resin. Unknown. A 30.510000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1419.0000000000 C! 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

N i ·59 Resin. unknown. A 19.870000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 1987.0000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 4824.0000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

I ----- ··- -------- ·----
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minim..m Maximtm Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sall'f> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. A 1987.0000000000 CI 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Tc·99 Resin. Unknown. A .10640000000000 CI 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

!·129 Resin. Unknown. A .00043980000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2199.0000000000 CI 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A >4.630000000000 CI 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Eu-154 Resin. Unknown. A >1.790000000000 CI 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Eu·155 Resin. Unknown. A 21.990000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

U·234 Resin. Unknown. A .02980000000000 CI 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

U·235 Resin. Unknown. A .00065720000000 CI 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

. ·-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty · estlmate of precision of measurement technique. 

' 

I 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TRA-603-1H HDT - 189 
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For each cont8minant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salll> Hini11U11 Maxi nun Basis for 
Ouantity Year Year les? Value/#Salfll Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01206000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See cooment below. 

Np·237 Resin. Unknown. A .01845000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1.2770000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .32640000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A . 19870000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Pu-241 Resin. Unknown. A 106.40000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Resin. Unknown. A 28.380000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9870000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

Cm·244 Resin. Unknown. A .92230000000000 Cl 1981 1981 N See comment below. 

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-1H HOT - 189 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Resin. Unknown. A 3.5470000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

C-14 Resin. Unknown. A 30.510000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N See cooment bel ow_ 

Fe-55 Resin. Unknown. A 1419.0000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Ni-59 Resin. Unknown. A 19.870000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Ni-63 Resin. Unknown. A 1987.0000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Co-60 Resin. Unknown. A 4824.0000000000 Cl 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Sr-90 Resin. Unknown. - A 1987.0000000000 Cl 1982 1982 • See cooment below. 

Tc-99 Resin. Unknown. A .10640000000000 Cl 1982 1982 • See comment below. 

1-129 Resin. Unknown. A .00043980000000 Cl 1982 1982 N See corrment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUI!Vl titled 11Samples?11 and provide number of sa~les in the next colum and standard deviation in the next coll.lln. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"!' MinifiUTI Max ifTJLIQ Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Resin. Unknown. A 2199.0000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See conment below. 

Ce-144 Resin. Unknown. A 54.630000000000 CI 1982 1982 • See cooment below. 

Eu·154 Resin. Unknown. A 51.790000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Eu- 155 Resin. Unknown. A 21.990000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

U-234 Resin. Unknown. A .02980000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

U-235 Resin. Unknown. A .00065270000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

U-236 Resin. Unknown. A .01206000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Np-237 Resin. Unknown. A .01845000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Resin. Unknown. A 1. 2770000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement technique. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-1H HOT · 189 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa"' Mfninun Maxifl'lllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Resin. Unknown. A .32640000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See COillllent below. 

Pu-240 Resin. Unknown. A .19870000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See COOITient below. 

Pu·241 Resin. Unknown. A 106.40000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Am·241 Resin. Unknown. A 28.380000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Cm-242 Resin. Unknown. A 1.9870000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

Cm-244 Resin. Unknown. A .92230000000000 CI 1982 1982 N See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Basis for uncertainty - estimate of precision of measurement techniQue. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-1H HOT - 189 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[X] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Method of measurement. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Extrapolation from RWMIS for 1952-1961. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using_a G M detecto:r: which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
On part D, no G-M counter correction is needed to entries 
for which upper and lower bounds are given. The presence of 
such bounds indicates that the estimate was based on weight, 
laboratory analysis, spectrometry, and/or mathematical 
calculations. The G-M counter correction is needed for 
entries for which no bounds are given, because such 
estimates were originally made using the G-M counter method. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 160 

1 . Preparer: _,_A~m"'a"-r=o"--'c=-=-. ------------

3. Generator:~T~RA~------~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
3H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
(X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1961 Ending year 1965 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Also 642. 

2. Date prepared: 08/23/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number- use ~c~o~d~e~~f~r~o~m-a~t~t~a~c~h-e~d~l~1~.s-t~)---

6. Waste stream: 
Irradiated end boxes. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 2 0 . 9 6 2 7 Units .::C;.;:u:ob:..;i,_,c=-,-f=e:=ec:ot:..:·_--c:-,.-------
Check box: ( ) annual or (X) total over all years 
Check box: [ ) container volume or [X] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-3H HDT - 160 

1. General physical form 
Irradiated end boxes. 

,[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Aluminum alloy end boxes. 
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(see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none ( ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-3H HOT - 160 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. lf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saff!l Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-3H HDT - 160 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Minimum Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarnp Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Solid. Al alloy. T 158.40000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Al alloy. T 21.250000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Al alloy. T 3671.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Solid. Al alloy. T 1.1010000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Solid. Al alloy. T 618.20000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Al alloy. T 1294.0000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Al alloy. T 1.7770000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. AL alloy. T .34780000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

1-129 Solid. Al alloy. T .00009045000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-3H HOT - 160 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SBfil' Mininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Solid. Al alloy. T 386.40000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Al alloy. T 9.0800000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Al alloy. T .00560300000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Al alloy. T 18.160000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. A.l alloy. T .00405700000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Al alloy. T .00008694000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. A.l alloy. T .00154600000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Al alloy. T .00251200000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Al alloy. T .10430000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

.. 

·--·-- -- ~---·---- --- -- -~ - -L... ·--- ---~ ---··-- ·--

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

! 

' 

I 

I 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-3H HDT - 160 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa£11' Mininun MaxiiTUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#SaiTp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Al alloy. T • 10430000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Al alloy. T .01101000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. A.l alloy. T 11.400000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. At alloy. T .05216000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Al alloy. T .05216000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Al alloy. T .04830000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Solid. Al alloy. T 627.30000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Solid. Al alloy. T 84.150000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Al alloy. T 14530.000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minirr~ value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603·3H HDT • 160 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinjnun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni-59 Solid. Al alloy. T 4.3600000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Solid. Al alloy. T 2448.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Al alloy. T 5125.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Al alloy. T 7.0380000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Al alloy. T 1.3770000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Solid. At alloy. T .00035802000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Al alloy. T 1530.0000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Al alloy. T 35.950000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Al alloy. T .02218000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

i 

- --- ··--- ----

* If sarrple data are available, mark y in the colum titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of sa~Jl>les in the next colLIIV1 and standard deviation in the next coltMm. 
If not, mark. N and give the minim..m value and maximLIJl value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-3H HOT - 160 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s • .., Minimum HaxiiJUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Solid. Al alloy. T 71.910000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. Al alloy. T .01606000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Al alloy. T .00034420000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

U·236 Solid. Al al toy. T .00612000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Np·237 Solid. Al alloy. T .00994500000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Al alloy. T .41310000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Al alloy. T .41310000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Al alloy. T .04360000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu·241 Solid. Al alloy. T 45.130000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA·603-3H HOT - 160 
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For each contaminant# complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contamlnant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End SalfP HiniiiUII HaxiiiUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Am-24 1 Solid. Al alloy. T .20650000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Al alloy. T .20650000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Al alloy. T .19120000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Solid. Al alloy. T 9.8400000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Solid. Al alloy. T 1.3200000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Al alloy. T 228.00000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Solid. At alloy. T .06840000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Solid. Al alloy. T 38.400000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See conti~tion page. 

Co-60 Solid. Al alloy. T 80.400000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

* lf sarrple data are available, mark Y in the colt..mn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next collllll and standard deviation in the next colllfl'\. 
lf not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS ~ TRA·603·3H HDT • 160 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiTlllll Max iiTUll Basis for 
auantity Year Year les? Valuet#Salf1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Solid. Al alloy. T .11040000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Tc·99 Solid. Al alloy. T .02160000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

I· 129 Solid. Al alloy. T .00000561600000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Al alloy. T 24.000000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Al alloy. T .56400000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Al alloy. T .00034800000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Al alloy. T 1.1280000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. At alloy. T .00025200000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Al alloy. T .00000540000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603·3H HOT - 160 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 

• 

to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation . 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Mini nun Maxinlllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-236 Solid. Al alloy. T .00009600000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Al alloy. T .00015600000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Al alloy. T .00648000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Al alloy. T .00648000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Pu- 240 Solid. Al alloy. T .00068400000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. Al alloy. T .70800000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Am- 241 Solid. Al alloy. T .00324000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Al alloy. T .00324000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Al alloy. T .00300000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

·-- ---- - -- --- ··--- ----· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-3H HDT - 160 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were maier unknowns. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewee wishes to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using a G-M detector which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP and MFP were broken down into radionuclides; MFP is 
according to the fission products and their half lives while 
MAP is the cross sections and their half lives. On part D, 
no G-M counter correction is needed to entries for which 
upper and lower bounds are given. The presence of such 
bounds indicates that the estimate was based on weight, 
laboratory analysis, spectrometry, anq}or mathematical 
calculations. The G-M counter correction is needed for 
entries for which no bounds are given, because such 
estimates were originally made using the G-M counter method. 



CONTINUATION PAGE - TRA-603-3H HDT - 160 
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Continuation of Part ~D ________ __ Column or Question Number or Title Uncertainty basis. 

, A Geiger-Mueller counter was '[lrobal:JlY USE!d to~_measure this item. Therefore, the true uncertainty is 
not known. 



Page: TRA-101 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 151 

1. Preparer:~A~m~a~r~o~~c~·------------------------

3. Generator: TRA 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t7-o-r------u-s-e---c-o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
4H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1970 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. 642 also. 

2. Date prepared: 08/23/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h"e~d~l~i~s~t")~----

6. Waste stream: 
Core and loop components. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 6 0 9 . 4 7 o 6 Units ~c:.Ou~b'-'l'oC. c::_.,..;f.=e.=e~t'-'"'-----=-o--------
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-4H HOT - 151 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 
Other core,reactor vessel,loop component 

"[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Metallic (stainless steel and Al). 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Other. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Solids, such as loop piping, stainless steel and Al pieces, 
equipment leads, end pile tubes, or end boxes from fuel 
elements. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. "Other", which cannot be defined by the preparer. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical form (A}nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' MinimLITI Max inun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

• 

• 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MinillUll HaXillUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Solid. Metallic. T .17140000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Metallic. T .01312000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Metallic. T 3.9940000000000 Cl 196\ 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Solid. Metallic. T .001\9800000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Sot id. Metallic. T .67160000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T 1.4080000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

' 

Sr-90 Solid. Metallic. T .00193400000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Metallic. T .00037830000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

1-119 Solid. Metallic. T .00000009837000 Cl 196\ 1961 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
The sample column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RHL) at TRA, but based on the RUHIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RHL, however, being conservative, the 
prep~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimun MaxiiiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Solid. Metallic. I .42040000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Metallic. I .00987900000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Metallic. I .00000609500000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Metallic. I .01976000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. Metallic. I .00000441400000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Metallic. I .00000009460000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. Metallic. I .00000168100000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 sot id. Metallic. I .00000273200000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Metallic. I .00011350000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

- -- _L_ -- - - ·-L_ 

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the col urn titled "Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample colum is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a samole was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory CRML) at TRA. but based on the R\JHJS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believ~s a sampl~ was colH)~ed. A 5-lQDrrQr js normal fQ!'_~afllQle analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
preR~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% ~rror). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years_ For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., MiniiTILIJl Maxi nun BaSis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid_ Metallic. T .00011350000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid- Metallic. T .00001198000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu- 241 Solid_ Metallic_ T .01240000000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid_ Metallic. T .00005675000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 So tid. Metallic. T .00005675000000 CI 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T .00005255000000 CI 1961 1961 N see continuation page. 

H·3 Solid. Metallic. T 492.00000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Sot id. Metallic. T 66.000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Metalt ic. T 11400.000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

------- ------ ---- ·-- - ------ - - - ----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11 N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted bv the Rad1at1on Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RYMIS 
radionuclide identification, th~_Qf~parer be\i~~~a sampl~ ~~~-~ounted. ~2~% error is nor~al for a sampl~ analyzed by the RML~ hQW~Y~~ being conserv~tive, the 
prep~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 



-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Satl1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni ·59 Solid. Metallic. T 3.4200000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Ni-63 Solid. Metallic. T 1920.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T 4020.0000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Metallic. T 5.5200000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Metallic. T 1.0800000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

I ·129 Solid. Metallic. T .00028080000000 CI 1963 1963 • See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Metallic. T 1200.0000000000 Cl 1963 1963 • See continuation page • 

Ce-144 Solid. Metallic. T 28.200000000000 CI 1963 1963 • See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Metallic. T .01740000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

L____ -L... - -- ----- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled 11Samples?" and provide nunber of sa~les in the next colum and standard deviation in the next coll.ml. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification_.__ the pfg~er l:l~~i~ves a samQ_~~ was couflt~Q_,_ A 5·10% ~rror is nof_!!!al for a sample analned by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
pr~~rer assigneq a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinilfUTI MaxiiiUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Solid. Metallic. T 56.400000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. Metallic. T .01260000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Metallic. T .00027000000000 C! 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

U·236 Solid. Metallic. T .00480000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Np·237 Solid. Metallic. T .00780000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Metallic. T .32400000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Metal lie. T .32400000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Sot id. Metallic. T .03420000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Pu·241 Solid. Metal tic. T 35.400000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

* If Saflllle data are available, mark. Y in the colum titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nliTiber of sa~les in the next coll.IM and standard deviation in the next col1.1111. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The safl¥)le colt.m'l is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sa!T{lle was counted by t~~_]:adiation,J~~asure@Cnts Labor~~_Q_Ci__(RM!oLat TRA, but based on the R\.JMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analy!ed by tfle RML. ho~~y~_. being t;:.Q@erv{:l_ti.Y~ the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiTU'll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#SBnfJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Sot id. Metallic. T . 16200000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Metallic. T .16200000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T .15000000000000 CI 1963 1963 N See continuation page. 

H-3 Sot id. Metallic. T 574.20000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Metallic. T 77.030000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Fe-5_5 Solid. Metallic. T 13310.000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·59 Solid. Metallic. T 3.9920000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·63 Solid. Metallic. T 2241.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T 4692.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

* If sarrple data are available, mark Y in the colurm titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next coll..lm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The samp\e .;:ollJ!I!'l i_~ marked "N" be~ause the preparer cannot prove a saRf)le was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the R\.JMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however. being conservative. the 
~er assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/( T )otal UnH Begin End s""" Hiniii"IUJI Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Solid. Metallic. T 6.4430000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 solid. Metallic. T 1.2610000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Solid. Metallic. T .00032769000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Metallic. T 1401.0000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Metallic. T 32.910000000000 CI 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Hetall ic. T .02031000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Eu·155 Solid. Metallic. ---- T 65.830000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. Metallic. T .01471000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Metallic. T .00031510000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

- -- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
The sample column is marked 11N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory <RML) at TRA. but based on the RUHIS 
radionucllde identification, the preparer believes a sample was founted. A 5-19% error i$ ~ormat for as~~ anal~zed by the ~MLL however being conservative. the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End SafTI' MiniiiUfl Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Solid. Hetall ic. T .00560200000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Metallic. T .00910400000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Metallic. T .37820000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Metallic. T .37820000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Metallic. T .03992000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. Metallic. T 41.320000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. Metallic. T .18910000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Metallic. T .18910000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T .17510000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled 11 Samples?" and provide nl.ITlber of samples in the next colllll1 and standard deviation in the next col1.m1. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sanple column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\JMIS 
radionuclide identification the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however. being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T 19000.000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·20% +20% See comment below. 

H·3 Solid. Metallic. T 16300.000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Metallic. T 2186.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. He tall i c. T 377600.00000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·59 Solid. Metallic. T 113.30000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Ni-63 Solid. Metallic. T 63600.000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T 133200.00000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Metallic. T 182.80000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Metallic. T 35.770000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RYMIS 
radionuclide identification~ the preparer believes a sample was counte9. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analy~ed by the RMl, however, being conservative~ the 
~r~Q@fer assigned a 20% ~rr9r (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, c~nplete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For ex.ample, if the annual quantity disposed \\as x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End Samp MiniiTUTI Max inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safff> Value/STO Uncertainty 

1-129 Solid. Metallic. T .00929700000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 solid. Metal\ ic. T 39750.000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Metallic. T 934.10000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Metallic. T .57640000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Metallic. T 1868.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Solid. Metaltic. T .41740000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N Sei continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. Metallic. I .00894400000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. Metallic. T .15900000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Metallic. I .25840000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and max.imum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RHL) at TRA. but based on the R~IS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however. being conservative, the 
prep~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maximllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~Il) Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Metallic. T 10.730000000000 Cl 1965 1965 • See continuation page • 

Pu-239 Sot id. Metallic. T 10.730000000000 Cl 1965 1965 • See continuation page • 

Pu-240 Solid. Metallic. T 1.1330000000000 Cl 1965 1965 • See continuation page. 

Pu- 241 Solid. Metallic. T 1173.0000000000 Cl 1965 1965 • Se~ continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. Metallic. T 5.3660000000000 Cl 1965 1965 • See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Metallic. T 5.3660000000000 Cl 1965 1965 • See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T 4.9690000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N See continuation page. 

H-3 Solid. Metatlic. T 377.80000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Metallic. T 50.680000000000 Cl 1966 1966 • See continuation page. 

--- ---- --------- - - -- ---- ---

"' If sanple data are available, mark Yin the collllTl titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nunber of safll)les in the next colLWm and standard deviation in the next colwn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sa_mple colliiV1 is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RW'HIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5·10% ~rror is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however. being conservative. the 
preparer_assigned a 20% errQr (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"!' Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Fe-55 Solid. Metallic. T 8753.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Ni-59 Solid. Metal tic. T 2.6260000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

N i -63 Sot id. Metatl ic. T 1474.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page, 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T 3087.0000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Metallic. T 4.2380000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Metallic. T .82930000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Solid. Metallic. T .00021564000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Metallic. T 921.40000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Metallic. T 21.650000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

-- ··-- ·- _c___ ---- ___ L__,_ - - -- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colliTln titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The samole colurm is m<lr'~~ "N" ~~use the pn~p~_rer cannot _prove a sample was COl!_l':lted by th~ Radiation ~easurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the R\.IMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative, the 
orepar~~-~~signed a 20% error (doubt!D9 the 10% error). 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemica t Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Saffl> Mini nun MaxifiUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!lll Value/STO Uncertainty 

Eu-154 Solid. Metallic. T .01336000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Metallic. T 43.310000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Solid. Metallic. T .00967500000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. Metallic. T .00020730000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

U·236 Solid. Hetall i c. T .00368600000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Np·237 Solid. Hetall ic. T .00598900000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Metallic. T .24880000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Metallic. T .24880000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Metallic. T .01626000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the collJN"I titled 11Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next coll.IM and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the mininun value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sa!nple column is marked 11N11 because the preparf;!r cannot pray~ a sample ~.f!~ounted by th~_KadiationMg:asurements Le~QQ.r:atory {~~!o_Lat TRA, but based on the R\.IHIS 
radionuctide identification, the preparer believes a sample ~as counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sampl~ analyzed by the RML, howg:~~ being con~~ry~tive, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error}. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. Jf any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ HinilfUTI Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Metallic. T 27.180000000000 C! 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. Metallic. T .12440000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Metallic. T .12440000000000 CI 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T .11520000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Solid. Metallic. T .00159200000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Solid. Metallic. T .00021360000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

fe-55 Solid. Metallic. T .03690000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Ni-59 Solid. Metallic. T .00001107000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Ni-63 Solid. Metallic. T .00621400000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

'-------- ---- ----- - ------- - --- ··---

"' If sample data are available, mark Y in the collllll1 titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide m.wber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colwn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample coll!llr! ___ i~ marked 11N11 h~c;:ause the prep~rer cannot QrQ'Le a sample ~?!~_counted by ~hg__Radiation Measurements Lal:xlr~~ory (RML) C!t T!iA. but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5·10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RHL, however, being conservative, the 
Qf~rer assigned~ 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp Mini nun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T .01301000000000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Metal tic. T .00001787000000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 sot id. Metallic. T .00000349600000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

I -129 Solid. Metallic. T .00000000091000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Metallic. T .00388400000000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Metallic. T .00009127000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Metallic. T .00000005630000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Metallic. T .00018250000000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Solid. Metallic. T .00000004080000 CI 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

I 
• lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification, th~ preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5·10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

I 

! 

i 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Sa~ HiniiTUII Max illUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid. Metallic. T .00000000090000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. Metallic. T .00000001550000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Metallic. T .00000002520000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Metal! ic. T .00000104900000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Metallic. T .00000104900000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Metallic. T .00000011070000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. Metallic. T .00011460000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. Metallic. T .00000052430000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Metallic. T .00000052430000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

L__ ---- -- -- -- -- .. L_ -- -- -- --- ---------

*If sarrple data are available, mark Yin the colUIIY'I titled "Samples? 11 and provide nurber of samples in the next colllllfl and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additlonal lnformation or explanations (indicate pertlnent contaminant) 
The sample colunn is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RYH!S 
radionuclide identification, the pre~rer beli~ves a sampl~ _ _!.o/as coun~g:Q_. A 5-10%~rror i§___DQimal for i!..§.ampl~_~nalyzed by t~~__BMl, h'?~~ver, being_~Q!'Isery~ti~ the 
~rer <:l§~ig_r}gd a 20% gr_rOr (doui:>Li!::!g the 1Q%_~rror). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa"" Minirrun Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa!ll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T .00000048550000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

H-3 . Solid. Metallic. T 4166.0000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Metallic. T 558.90000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Metallic. T 96530.000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

N i -59 Solid. Metallic. T 28.960000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Solid. Metallic. T 16260.000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Metallic. T 34040.000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Metallic. T 46.740000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Metallic. T 9.1450000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

-- - - ·--- -- L 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colLmn titled 11Sarrples? 11 and provide nt.JTber of sarrples in the next colliiYl and standard deviation in the next coll.lln. 
If not, mark N and glve the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample colum is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory CRMU at TRA. but based on the R\4MIS 
radionuclide identlficatlon, the preparer believ~s a sample was <;ounted. P., ~.:.19% error i~_fl_Qf!flal for a_§~ analy!~-~e R!'!h_L__however. ~in_g~onservaU~ the 
Qf~~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form CA>nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinilflllll HaxillUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les'? Value/#Safl1) Value/STD Uncertainty 

1-129 Solid. Metallic. T .00237780000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Metallic. T 10160.000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Ce·144 Solid. Metallic. T 238.80000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Eu·154 Solid. Metallic. T .14730000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Eu·155 Solid. Metallic. T 477.60000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Solid. Metallic. T .10670000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. Metallic. I .00228600000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. Metallic. I .04064000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 solid. Metallic. T .06605000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

---------- - --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification, the prep~rer beliey~s a sample was count~q. A 5-10% ~rror is ~qcmal for a sarr~le analyzed by the RML, howev~r. being conservativ~1 the 
prep~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

j 

' 

' 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa,.., Mini nun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarnp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-238 Solid. Metallic. T 2.7430000000000 CI 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Metallic. T 2.7430000000000 Cl 1969 1969 N See continuatio~ page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Metallic. T .28960000000000 CI 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Pu- 241 Solid. Metallic. T 299.70000000000 CI 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Am- 241 Solid. Metallic. T 1.3720000000000 CI 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Metallic. T 1.3720000000000 CI 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T 1.2700000000000 CI 1969 1969 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Solid. Metallic. T 5.2740000000000 CI 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Sot id. Metallic. T .70750000000000 CI 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colt..m"l titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nl.lllber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanation~ (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sa_~Tf'le colUfT!'! is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TR~. but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however. being conservative. the 
prep~r_er assigned a 20% error (doubting the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Minirrun Maximum Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Fe-55 Solid. Metallic. T 122.20000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·59 Solid. Metalt ic. T .03666000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Solid. Metallic. T 20.580000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. MetalLic. T 43.090000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Metallic. T .05917000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Metallic. T .01158000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

1-129 Solid. Metallic. 1 .00000300960000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Metallic. 1 12.860000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Metallic. T .30230000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

--- --- - ---- - -

* lf sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R~JS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample wa~ counted. A ~~10% error i~ nQrmal for~ ~e analy~ed by_!h~ ll~~L_however~ ~i~g conservati~ the 
~f-~Q.§rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiiUTl Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salfll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-154 Solid. Metallic. T .00018650000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Metallic. T .60460000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N Se~ continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. Metallic. T .00013510000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. Metallic. T .00000289400000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Sot id. Metallic. T .00005145000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Metallic. T .00008361000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Metallic. T .00347300000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Sot id. Hetatl ic. T .00347300000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Metallic. T .00036660000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

L ___ ----- ---- L_ ··-- -- ···-- ···- ···--
l_ 

---- ·-- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample col~ is marked 11N11 becau~~ the preparer cannot Qrove a sampte was cQYD!ed by the Radiation ~~asurement~ iaboratory {RML) at TR~. but based on the RYHIS 
radionucllde identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, belng conservative. the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubting the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unlt Begin End Safll> MiniJIUD Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. Metallic. I .37950000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. Metallic. T .00173700000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Metallic. T .00173700000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Metallic. T .00160800000000 Cl 1970 1970 N See continuation page. 

' ---- -- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the coli...Km titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nunber of safll)les in the next colunn and standard deviation in tlle next cotum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample colurm is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a samole was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RYMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sa~le was cqunted, A 5-10% error is normal for a sampte analyzed by the RM~. however, being conservative, the 
~rer assigned a 2Q% error (9oubling the 10% error). 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-4H HDT - 151 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ) other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [X) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [ ) reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ] wars t case 
[ ) other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ) no 
[X) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were assiqned equal values 
maier unknowns. 

Page: TRA-126 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken usinq a G-M detector which only measures qamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP was broken down into radionuclides according to their 
cross sections and their half lives. MFP was broken down 
into radionuclides accordinq to the fission products and 
their half lives. On part D, no G-M counter correction is 
needed to entries for which upper and lower bounds are 
qiven. The presence of such bounds indicates that the 
estimate was based on weiqht, laboratory analysis, 
spectrometry, and/or mathematical calculations. The G-M 
counter correction is needed for entries for which no bounds 
are given, because such estimates were originally made using 
the G-M counter method. 
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Continuation of Part ~D ________ __ Column or Question Number or Title ~U'-'n-"c"-e=r-"t"'a'-'l"'. n=t1y__.b,.a=s-=i"'s'-'"'---------------------

A Geiqer-Mueller counter was probably used to mea,;ure this ite!n_. Therefore'-the _true ur1Certaint:y is 
not known. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 152 

1. Preparer:~A~m~a~r~oJ_~c~·------------------------

3. Generator: TRA 
(area or. cont-r~a~c;t~o--r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o~d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
5H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1971 Ending year 1980 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Also 614, 661, 666, 604, 626, and 654. 

2. Date prepared: 08/24/93 

4. Particular facility:~6~0~3~~----~--~~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Uranium in metal. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 7.4390 Units Cubic feet. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X]~t~o~t~a~l~o~v~e~r~a~l~l.-y~e~a~r~s~--
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ) waste volume 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Some of the uranium is depleted while some is normal 

• (X] other (specify) 
uranium in metal. 

uranium. Some is even a UAl alloy. 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag (X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Cardboard box*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXW and "Other", which cannot be defined by the preparer. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Haximun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Vatue/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide ni..IIlber of safll)tes in the next colllllO and standard deviation in the next collllfl. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional inform:ttfon or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuctide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimum HaxilllJfll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid. Depleted U. A .00002140000000 Cl 1971 1971 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-238 sot id. Depleted U. A .00032970000000 Cl 1971 1971 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. U in At. A .00000303000000 Cl 1971 1971 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-238 Solid. U in Al. A .00006613000000 Cl 1971 1971 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. Depleted U. A .00003343000000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-238 Solid. Depleted U. A .00565400000000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. Depleted U. A .00028780000000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-238 Solid. Depleted U. A .00228700000000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

U-232 Solid. Metal. A 8.3600000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUM titled 11Samptes? 11 and provide number of sanples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimun vaolue and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sa_ITlQk__f_Q_l~ __ i§__markec:f~~~ b~c~use the P!'~~rer e;~nnot prov~ -~ saflPt~ _ _!rrlas count!=!d by ~h~ RadiatiQO Measur_grnents l<1~ratory (RHL) at TRA, but based on the RUM IS 
radionuclide identification. ~he prepar~r believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML~ however. being conservative. the 
preparer assiQned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

I 

I 

I 

! 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the-varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Hininun HaximLIIl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-233 Solid. MetaL A .00947000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N -20% +20% See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Depleted and normal U A .00007871000000 Cl 1977 1977 N -20% +20% See continuation page. 
metal. 

U-238 Solid. Depleted <~nd normal U A .00326300000000 Cl 1977 1977 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 
metal. 

Am-241 Solid. Depleted and normal u A .00000032400000 Cl 1977 1977 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 
metal. 

U-238 Solid. Depleted U metal with Np. A .00000003360000 Cl 1980 1980 N ·20% +20% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Depleted U metal with Np. A .00000705000000 Cl 1980 1980 N -20% +20% See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. U02. A .00005156000000 Cl 1980 1980 N -20% +20% See continuation page. 

U·238 Solid. U02. A .00018730000000 Cl 1980 1980 N -20% +20% See continuation page. 

---- L_ ---- --- ----- ---- --L__ 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUIIVl titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nUlber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample collX1111 is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sarrpte was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML} at TRA. but based on the R\.IHIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted,_ A 5~10% ~rror is normal for a sample analy~ed by the RHL. however. being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-5H HDT - 152 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewee wishes to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
On part D, no G-M counter correction is needed to entries 
for which upper and lower bounds are given. The presence of 
such bounds indicates that the estimate was based on weiqht, 
laboratory analysis, spectrometry, and/or mathematical 
calculations. The G-M counter correction is needed for 
entries for which no bounds are qiven, because such 
estimates were originally made using the G-M counter method. 
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Continuation of Part .=D:__ ___ _ Column or Question Number or Title "U"-n,_,c00e"-'r,_t,_a"-=i-"n'-'t'-'y'---'b"'a,_s=i.==sc.:• _________ _ 

.In 1970, a germanium detector was being used by the Radiation Measurements Lab (RML) at TRA. 
Although the preparer cannot prove a sample was brought to the RML to count, based on the 
radionuclides identified by RWMIS, the preparer b~~ieves that ~~mples were Q~ought to the RML to be 
analyzed. A 20% error was assigned because of counting uncertainties. Errors are typically 5-10%. 
A 20% error was chosen because it should be 2 times the standard error. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 146 

1. Preparer: Amaro C. 2. Date prepared: 08/28/93 

3. Generator: TRA 4. Particular facility: 603 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e3d~l~i~s~t~)-----

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 6. Waste stream: 
6H ~S~l~u~d~e~·-------------------------------------------------

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1981 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Also 624, 642, and 670. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 78.4726 Units Cubic feet. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X]~t~o~t~a~l,=~o~v~e~r~a~l~l~~y~e~a~r~s~--
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 

6. The waste form is sludge, however, interviewees think this is an erroneous physical 
identification. Preparer was unable to find correct waste stream identification. Radionuclide 
identification is correct. 
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1. General physical 
Sludge . 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Sludge is part water and part dirt. 

• [ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Unknown. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ) plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ) metal liner [ ) none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. other characteristics of interest: 
Cardboard box*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. A plastic liner was probably used even though various waste containers were used. 
5. BXW, 0, and I. "Other" and I are unknown. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minimun MaxiiiUII Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimum Maximum Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Sludge. Ionic. T .24540000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. T .03292000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe- 55 Sludge. Ionic. T 5.6860000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. T .00170600000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Sludge. Ionic. T .95760000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. T 2.0050000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. T .00275300000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. T .00053870000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

1-129 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000014004000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samptes? 11 and provide n~ruoer of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this sit.uation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minirrum Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. T .59850000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .01407000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000867900000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .02813000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

U-234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000628500000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000013470000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-
U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000239400000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000389000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00016160000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, con~Lete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End samp Minimum Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

-
Pu-239 

I 
Sludge. Ionic. T .00016160000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001706000000 CI 1961 1961 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .01766000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I 

Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00008080000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00008080000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. T .00007482000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

H·3 Sludge. Ionic. T .00008200000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001100000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. T .00190000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

L_ ___ -------- ------ ---- ------ ----
j_ 

- ----- --- ---

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional infor•nation or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Rad i onucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinirrun Maximum Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

- --· 
Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000057000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-· -· 
Ni ·63 Sludge. Ionic. T .00032000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. T .00067000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000092000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000018000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

1-129 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000005000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. T .00020000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000470000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 SLudge. Ionic. T .00000000290000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SaiJP Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000940000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000210000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000010000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000080000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np·237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000130000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000005400000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000005400000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000570000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000590000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

I 

i 

I 

I 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952~56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minilllllll Maximum Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

·-
Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000002700000 Cl 1963 1963 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000002700000 Cl 1963 1963 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Sludge. -t=-- T .00000002500000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

H-3 Sludge. Ionic. T .04085000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
C-14 Sludge. Ionic. T .00548000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% -t-50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. T .94650000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. T .00028400000000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% -t-50% See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Sludge. Ionic. T .15940000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. T .33380000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% +50% see continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimun Max irrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00045830000000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

~~ ~-

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00008967000000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

1·129 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00000002331000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .09963000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 I Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00234100000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu- 154 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00000144500000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% see continuation page. 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00468300000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-234 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00000104600000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
U-235 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00000002240000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

--- ---- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Minimun Maximum Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000039850000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-
Np·237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000064760000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00002690000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

.. 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. T .00002690000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000284000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00293900000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

.. 

Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001345000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001345000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001245000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled ''Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, convlete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For exanple, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Phys1 cat Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Hinimun HaxiiTUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val uej#SalllJ Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Sludge. Ionic. T .00016400000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. T .00002200000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

' I 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. T .00380000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000114000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Sludge. Ionic. T .00064000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

- . 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. T .00134000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% see continuation page. 

--~ 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000184000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000036000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I ·129 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000009000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

·- ----- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956~84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Samp Minimum Maximum Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs~137 Sludge. Ionic. T .00040000000000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000940000000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000580000 Cl 1967 1967 N ~SO% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu~ 155 Sludge. Ionlc. T .00001880000000 CI 1967 1967 N -5q% +50% See continuation page. 

U~234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000420000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

u~235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000010000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000160000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000260000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Pu~238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000010800000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

- ----- 1 .. ______ -- ' .. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Mininun Haxil1l.lll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000010800000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000001140000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001180000000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000005400000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000005400000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000005000000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

H-3 Sludge. Ionic. T .00233500000000 CI 1970 1970 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. T .00031330000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. T .05411000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

--------·-- ---- ·---

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the colLmn titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colLJm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimun value and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minimum Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. I .00001623000000 CI 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

N i -63 · Sludge. Ionic. I .00911400000000 CI 1970 1970 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. I .01908000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. T .00002620000000 CI 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000512700000 CI 1970 1970 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-- -
1-129 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000000133000 CI 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

- -
Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. I .00569600000000 CI 1970 1970 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. I .00013390000000 CI 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000008260000 CI 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two Lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radioilucl ide Physical Form ChemicaL Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minimum Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .00026770000000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000005980000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000130000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000002280000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np· 237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000003700000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Pu- 238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000153800000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +50% see continuation page. 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. 1 .00000153800000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000016230000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

. 

Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00016800000000 Cl 1970 1970 • ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, c~nplete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, it the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this sltuation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~r~> MinillUTl Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000076900000 Cl 1970 1970 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-~~--· 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000076900000 Cl 1970 1970 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000071200000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

H·3 Sludge. Ionic. I .00098400000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. T .00013200000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. T .02280000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000684000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni-63 Sludge. Ionic. I .00384000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. I .00804000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

~adionuclide I Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa09 Hinirrun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001104000000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000216000000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I -129 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000056000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. T .00240000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .00005640000000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000003480000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .00011280000000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000002520000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000050000 Cl 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and pro~ide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum ~alue and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End samp Hinirum Max imLITl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000960000 CI 1973 1973 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np·237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000001560000 CI 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000064800000 CI 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000064800000 CI 1973 1973 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

----
Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000006840000 CI 1973 1973 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

. 

Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00007080000000 C1 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000032400000 CI 1973 1973 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000032400000 CI 1973 1973 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000030000000 CI 1973 1973 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Sanples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form ChemicaL Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Mini nun Maxilfll..ln Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Sludge. Ionic. I .00012300000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. I .00001650000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-- - -
fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. I .00285000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000085500000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Sludge. Ionic. I .00048000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. I .00100500000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000138000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000027000000 Cl 1974 1974 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

I -129 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000000007000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 San~les? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

---
Radi onuc l ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hiniflllll1 MaxiiJUll Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 
~· 

Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. T .00030000000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000705000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-~~--~ 

Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000430000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001410000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
U-234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000310000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000010000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000120000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000190000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000008100000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next coll.Jlll1 and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End Sa"" Minirrun Max: iiTUil Basis for 
auant i ty Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu- 239 !Sludge. Ionic. T .00000008100000 Cl 1974 1974 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

. -
Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000850000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000885000000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000004050000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000004050000 Cl 1974 1974 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000003750000 Cl 1974 1974 N -SO% +50% See continuation page. 

H·3 Sludge. Ionic. T .00002460000000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000330000000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. T .00057000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page, 

·-- -· 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the col~.n~n titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next collSIV"I and standard deviation in the nex:t colt.JJ11. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x Kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000017100000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Sludge. Ionic. T .00009600000000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. T .00020100000000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000027600000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I 
··----··· 

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000005400000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

1·129 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000001000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. T .00006000000000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000141000000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000090000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mi"nillUll Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000282000000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
U-234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000060000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

U-235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000010000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000020000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000040000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000001620000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

.. 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000001620000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000170000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000177000000 Cl 1975 1975 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

.. ------
I_ 

.. ---- ------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

-
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

-
Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otat Unit Begin End Samp Minirrun Maximum Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am- 241 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000000810000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000000810000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

. 

Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000000750000 Cl 1975 1975 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

H-3 Sludge. Ionic. I .00011070000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. I .00001485000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. I .00256500000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000076950000 Cl 1976 1976 N -50% -+50% See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Sludge. Ionic. T .00043200000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. T .00090450000000 Cl 1976 1976 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurrn titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at \east one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg _for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnua\/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinimun MaximLill Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Va\ue/#Sa!Jll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000124200000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000024300000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

1·129 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000006000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. T .00027000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000634500000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. I .00000000390000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .00001269000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000280000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·235 Sludge. Ionic. I .40150000000000 Cl 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

·-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp HiniiTlllll HaXifJl.Jill Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-136 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000110000 C1 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000180000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. tonic. T .00000007290000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000007290000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000770000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000796500000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-241 Sludge. Ionic. - T .00000003640000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000003640000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000003370000 CI 1976 1976 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colt.mn titled "Sanptes?'' and provide number of samples in the next colllln and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

-
Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Hinirrun Maxi nun Basis for 

Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SaiJll Value/STD Uncertainty 

H- 3 Sludge. Ionic. T .00006888000000 Cl 1981 1981 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

C-14 Sludge. Ionic. 1 :ooooo9240ooooo C1 1981 1981 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Sludge. Ionic. T .00159600000000 Cl 1981 1981 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni ·59 Sludge. Ionic. T . 0000004 7880000 Cl 1981 1981 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

N i ·63 Sludge. Ionic. T .00026880000000 Cl 1981 1981 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Sludge. Ionic. T .00056280000000 Cl 1981 1981 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000077180000 Cl 1981 1981 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000015110000 Cl 1981 1981 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

1-119 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000004000 Cl 1981 1981 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

--- ---- ---- ------- --

• If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurm titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colurm and standard deviation in the next collllll1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maxinum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

---

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minimum Haximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

-
Cs-137 Sludge. Ionic. T .00016800000000 Cl 1981 1981 " ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

1-· - -
Ce-144 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000394800000 Cl 1981 1981 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Eu-154 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000240000 Cl 1981 1981 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000789600000 Cl 1981 1981 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-234 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000180000 Cl 1981 1981 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000010000 C1 1981 1981 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
U-236 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000070000 Cl 1981 1981 " ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000110000 Cl 1981 1981 " ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000004540000 Cl 1981 1981 " ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

---- -- --- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next collllVl and standard deviation in the next coll.JIM. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

I 

-
Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maximun Basis for 

Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000004540000 CI 1981 1981 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I 
Pu-240 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000000480000 CI 1981 1981 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000495600000 CI 1981 1981 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

--
Am-241 I Sludge. Ionic. T .00000002270000 CI 1981 1981 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000002270000 CI 1981 1981 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

' 
Cm-244 Sludge. Ionic. T .00000002100000 CI 1981 1981 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I --- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-6H HDT - 146 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
Radionuclides were lumped into MAP and MFP. 

Page: TRA-165 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using a G-M detector which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were chosen based on their cross sections 
and half lives. MFP radionuclides were chosen based on the 
fission products and their half lives. 
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Continuation of Part ~D~--------- Column or Question Number or Title -"U-'-n'-'c::.:e=.cr"-"t""a'-'i"n-'-t"y.J._~b-.-a"-'s"-=i"'s'-'.-------------------

"Although the preparer cannot prove a sample was given to the Radiation Measurements Lab (RML) 
located at TRA, the ~reparer is fairly confident that samples were given to them to count. A sodium 
iodide (Nai) detector was probably used to analyze these samples. Nai detectors have wide peaks and 
although_ the totaLactivity_ i_,;_ accuratg, individual radi,()nuclide Activities may be off, therefore a 
50% error was assigned. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 153 

1. Preparer:~A~m~a~r~o~~c~·-----------------------

3. Generator:~T~RA~------------~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
7H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1968 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/25/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r=o=m~a~t~t~a~c~h=e~d"l~i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Glass. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 3.3400 Units Cubic feet. 
Check box: [ ] annual or [X]~t~o~t~a~l~o~v~e~r~a~l~l~y~e~a-r~s----
Check box: [ ] container volume or [X] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-7H HOT - 153 

1. General physical 
Glass. 

, [ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Si02. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
This stream is entirely qlass bottles, pieces, etc. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Cardboard box*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. "Other", which cannot be identified by t:he preparer. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGlCAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-7H HOT - 153 
Page: TRA-169 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

-
Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Hinii!UJI Haxii!UTI Basis for 

& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

' - --- --- - - ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of sa~les in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-?H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at teast one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Sa"" MiniiWTI MaXifJM.Jll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Glass. Si02. T .04423000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

c- 14 Glass. Si02. T .00593400000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Glass. Si02. T 1.0250000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Glass. Si02. T .00030750000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Glass. Si02. T .17260000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Glass. Si02. T .36140000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Glass. Si02. T .00049630000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Glass. Si02. T .00009710000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

1-129 Glass. Si02. T .00000002525000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the collllrl titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nurber of sa111Jles in the next coh .. mn and standard deviation in the next collll'f1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimun value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 



-

PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-?H HOT - 153 
Page: TRA-171 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was~ kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otat Unit Begin End Samp Hinilllllll HaxilrUJI Basis for 
Cuantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll> Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Glass. Si02. T .10790000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Glass. Si02. T .00253500000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Glass. Si02. T .00000156400000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Glass. Si02. T .00507100000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Glass. Si02. T .00000113300000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Glass. Si02. T .00000002430000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Glass. Si02. T .00000043150000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Glass. Si02. T .00000070120000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Glass. Si02. T .00002913000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the ne~t column and standard deviation in the ne~t column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and ma~imurn value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603·7H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Silfll' Hinirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Glass. Si02. T .00002913000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Glass. Si02. T .00000307500000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Glass. Si02. T .00318300000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Glass. Si02. T .00001456000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Glass. Si02. T .00001456000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Glass. Si02. T .00001349000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Glass. Si02. T 8.2010000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Glass. Si02. T 1.1000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Glass. Si02. T 190.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samptes? 11 and provide nunber of sawples in the next colurn and standard deviation in the next coll.lm. 
If not, mark N and give the minirrun value and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TRA·603·7H HOT · 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" MiniiiUll HaXiiTILITl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saql Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni ·59 Glass. Si02. T .05700000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

. 

Ni-63 Glass. Si02. T 3.2000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Glass. s i02. T 67.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Glass. Si02. T .09201000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Glass. Si02. T .01800000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Glass. Si02. T .00000468000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Glass. Si02. T 20.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Glass. Si02. T .47000000000000 Ci 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Glass. Si02. T .00029000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-7H HOT - 153 
Page: TRA-174 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Phys i cat Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s~ Hinimun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Glass. Si02. T .94010000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Glass. Si02. T .00021000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Glass. Si02. T .00000450000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·236 Glass. Si02. T .00008001000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Np·237 Glass. Si02. T .00013000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Glass. Si02. T .00540000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Glass. Si02. T .00540000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Glass. Si02. T .00057000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Glass. Si02. T .59000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samptes? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS · TRA-603-?H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiiM..Ill Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Glass. SiD2. T .00270000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Glass. Si02. T .00270000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Glass. Si02. T .00250000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Glass. Si02. T .01785000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N see continuation page. 

C-14 Glass. Si02. T .00239500000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

fe-55 Glass. Si02. T .41370000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·59 Glass. Si02. - T .00012410000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Glass. Si02. T .06968000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Glass. Si02. T .14590000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA·603-7H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg tor 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mini nun Haxim.m Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Glass. Si02. T .00020030000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Glass. Si02. T .00003919000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Glass. Si02. T .00000001019000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Glass. Si02. T .04355000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Glass. Si02. T .00102300000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Glass. Si02. T .00000063140000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Glass. Si02. T .00204700000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Glass. 5102. T .00000045720000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Glass. Si02. T .00000000980000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

'. ·-- -- -·--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

i 



PART D -RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS- TRA-603-?H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SalllJ Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Glass. Si02. T .00000017420000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Glass. Si02. T .00000028310000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Glass. Si02. T .00001176000000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Glass. Si02. T .00001176000000 Cl 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Pu- 240 Glass. Si02. T .00000124100000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Pu- 241 Glass. Si02. T .00128500000000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Am- 241 Glass. Si02. T .00000587900000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Glass. Si02. T .00000587900000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Glass. Si02. T .00000544300000 CJ 1966 1966 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are avai table, mark Y in the col urn titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS TRA-603·7H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"!' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#SaiJll Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Glass. Si02. T _65660000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Glass. Si02. T .08808000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Fe· 55 Glass. Si02. T 15.210000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Ni-59 Glass. Si02. T .00456400000000 Cl 19~ 1968 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·63 Glass. Si02. T 2.5620000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Glass. Si02. T 5.3653000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Glass. Si02. T .00736600000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Glass. Si02. T .00144100000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Glass. Si02. T .00000037476000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maxirnun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TRA-603·7H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Minimum Max: illUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Vatue/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Glass. Si02. T 1.6010000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Glass. Si02. T .03763000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Glass. Si02. T .00002322000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Glass. Si02. T .075.27000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Glass. Si02. T .00001681000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Glass. Si02. T .00000036030000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Glass. Si02. T .00000640600000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Glass. Si02. T .00001041000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Glass. Si02. T .00043240000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the collllm titled "Sa~les?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colu:m. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART 0 ~ RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-7H HOT - 153 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T}otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Glass. Si02. T .00043240000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

' 

Pu-240 Glass. Si02. I .00004564000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Glass. Si02. I .04724000000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Glass. Si02. T .00021620000000 Cl 1968 1968 N see continuation page. 

Cm-242 Glass. Si02. I .00021620000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Glass. Si02. I .00020020000000 Cl 1968 1968 N See continuation page. 

L__ - ------ --- ---- ------- - ---- --- -- - ----

* If Safl1)te data are available, mark Y in the colurm titled 11Samples? 11 and provide m.nber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next col~Jm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimt..m value and maxirrun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-7H HDT - 153 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were unidentified. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using a G-M detector which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were chosen based on their cross section 
and half lives. The MFP radionuclides were chosen based on 
fission products and their half lives. on pa~t D, no G-M 
counter correction is needed to entries for which upper and 
lower bounds are given. The presence of such bounds 
in~ates that the estimate was based on weight, laboratory 
analysis, spectrometry, and/or mathematical calculations. 
The G-M counter correction is-needed for entries for which 
no bounds are given, because such estimates were originally 
made using the G-M counter method. 



CONTINUATION PAGE - TRA-603-?H HDT - 153 
Page: TRA-182 

continuation of Part D =------ Column or Question Number or Title Uncertainty basis. 

A Geiqer-Mueller counter was probably used to m~asur~ this i~e~_._Therefore, a true uncertainty is 
not known. 



Page: TRA-183 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 150 

1. Preparer: ~A!.!m!"a"-"-r_o:oCL___,c=. ------------ 2. Date prepared: 08/25/93 

3. Generator: TRA 4. Particular facility:~6~0~3~~--~-~~~~~~---
(area or contractor use code from attached list) (building number - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
8H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1972 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

6. Waste stream: 
Radioactive sources. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1. 8 9 7 0 Units c=C~u~b~~~· c"----"'f.=e~e'.!t'-'.'----------
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: r 1 container volume or [X] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-BH HDT - 150 

1. General physical 
Radiation sources. 

,[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Metal. 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Two sources were Ra-226. 

4. Inner packaging: (X] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Wooden box*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. "Other", which cannot be defined by the preparer. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-BH HDT - 150 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiTk.llll MaxillllJll Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

--



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-BH HOT - 150 
Page: TRA-186 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~Jl' Hinilllllll Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Solid. Unknown. T .08309000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Unknown. T .01115000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Unknown. T 1.9250000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Solid. Unknown. T .00057760000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% see continuation page. 

Ni -63 Solid. Unknown. T .32430000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Unknown. T .67890000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Unknown. T .00093230000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Unknown. T .00018240000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

1·129 Solid. Unknown. T .00000004742000 Cl 1961 1961 •• ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

··---- ---- --- - --- - ---

* If sa!Tl>le data are available, mark Y in the colu:nn titled "Salll>les? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next collJTI'l and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations· (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N 11 because the preparer cannot Prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory CRMl) at TRA. but based on the R\JMIS 
radionuclide identification~ the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% ~fCQr (doubling the 10% error). 

' 



PART 0 - RADIOlOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-BH HOT - 150 
Page: TRA-187 

for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' MinillUTl MaXiiiUTl Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Solid. Unknown. T .20270000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Unknown. T .00476300000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Unknown. T .00000293900000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

. 
Eu-155 Solid. Unknown. T .00952500000000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-234 Solid. Unknown. T .00000212800000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. Unknown. T .00000004560000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. Unknown. T .00000081070000 Cl 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Unknown. T .00000131700000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T .00005472000000 cr 1961 1961 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

- - -----

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next collm"' and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample colurm is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at T~A. but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification the preparer believes -a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservati~~1 the 
~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% ~rror). 

! 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Mininun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T . 000054 72000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T .00000577600000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T .00597900000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

. 

Am-241 Solid. Unknown. T .00002736000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00002736000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Unknown. T .00002533000000 Cl 1961 1961 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

H-3 Solid. Unknown. T .00806900000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

C-14 Solid. Unknown. T .00108200000000 CI 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Unknown. T . 18700000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

. -- -- -·-- - -- -- - ~ - -- L_ ---- --- --- --------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled 11Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colwn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample colum is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation ~easurements LaboratQf'L (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\.JMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
pr~~rer assigned a 20% error (doubting the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, c~nplete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End Sa"" Minimun Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Solid. Unknown. T .00005609000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Solid. Unknown. T .03149000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Co-60 Solid. Unknown. T .06593000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Unknown. T .00009053000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Tc-99 Solid. Unknown. T .00001771000000 Cl 1965 1965 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

1-129 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000461000 Cl 1965 1965 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Unknown. T .01968000000000 Cl 1965 1965 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Unknown. T .00046250000000 Cl 1965 1965 N -SO% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Unknown. T .00000028540000 Cl 1965 1965 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

--- --- --------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RYMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analy?ed by th~ ~ML, ho~~ver, bein~s~~vative. the 
pr~p~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minirrun Max inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value}STO Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Solid. Unknown. T .00092500000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·SO% +50% See continuation page. 

U-234 Solid. Unknown. T .00000020660000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·SO% +50% See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000440000 Cl 1965 196S N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. Unknown. T .00000007870000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Unknown. T .00000012790000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. Unknown. T .00000531400000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T .00000531400000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

.. 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T .OOOOOOS6090000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. Unknown. T .00058060000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the coltm1 titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colwn and standard deviation in the next colt.Jm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample colurm is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the R\JMIS 
radionuclide identification~ the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however. being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubting the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Solid. unknown. T .00000265700000 CI 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. Unknown. T .00000265700000 CI 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. Unknown. T .00000246000000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ra-226 Solid. Ra-226. T .00000000100000 Cl 1965 1965 N ·20% +20% See comment below. 

H·3 Solid. Unknown. T .00024120000000 CI 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

. 

C·14 Solid. Unknown. T .00003235000000 CI 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Solid. Unknown. T .00558800000000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni·59 Solid. Unknown. T .00000167600000 CI 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ni-63 Solid. Unknown. T .00094110000000 CI 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

~ ---- ·-

*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?11 and provide number of samples in the next colllllll and standard deviation in the next colll'lrl. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) --~!___IB:A, but based on the RWMIS 
radi onucl ide i dent i fl cation, the preparer believeS- a sample was counted. A 5 ·10% error is nqrma l for a SCl_lllpj e anal Y?oed ~he RH~L-~owever __. _being conserv~U~ the 
~arer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll' Minirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Solid. Unknown. T .00197100000000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. Unknown. T .00000270600000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. Unknown. T .00000052940000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

1-129 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000014000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. Unknown. T .00058820000000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Solid. Unknown. T .00001382000000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000850000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. Unknown. T .00002765000000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000620000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

- L ·-- ·-- ---- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RHL) at T~. but based on the RUMIS 
radi onuc l ide ident if 1 cation, the preparer believes a sample \-!aS counted. A 5·10% ~rror is normal for a ~{3_mple anal Y!.ed by the RHL, ho~~~ P~!!'!9 conserv~t j y~.._ the 
prep~rer assigne9 a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

I 

I 

' 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' MiniiTUTI Max iiJUll Basis for 
auant i ty Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000010000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000240000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. Unknown. T .00000000380000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. 

r~ 
T .00000015880000 Cl 1972 1972 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. Unknown. T .00000015880000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. Unknown. T .00000001680000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Sot id. Unknown. T .00001735000000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Am-241 Solid. Unknown. T .00000007940000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 solid. Unknown. T .00000007940000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

--

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification, the pyeparer beli~~~s a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however. being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/{T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' MinifiUil Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cm-244 Solid. Unknown. T .00000007350000 Cl 1972 1972 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Ra-226 Solid. Ra-226. T 1.1500000000000 Cl 1972 1972 N -20% +20% See comment below. 

-- ----~ --- --- --- ··-- ·--- -- ---- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is ~rked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R~IS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however. being conservative, the 
~r~r ~~$i_gn_g_d a 20% error (doubting the 10% error). 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-BH HOT - 150 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were unidentified. 

Page: TRA-195 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using a G-M detector which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were based on their cross sections and 
half lives while MFP were chosen based on fissionable 
products and their half lives. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-SH HOT - 150 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were unidentified. 

Page: TRA-196 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using a G-M detector which only measures qamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scalinq factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be qreater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were based on their cross sections and 
half lives while MFP were chosen based on fissionable 
products and their half lives. 
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Continuation of Part ~0~--------- Column or Question Number or Title _,U:.:_n,_,c=ceocr=--=t'-"a'-'i'-'n"-t"'-'-y----"b'-'a"'s=i=s,_,.'---------------------

The total activity of the item is known, howev_er MAP and MFP were assigned equal values. A sodium 
iodide detector was probably used by the Radiations Me>asur~ments ~ai:J__J_RML) at TRA to analyze the 
sources. This instrument has broad peaks and therefore a radionuclide may be masked by a more 
dominant radionuclide. Also, the source strength is usually a well known quantity. The RML has 
been at TRA since the SO's. Various samples were routinely brought to the lab for analysis. The 
''N'' in the ''Samples? Y/N'' column is there because the preparer cannot verify a sample was counted, 
but based on experience and an interview w~th a RML employee, is confident __ _ii_saml'_le was counted. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 157 

1. Preparer:~A~m~a~r~o~~c~·-----------------------

3 . Generator: -'T'-'RA'-'7'---------------;-
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
9H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[X) LLW 
[ ) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
starting year 1960 Ending year 1977 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Also 632, 642, and 670. 

2. Date prepared: 08/25/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r-o~m~a~t~t~a~c~h~e~d~l~i-s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Irradiated fuel. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 88207.0000 Units ~C~u~b~i~c~~f=e=e~t'-'·--~~---------
Check box: ( ) annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: (X) container volume or ( ) waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-9H HDT - 157 
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1. General physical form (see attached 
Irradiated fuel from experiments. 

list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Expended fuel and ceramic fuel. 

[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
U02 and UALX. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 

4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag (X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none ( ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Tritium is bound to metal, and therefore, unlikely to 
miqrate into the environment. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXC and "Other''· 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Hinirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

-- -- --- --- - - -- - -- -- -- ---- -- -- --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant. complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun HaxiiTlllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Solid. UALX. T .68000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See comment (a) below. 

Sr-90 Solid. UALX. T 151.97000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. UALX. T .02000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sb·125 Solid. UALX. T 8.9000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

1-129 Solid. UALX. T .00003517100000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. UALX. T 159.36000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-152 Solid. UALX. T .00054646000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. UALX. T 11.950000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. UALX. T 7.5500000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collm1. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3. tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample 10as counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative. the 
~<>r~r __ ~§§.i9!led a 20% error (daub~ ing the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries tor that contaminant vary by year, till out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg tor 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sanv Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sanp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-234 solid. UALX. T .00160320000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·SOX +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. UALX. T .00003582500000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. UALX. T .00063968000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. UALX. T .00098391000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. UALX. T 4.1200000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. UALX. T .02000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% see continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. UALX. T 7.1400000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium. is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked "N 11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radi~tion Mea~!Jrements laboratQf:Y (RML) at TRA, but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A ?-:10% err9r is nq_r!Jlal for<! sample <'!_rl;3lyzed t>Y the RML howey~ b¢_j_!}g___f_onservative~ the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

I 

i 

i 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For exan~le, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hinirrun MaxiiTUJI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrv Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu·242 Solid. UALX. T .00010932000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-243 Solid. UALX. T .00139340000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Sot id. UALX. T .07000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. UALX. T .19000000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

- . 

H·3 Solid. UALX. T 6.2500000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +SO% See comment (a) below. 

Sr-90 Solid. UALX. T 1402.2700000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 sot id. UALX. T .18000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Sb·125 Solid. UALX. T 82.140000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

1·129 Solid. UALX. T .00032453000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Ackhtional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3. tritium. is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted b'L_the Radl~!ion Measl.!r@lents La!Joratory _{RML) at!~ but based on the R\.IMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cs·137 Solid. UALX. T 1470.5000000000 CI 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-152 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. UALX. T 110.23000000000 CI 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See conti~tion page. 

. 

Eu-155 Solid. UALX. T 69.670000000000 CI 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
U-234 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. UALX. T .00033056000000 CI 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 CI 1962 1962 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 CI 1962 1962 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. UALX. T 38.060000000000 Cl 1962 1962 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-- ----- -- - -- -- -- - -- '----- ---- ------

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colUilll titled "Samples?" and provide nurber of samples in the next colu:nn and standard deviation in the next colllffl. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3. tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. _ 
b. The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sanple was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being con~ervative, the 
pr~p~cer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

I 

I 

' 
' 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp Mini nun MaxifiUR Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les'? Va lue/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Solid. UALX. T .16000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. UALX. T .10000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. UALX. T 65.880000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. UALX. T .11000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

--
Pu-242 Solid. UALX. T .00100870000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-243 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. UALX. T .64000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. UALX. T l. 8000000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. UALX. T .00001283900000 Cl 1962 1962 N -20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next coll.llY"' and standard deviation in the next colURn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H·3 tritium, i~ !;lound to ~h~ __ !!_l_etal and not likely to migrate to it$ surroundiDg environment. 
b. The sample colLXm is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the R\JMlS 
radionuclide identification, the prep~rer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative, the 
~er assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

! 

' ! 

I 
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For each contaminant, corrplete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example. if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa111J Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Solid. UALX. T 67.340000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See comment (a) below. 

Sr-90 Solid. UALX. T 15110.200000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. UALX. T 1.9300000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sb·125 Solid. UALX. T 885.13000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -SO% +50% See continuation page. 

1-129 Solid. UALX. T .00349700000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. UALX. T 15845.430000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-152 Solid. UALX. T .05000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. UALX. T 1187.7700000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. UALX. T 750.76000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
a. H-3~um, i~ ~und to ~~e metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The samgL~ column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\JMJS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however. being conservatlve. the 
pr~~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two. lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onuc l ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sanf> Hinirrun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-234 Solid. UAU<- T .16000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. UALX. T .00356200000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. UAUL T .06000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. UALX. T .10000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. UALX. T 410.08000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. UALX. T 1.7500000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. UALX. T 1.0700000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. UALX. T 709.88000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-
Am-241 Solid. UALX. T 1.2100000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

-- -·-
*If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colu:nn and standard deviation in the next colllrlrl. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked "N 11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R~IS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. ~ ~-~10% error i§: _ _!lormal for _§! _ _§ill!!Q!e analyz~Q___Qt______!he 8_!'1_L, however, being conservative. the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubting the 10% error}. 



• 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"l' Mininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Jl' Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-242 Sot id. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-243 Solid. UALX. T .14000000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. UALX. T 6.9300000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. UALX. T 19.360000000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. UALX. T .00029103000000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

U·238 Solid. UALX. T .00003495900000 Cl 1963 1963 N ·20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

H·3 Solid. UALX. T .21000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See comment (a) below. 

Sr-90 Solid. UALX. T 47.490000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colurm titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next collm"'. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not Likely to migrate to its surrounding enviro~nt. 
b. The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\.IMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, howev~r. being_conservativ~L the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubting the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example. if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safll) HiniiiUTI Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sb-125 Solid. UALX. T 2.7800000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

1·129 Solid. UAL)(. T .00001099100000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs· 137 Solid. UALX. T 49.800000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-152 Solid. UALX. T .00017076000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. UALX. T 3.7300000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Eu-155 So tid. UALX. T 2.3600000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

. .. 

U-234 Solid. UALX. T .00050100000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. UALX. T .00001119500000 Cl 1964 1964 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
U-236 Sot id. UALX. T .00019990000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next coltJm. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritiiJI!l, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measur~nts Laboratory (RM~_l__ilt TRA_. but based on the R\.JMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer bel1eves a samole was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative. the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radjonucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., HiniiTUll Haxinun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saq> Value/STO Uncertainty 

Np-237 Solid. UAlX. T .00030747000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

I 

Pu-238 1Sol id. UAlX. T 1.2900000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -SO% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Solid. UAlX. T .01000000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -SO% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. UALX. T .00336650000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Solid. UAlX. T 2.2300000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. UALX. T .00378980000000 CI 1964 1964 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Pu-242 Solid. UAlX. T .00003416300000 Cl 1964 1964 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Am-243 Solid. UALX. T .00043546000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. UALX. T .02000000000000 CI 1964 1964 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritiu~, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sa~tumn is ngr_ked 11 N11 J~~fause the p_r_eparer caf'!flOt prove a sample wa§ -~ounted by -~he RadiatiQn Measurements laboratory (RMl) at TRA, but based on the R\JMIS 
radionuclide identification, the: __ Qf_g_~er beli~y~§ a sarrple ~as counted. A 5·10%___grror ls nQff!lal for il ~~rrple analyzed by the R_Ml, however;-being ~onservativ~_._ the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salfl' Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year Les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cm-244 Solid. UALX. T .06000000000000 CJ 1964 1964 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 solid. UALX. T .00000605880000 CJ 1964 1964 N -20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

H·3 Solid. UALX. T 6.6100000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Solid. UALX. T 1482.9100000000 CJ 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. UALX. T .19000000000000 CJ 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sb·125 Solid. UALX. T 86.870000000000 CJ 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

I ·129 Solid. UALX. T .00034320000000 CJ 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. UALX. T 1555.0700000000 CJ 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-152 Sot id. UALX. T .01000000000000 CJ 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative~ the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemlcal Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
cuantity Year Year les? Va lue/#Sallf' Value/STO Uncertainty 

Eu-154 Solid. UALX. T 116.57000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +SOX See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. UALX. T 73.680000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·234 Sot id. UALX. T .02000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. UALX. T .00034957000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

. 

U-236 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. UALX. T 40.250000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu·239 Solid. UALX. T . 17000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N -50% +SO% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. UALX. T . 11000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

---

* If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurrn titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colu:nn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3. tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample colu:nn is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification~ prep~f~ beljeves a s~~Le was ~Q~nted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed gy the RML, however, being conservative, the 
prep~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

! 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa'l' Hinirrun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-241 Solid. UALX. T 69.670000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-241. Solid. UALX. T .12000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-242 Solid. UALX. T .00106670000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-243 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. UALX. T .68000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. UALX. T 1.9000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-235 Solid. UALX. T .00001728000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·20% +20% See comment <b> below. 

Th-232 Solid. UALX. T .02000000000000 Cl 1966 1966 N ·20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

. 

H-3 Solid. UALX. T .25000000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See comment (a) below. 

--- --- -- I -- --- ---- - --

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of sarrvles in the next colllfiY) and standard deviation in the next coll.J!Vl. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H·3. tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked 11 N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification,_the prepar~r_believes ~ ~§~<1~---~ounted. A 5·1Q;~rror i~flormal fQf __ ~~mple §Di!!Y.Zed by th~ _RML, ho~e~~r:. being conservative, the 
p~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Safl1' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Solid. UALX. T 56.950000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Sb-125 Solid. UALX. T 3.3400000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

1·129 I Solid. UALX. T .00001317900000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. UALX. T 59.720000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-152 Solid. UALX. T .00020476000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. UALX. T 4.4800000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. UALX. T 2.8300000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-234 Solid. UALX. I T .00060074000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Sarnples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surro~Qding environment. 
b. Th€ sampl€-coliJnrl is marked 11N11 -because the preparer c-annot prove a sa~le was counted by the Radiation M~asureme:nts l~!?Qratory_(RML) at TR~ but based on the R\.JMIS 
radionucllde identlfication.~e preparer believes a sampl~as counted. A 5·1Q% error is nQCmal for.~ samQ!~ analy~ed by_!be RM~L_hQwever. being conservat~ the 
prep~fer assigned a 20% error (doubting the 10% error). 

I 

i 

! 

I 

! 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on tne following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T}otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniRUll MaXill'Ull Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-235 Sot id. UALX. T .00001342400000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. UALX. T .00023970000000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np-237 Sot id. UALX. T .00036868000000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Solid. UALX. T 1.5500000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 
. 

Pu-239 Sot id. UALX. T .01000000000000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Solid. UALX. T .00403680000000 Cl 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

-
Pu-241 Solid. UALX. T 2.6800000000000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

Am-241 Solid. UALX. T .00454440000000 CI 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Pu-242 Solid. UALl<. T .00004096500000 CI 1967 1967 N ·50% +SO% See continuation page. 

I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide mmber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sampl_~_folumn is marked "N" because the pr€parer cannot prove a sample wa_§__counted Q'i_the: Radiation Mea§l,!rements '=E_boratory {RML) at_l_BA.._ but based on the R\JMIS 
radionuclide identification, the prepafer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RHL, however, being conservative. the 
pr~p?rer assign~d a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-9H HOT - 157 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg 1or 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unit Begin End s- Hininun Max illUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-243 Solid. UALX. T .00052215000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Solid. UALX. T .03000000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Solid. UALX. T .07000000000000 Cl 1967 1967 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·235 Solid. UALX. r .. ooo255oooooooo Cl 1967 1967 N -20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

U-238 Solid. UALX. T .00000199790000 Cl 1967 1967 N -20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

H- 3 Solid. UALX. T .01000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% see comment (a) below. 

Sr-90 Sot id. UALX. T 1.2100000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

I ::, 
Solid. UALX. T .00015452000000 Cl 1970 1970 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Solid. UALX. T .07000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 " -50% +50% See continuation page. 

--- ·- -- ---L_ ' -- -- - -- ----- -- ----- ---

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the cotum titled 11 Samples?" and provide nl.fllber of samples in the next colUill"l and standard deviation in the next coll1Tl11. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H~3. triti~. is bound to the metal and not \ikety to migrate to lts surrounding envirorvnent. 
b. The sample column is marked 11 N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RYMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sa~le was counted. A 5·10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservaU_ve, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-9H HOT - 157 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Salf!' Mini nun Max inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

I-129 Solid. UALX. T .00000027980000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Solid. UALX. T 1.2700000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-152 Solid. UALX. T .00000434680000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Solid. UALX. T .10000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Solid. UALX. T .06000000000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

U·234 Solid. ---F. T .00001275200000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

.. 

U·235 Solid. UALX. T .00000028500000 CT 1970 1970 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

U-236 Solid. UALX. T .00000508840000 Cl 1970 1970 N -50% +50% See continuation page. 

Np·237 Solid. UALX. T .00000782650000 Cl 1970 1970 N ·50% +50% See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" anc:l provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample column is marked 11 N" because the preparer cannot prove a sampte was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RWHIS 
radionuclide identification, the prep~rer believ~s a samplE£ was count~<!. A 5-1Q/L~rror i$ !1_2fmal f_or ~ampl~ E~_nalyze<;l !:?Y the RML, hQ!-!ever, l::l~)ng con~~c_vative the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 

i 

. 

! 

' 

I 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-9H HOT - 157 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form 

Pu-238 Solid. UALX. 

Pu-239 Solid. UALX. 

Pu-240 Solid. UAU<. 

Pu-241 Solid. UALX. 

Am-241 Solid. UALX. 

Pu-242 Solid. UAU<. 

Am-243 Solid. UALX. 

Cm-242 Solid. UALX. 

(A)nnual/(T)otal 
Quantity 

Unit I Begin 
Year 

End lsampl Minimum I Maximum 
Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD 

T .OJOOOOOOOOOOOOI CJ 19701 19701 N I -50% +SO% 

T .000139950000001 CJ 19701 19701 N I -50% +50% 

T .000085694000001 Cl 19701 19701 N I -50% +50% 

T .060000000000001 CJ 19701 19701 N I -50% +50% 

T .000096469000001 CJ 19701 19701 N I -50% +50% 

T .000000869600001 CJ 19701 19701 N I -50% +-50% 

T .000011084000001 CJ 19701 19701 N I -50% +-50% 

T .000554730000001 CJ 19701 19701 N I -50% +50% 

Basis for 
Uncertainty 

See continuation page. 

See continuation page. 

See continuation page. 

See continuation page. 

See continuation page. 

See continuation page. 

See continuation page. 

See continuation page. 

l~m-244 !solid. IUALX. I T .00154900000000I CI I 19701 19701 N I -SO% I +50% !See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collfllll. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sanple column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sanple was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\JMIS 
radionuctide identificationL_jh~ prep9rer betieves a ~~mpl~ was ~Q~nted. A ?-10% erc9r is n~rmal for §_sample ~nalyzed Qy the RML, however, being conservative, the 
prep~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-9H HOT - 157 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" MinillUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/I#Sa"ll Value/STD Uncertainty 

Th-232 Solid. UALX. T .00011099000000 Cl 1970 1970 N -10% +20% See comment (b) below. 

U·235 Solid. UALX. T .00000094160000 Cl 1973 1973 N -20% •20% See comment (b) below. 

U-236 Solid. UALX. T .00066599000000 Cl 1973 1973 N -10% +20% See comment (b) below. 

U-235 Solid. UALX. T .00025039000000 Cl 1977 1977 N -10% +20% See comment (b) below. 

- -
U-238 Solid. UALX. T .08000000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N -20% +20% See comment (b) below. 

-----· 

--

__l ____ 
• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
a. H-3, tritium, is bound to the metal and not likely to migrate to its surrounding environment. 
b. The sample colunn is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sampl~ was count_~<i...!li_the R~(ji§!_ion Measur~~DtS laboratory_{~t_.lRA.._ but based on the R\.IMIS 
radion-uctide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 2_.::_10% errqr is normal for a~e ~nalyzed by the RJ-Il. however, being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-9H HOT - 157 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X) RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ) sample analysis data 
[ ) operating records [X) interview 
[ ) expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X) best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ) other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X) no 
[ ) yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were not known. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

B. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were chosen based on their cross sections 
and half lives. MFP radionuclides were chosen based on the 
fission products and their half lives. On part D, no G-M 
counter correction is needed to entries for which upper and 
lower bounds are qiven. The presence of such bounds 
indicates that the estimate was based on weight, laboratory 
analysis, spectrometry, and/or mathematical calculations. 
The G-M counter correction is needed for entries for which 
no bounds are given, because such estimates were originally 
made usinq the G-M counter method. 



CONTINUATION PAGE - TRA-603-9H HOT - 157 
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Continuation of Part _,0'------- Column or Question Number or Title U~n~c~e~r~t~a~i~n~t~y~b~a~s~~~·=s~·-------------

Radionuclides are indicated as qualified on this page because burnup on fuel is well known. The 
preparer_j:>eliev~s the _total activity_ of the_ fuel is we:L:I,_known _ _j10wever, since MAP and MFP were 
sometimes lumped together, a 50% error was assig~~d. Also, some of the fuel may have been counted 
by a sodium detector used by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory at TRA. 



Page: TRA-222 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 192 

1. Preparer: Amaro c. 2. Date prepared: 09/04/93 

3. Generator: TRA 4. Particular facility: 603 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) (building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r-o-m--a~t~t~a-c~h-e~d~1~i~s-t~)------

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 6. Waste stream: 
10H ~A~s~b~e~s~t~o~s~·--------------------------------------------------

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ) TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ) LLW 
[X) non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1960 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 1000.0000 Units ~c~u~b~i~c~f~e~e~t~·--~~---------
Check box: ( ) annual or [X) total over all years 
Check box: r ) container volume or (X) waste volume 

9. Waste volume is an estimate because of a letter P.D. Randolph wrote to Bob Nitshke on December 
17, 1992. In this letter, an interview with Bob O'Connor was conducted. Bob estimated that 3000 
linear feet was sent to the RWMC. RWMIS did not have this amount. The preparer added this sum to 
the sum in RWMIS. 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-lOH HDT - 192 
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1. General physical form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 

(X] other (specify) 
Asbestos. 

3. Chemical form: 4. Inner packaging: ( ] plastic bag ( ] plastic liner 
Unknown. ( ] metal liner (X] none ( ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. Asbestos was also dumped in a trench without any outer containment. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-lOH HOT - 192 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg' for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s""" Hinimun Haxirrun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

1332-21-4 Asbestos. Unk.nown. A 1100000.0000000 GM 1960 1960 N See comnent below. 
Asbestos 

------ -- ··-- -~ --- -- --t-- -- -I- - ·'-- . ·- -- -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-10H HOT - 192 
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For each contaminant, c~>lete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End 
··~ 

Mini nun MaXiltUll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Salll) Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

--

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the collMT\11 titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colurm. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-10H HOT - 192 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[X] other 
Letter. 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Letter from P.O. Randolph to Bob Nitshke dated December 17, 
1992. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
The volume is larger. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
The volume of the asbestos waste stream is estimated to be 
1000 cubic feet. Based on information (Marks Mechanical 
Engineering Handbook, 1951 and vendor piping catalogs) about 
the typical composition of the material at that time period, 
the composition was assumed to be 85% magnesia and hydrated 
magnesium carbonate, and 15% asbestos. The density is 15-17 
lb/cubic foot. Thus, 1000 cubic feet x 16 lb/cubic foot x 
0.15 X 454g/lb- l.1E+06 q. 



Page: TRA-227 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 148 

1. Pre parer: _,_A"'m"'a=-r=o:.L_--'c=-=-. ---------------

3. Generator:~T~RA~------------~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
11H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[ ] LLW 
[X] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1961 Ending year 1961 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/28/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number - use ~c~o~d~e~f~r~o~m~a~tLt~a~c~h~e'd~l'i~s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Meat contaminated with botulinus. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 0.0566 Units ~C~u~b~i~c~f~e~e~t~·--~~---------
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-11H HDT - 148 

1. General physical 
Bioloqical waste. 

,[ ) other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
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form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Meat contaminated with botulinus. 

4. Inner packaging: (X) plastic bag [ ) plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ) other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Other. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. "Other", which cannot be defined. 



PART C - NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-llH HOT - 148 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp HiniiTlllll Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

-

-

-- I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colU'IY'I. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximllll value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

--



PART D -RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS· TRA·603·11H HOT · 148 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Hininun Max inun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

None. 

c----

I 

* If sample data arc available, mark Y in the column titled 11Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 

! 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-11H HDT - 148 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[X] no 
[ ] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
None identified. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 



Page: TRA-232 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 145 

1. Preparer:~A~m~a~r~o~~c~·~---------------------

3. Generator:~T~RA~------------~ 
(area or contractor - use code from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
12H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1962 Ending year 1973 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
4. Also 642. 

2. Date prepared: 08/27/93 

4. Particular facility:~6~0~3~~----~--~~~~~----
(building number - use code from attached list) 

6. Waste stream: 
Vermiculite. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 11.9040 Units ~C~u~b~i~c~;f~e~e~t~-~~~---------
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-12H HDT - 145 

1. General physical form (see attached 
Vermiculite and other sorbents. 
[ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Si02. 
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list) 2. Details on physical forrn(particularly confinement related) 
Vermiculite. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 6. Other characteristics of interest: 
Metal barrel*. 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXC. 



PART C · NONRADlOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603·12H HOT • 145 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Haxiffl.m Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year tes? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD uncertainty 

None. 

-

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the cOlumn titled "Samples? 10 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and nmximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-12H HOT - 145 
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For each contaminant, complete at Least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sallp Hinimun Haxilllllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00006232000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

C-14 . Vermiculite. unknown_ T .00000836000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Vermiculite_ Unknown_ T .00144400000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000043300000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page_ 

Ni -63 vermiculite. Unknown. T .00024320000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page_ 

-
Co-60 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00050900000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000069920000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000013680000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page_ 

I -129 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000004000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next colutm. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Additional radionuctides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but ar~_QQ_t shown here as their activi!"i was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-12H HOT - 145 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one Line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was K kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End ·- Hininun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saql Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00015200000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000357200000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000220000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000714400000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000160000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000010000 Cl 1962 1962 N see continuation page. 

U-236 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000060000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000100000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Vermiculite. unknown. T .00000004100000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the collJTVl titled 11Samples?" and provide nt.lfltler of sarrples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colurm. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Additional radionuclides (e.g, _ _.!:!_-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL C~TAMINANTS - TRA-603-12H HOT - 145 
Page: TRA-237 

For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical form Chemical form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"' Minirrun HaxiiTUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000004100000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000430000 CI 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000448400000 CI 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Vermicut it e. Unknown. T .00000002100000 CI 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 vermicut it e. Unknown. T .00000002100000 CI 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000001900000 CI 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

H-3 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00001093000000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

-
C·14 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000146600000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

- -
Fe-55 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00025320000000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

--
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled usamples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were id~n~~fied and c~1iQcated, but ar~ Qot shown h~f~_~s their activity was less than lE-11 curies. 



PART D · RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-12H HOT - 145 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radlonucllde Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End s- HinillU1l Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000007600000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Ni-63 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00004264000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Vermi cut i te. Unknown. T .00008927000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000012260000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000002400000 Cl 1973 1973 • See continuation page. 

I-129 Vermi cut i te. Unknown. T .00000000001000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00002665000000 Cl 1973 1973 • See continuation page. 

-
Ce-144 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000062620000 Cl 1973 1973 • See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000040000 Cl 1973 1973 • See continuation page. 

L__ ___ - -- - -

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity was less than 1E-l1 curies. 

I 

-



PART D · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS · TRA·603·12H HOT - 145 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp MiniiTUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Sall'p Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000125200000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

U·234 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000030000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

U·236 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000010000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Np·237 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000020000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000720000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000720000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Pu· 240 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000080000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000078610000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

- -
Am-241 Vermiculite. Unknown. T .00000000360000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

I 
* If sarrple data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next collJTifl. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity was less than 1E-1l curies. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-12H HOT - 145 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example. if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal unlt Begin End Samp MiniiJUil Maxi10.1r1 Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Cm-242 Vermiculite. Unknown. I .00000000360000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Vermiculite. Unknown. I .00000000330000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

I 

-

. 

* If sample data are available, mark: Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-12H HOT - 145 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [ ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
(X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were unknown. 

Page: TRA-241 

2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using a G-M detector which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were chosen based on their cross sections 
and half lives. MFP radionuclides were chosen based on the 
fissionable products and their half lives. On part i2L no 
G-M counter correction is needed to entries for which upper 
and lower bounds are given. The presence of such bounds 
indicates that the estimate was based on weight, laboratory 
analysis, spectrometry, and/or mathematical calculations. 
The G-M counter correction is needed for entries for which 
no bounds are given, because such estimates were originally 
made using the G-M counter method. 



CONTINUATION PAGE - TRA-603-12H HDT - 145 
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continuation of Part ~0~-------- co 1 umn or Question Number or Tit 1 e -=U:.:.n,_,c"'e"'r"-t"'a=ic:cn:..:t,..y'-'b=-a=-s=i=s'-'.--------------------

A Geiqer-Mueller counter was probably used to measure this item. Therefore, the t~~e unce•t~inty is 
·not known. 



Page: TRA-243 
DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HDT - 147 

1. Preparer:~A~m~a~r~o~~c~·------------------------

3. Generator: TRA 
(area or cont-r-'a"c-';tc'-o--r _____ u __ s_e __ c_o_d-;-e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
13H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1960 Ending year 1973 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/26/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number - use -c~o~d~e~f~r_o_m __ a_t~t~a-c-h~e~d~1~i-s~t~)------

6. Waste stream: 
Filters. 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 6.8090 Units _,c~u-=b~~~·c~~f~e-=e-=t~---~~---------
Check box: [ ] annual or [X] total over all years 
Check box: [ ] container volume or [X] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-13H HDT - 147 
Page: TRA-244 

1. General physical 
Other filters. 

form (see attached list) 2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Filter from various operations. No specific type. 

, [ ] other (specify) 

3. Chemical form: 
Because the filter typed used is unknown, 
the chemical form is unknown. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Metal barrel*. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [X] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [ ] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. BXC, 0, and BXW. "Other" cannot be defined by the prepar~:r: of this report. 



PART C - NONRADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-13H HOT - 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiTUTI Maxii!Uil Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

-

-

-- -- -

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant} 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-13H HOT · 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ HinillUR Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Val ue/#Saap Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Paper. Unknown. T .90280000000000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Paper. unknown. T .12110000000000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Paper. Unknown. T 20.920000000000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Ni-59 Paper. Unknown. T .00627600000000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Ni·63 Paper. Unknown. T 3.5230000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Paper. Unknown. T 7.3760000000000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Paper. Unknown. T .01013000000000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Paper. unknown. T .00198200000000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

I ·129 Paper. Unknown. T .00000051525000 CJ 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The saiTIQl~ _f_Q_j.umn is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RW'MIS 
radionuclide identification, t~~ prep~f~_r believes a sampJe was counted. ~--5-10% error is n_Qcmal for~ sample ~nalyzed J?y the R~l:. how~ygr, b:gt!:'_B_fons~ryativ~. the 
preR~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART 0 · RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-13H HOT · 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Safl'!' Hininun Max iiJUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Salfl) Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Paper. Unknown. T 2.2020000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Paper. Unknown. T .05175000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Paper. Unknown. T .00003193000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Paper. Unknown. T .10350000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Paper. Unknown. T .00002312000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Paper. Unknown. T .00000049540000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

U·236 Paper. Unknown. T .00000880800000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

--1-· 
Np-237 Paper. Unknown. T .00001431000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

.. 

Pu·238 Paper. Unknown. T .00059450000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

L__ 

*If sample data are available, mark Yin the colurm titled "Samples?" and provide mxnber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample ~as counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample ~as counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
~r_g__r asstgned !!_fQ]_ _ __g_rror (doubling the 10~_grror). Additional r<;>9ionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their -~~tivity 
was Less than 1E·11 curies. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603·13H HOT • 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End sa.., Minilllllll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Paper. Unknown. T .00059450000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Paper. unknown. T .00006276000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Paper. Unknown. T .06496000000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Paper. Unknown. T .00029730000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Paper. Unknown. T .00029730000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Paper. Unknown. T .00027520000000 Cl 1960 1960 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Paper. Unknown. T 16.400000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Paper. Unknown. T 2.2000000000000 
I 

Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Paper. Unknown. T 380.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 01Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colum and standard deviation in the next coll.I!W1. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11 N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample wa~ __ counted by th~ Radiation ~~~.§!!rements Lai?Qr"!!ory (RML}_i!!____IRA, but based on the RW'MIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5~10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, howeyer, being con$~f~ativ~L the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are nQt_Shown her~ !:!§_jheir activity 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-13H HOT - 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp MinillUJl Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuet#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Ni -59 Paper. Unknown. T .11400000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Paper. Unknown. T 64.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Paper. Unknown. T 134.00000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Paper. Unknown. T .18400000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

.. 

Tc-99 Paper. Unknown. T .03600000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N see continuation page. 

- -
1-129 Paper. Unknown. 1 .00000936000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Paper. Unknown. 1 40.000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

! 
Ce-144 Paper. Unknown. T .94000000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

. 
-

Eu-154 Paper. Unknown. 1 .00058000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

L .. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next col!JM. 
!f not, mark N. and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N." because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5 10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative. the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error}. Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their actiyijy 
was less than 1E·11 curies. 



PART D - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-13H HOT - 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End S!llll> Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Eu-155 Paper. Unknown. T 1.8800000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Paper. Unknown. T .00042000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Paper. Unknown. T .00000900000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See contiruation page. 

U-236 Paper. Unknown. T .00016000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Np~237 Paper. Unknown. 1 .00026000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Paper. unknown. 1 .01080000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

~· . 

Pu-239 Paper. Unknown. T .01080000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Pu- 240 Paper. Unknown. 1 .00114000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

-- ----
Pu-241 Paper. Unknown. 1 1.1800000000000 Cl 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

-· 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next colunn and standard deviation in the next colLml. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample collJITVl is marked "N 11 ~cause the pre~rer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\.IMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however. being conservative, the 
preparer assig~=d-~ 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionucl ides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated. but are not shown here as their activity 
was less than It:· 11 cur1es. 



PART 0 - RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-13H HOT - 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Samp HinillUTl Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Am-241 Paper. Unknown. T .00540000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Paper. Unknown. T .00540000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

Cm·244 Paper. Unknown. T .00500000000000 CJ 1961 1961 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Paper. Unknown. T .27630000000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Paper. Unknown. T .03707000000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

.• 

Fe· 55 Paper. Unknown. T 6.4030000000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·59 Paper. Unknown. T .00192100000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Ni-63 Paper . Unknown. T 1.0780000000000 CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

.. . 

Co-60 Paper. 
Unknown. ---· -~-~~ T 2. 2580000000000 

CJ 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

··--···· 
• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of sar1~les in the next column and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is mC!rkgd "N" because ~h~ Q~arer cannot prov~."!~lllple was counted by the Radiation Measur~~r!!~ Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RUMIS 
radionuctide identification, the preparer beli~v.es a sample was counted. A 5-10% error i§ n_Qrmal for a s~rnpJe analyzed by_ the RML however, q~i_ng conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% er.ror (doubling the 1Q';f error). Addition~! r:"!c::lionuclides (e,g,_J!::.235) were identified and calibrated, but are no~ shown here as !hfir activHy 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART D ~ RADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS ~ TRA*603-13H HOT - 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemi cat Form {A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinillUU Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safll' Value/STO Uncertainty 

Sr-90 Paper. Unknown. T .00310000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Paper. Unknown. T .00060660000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Paper. Unknown. T .00000015768000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Paper. Unknown. I .67400000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

. 

Ce-144 Paper. Unknown. I .01584000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Paper. Unknown. T .00000977300000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Paper. Unknown. I .03168000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Paper. Unknown. I .0000070770000Q Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Paper. Unknown. I .00000015170000 CI 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colum titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next coll..Xlln and standard deviation in the next colt.Mm. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measyrements Labor<1~9ry (RML) a~ 1~. but based on the RIJHIS 
radionucllde identiflCation, the pr€Parer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is nQfmal for a §§~e ana\yzed by the RML, howe~ ~i~g conservat~~~ the 
Qf~~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% er_i-_or). Additional radionucliQes (e.g. tl-235)_were iQ~f1_1ified ~nd calibrated,~~ i!re not shown here as thEdr activity 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART 0 - RADIOlOGICAl CONTAMINANTS - TRA-603-13H HOT - 147 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year. fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radi onucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MinilTill'll MaXimLI!l Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa!Jfl Value/STD Uncertainty 

U-236 Paper. Unknown. T .00000269600000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Np· 237 Paper. Unknown. T .00000438100000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Paper. Unknown. T .00018200000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-239 Paper. Unknown. T .00018200000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu- 240 Paper. Unknown. T .00001921000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Paper. Unknown. T .01988000000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Am· 241 Paper. Unknown. T .00009099000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Paper. Unknown. T .00009099000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Paper. Unknown. T .00008425000000 Cl 1962 1962 N See continuation page. 

L_ . 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next coll.Cl'n. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is mark~fi "N" because the pr~Q(3;rer cannot prove a S?fl'lple was counted by the Radiation Measurement~ Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\.IMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative, the 
~arer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionuclides {e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity 
was less than lE-11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuct ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa'l' HinilfUII HaXiiJUil Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Saflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-l Paper. Unknown. T .00246000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Paper. Unknown. T .OOOJJOOOOOOOOO Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Fe· 55 Paper. Unknown. T .05700000000000 Cl 1971 1971 • See continuation page. 

Ni -59 Paper. Unknown. T .00001710000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Ni ·63 Paper. Unknown. T .00960000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

-
Co-60 Paper. Unknown. T .02010000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

-
Sr-90 Paper. Unknown. T .00002760000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Paper. Unknown. T .00000540000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

1·129 Paper. Unknown. T .00000000140000 C! 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

- ·-
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Sa!Jllles?" and provide mxnber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colunn. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sarrple coturm is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RWHIS 
radionucllde identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
~[~ __ assigned_"'!_ 20% error (do~bling the 10% error). AddHignal radionuclir;ies (e.g. U-2}5} were identified and calibra!~d, but are not shown here as their activity 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional Lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s..., HiniRUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Paper. Unknown. T .00600000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Paper. Unknown. T .00014100000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Paper. Unknown. T .00000008700000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Paper. Unknown. T .00028200000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Paper. Unknown. T .00000006300000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

U-235 Paper. unknown. T .00000000135000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Paper. Unknown. T .00000002400000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

. 

Np·237 Paper. Unknown. T .00000003900000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

.. 

Pu-238 Paper. Unknown. T .00000162000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

~~~~·· --·- --~-~·· 
.. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next cotUlYl and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and rnaxilllU'fl value. 
Additional information or explanations {indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked 11 N11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the R\.JMJS 
radionuctide identification.~reparer l;le~teves a samp_[~ __ was counted. A 2_ _ _10% errgr is normal for ~.§:<!_fTIQ_le analy_z~_Q'f_the RMl, how~y~r. being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error}. Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated. but are not shOwn here as their activity 
was less than 1E 11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin Erd Safi¥J MinillUll Maxirrun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Valuej#Sa~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Paper. Unknown. T .00000162000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Paper. Unknown. T .00000017100000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Paper. Unknown. T .00017700000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Paper. Unknown. T .00000061000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Paper. Unknown. T .00000061000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

Cm-244 Paper. Unknown. T ,00000075000000 Cl 1971 1971 N See continuation page. 

U·235 Paper. Unknown. T .00004921900000 Cl 1971 1971 N ·20% +20% See comment below. 

U·236 Paper. Unknown. T 1.1600000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N ·20% +20% See comment below. 

. 
Cr-51 Paper. Unknown. T .04000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N ·20% +20% See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The samQle column is marked ~~~~~ because the pr~PErer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RYMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5·10% error is normal for a samQl~ analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 2Q~_grror (doubl!Dfl the 10% error), _AddB_i_Qnal radiQI'_I~_~liQes (e.g. ~-?l.?l were i9en!ifi~d and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activi!Y_ 
was less than lE-11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sarrp Minill'Uil MaxiiJlllll Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

H-3 Paper. Unknown. T .04000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N -20% +20% See comment below. 

Mn-54 Paper. Unknown. T .01000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N -20% +20% See comment below. 

Zn-65 Paper. Unknown. T . 12000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N -20% +20% See comment below. 

Co-60 Paper. Unknown. T .12000000000000 Cl 1971 1971 N -20% +20% See comment below. 

H-3 Paper. Unknown. T .00017210000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

C-14 Paper. Unknown. T .00002309000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

- -
Fe-55 Paper. Unknown. T .00398800000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

-- .. 

Ni -59 Paper. Unknown. T .00000119600000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

·-
N i -63 Paper. Unknown. T .00067170000000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N 11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Rad1at1on Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified ~ng ~alibrated, but are not shown here as ~~~ir activity 
was tess than 1E-l1 curies_ 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one tine on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two tines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"" Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarip Value/STD uncertainty 

Co-60 Paper. Unknown. T .00140600000000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Paper. Unknown. T .00000193100000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

Tc-99 Paper. Unknown. T .00000037780000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

!·129 Paper. Unknown. T .00000000010000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Paper. Unknown. T .00041980000000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

. 

Ce-144 Paper. Unknown. T .00000986500000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Paper. Unknown. T .00000000610000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

Eu-155 Paper. Unknown. T .00001973000000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

U-234 Paper. Unknown. T ,00000000440000 CJ 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colUfl"l. 
If not, mark N and give the mim-mun value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA. but based on the R\JMIS 
radionuclide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analvled by the RML. however, being conservative. the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). AdditjQ~al radionucliQ~s (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their actiy~_ty 
was less than lE-11 curies. 
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for each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional tines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. for example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otat Unit Begin End Sa'l' Mini nun Max iiiU!l Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STO Uncertainty 

U-235 Paper. Unknown. T .00000000010000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

U-236 Paper. Unknown. T .00000000170000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Paper. Unknown. T .00000000270000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

Pu-238 Paper. Unknown. T .00000011330000 Cl 1972 1972 " See continuation page. 

Pu- 239 Paper. Unknown. T .00000011330000 Cl 1972 1972 ' See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Paper. Unknown. T .00000001200000 Cl 1972 1972 ' See continuation page. 

-
Pu-241 Paper. Unknown. T .00001238000000 Cl 1972 1972 ' See continuation page. 

Am-241 Paper. Unknown. T .00000005670000 Cl 1972 1972 ' See continuation page. 

Cm-242 Paper. Unknown. T .00000005670000 Cl 1972 1972 ' See continuation page. 

-. . ----
• If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next colu:nn and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column __is marked "N" because the prep~rer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RMU at TRA. but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however. being conservative, the 
~f~f a§sign~9 a 20% error (doubling the 10% error}. Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated. but are not shown here as their activity 
was Less than 1E-11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ MiniiJUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~Jfj Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cm-244 Paper. Unknown. T .00000005250000 Cl 1972 1972 N See continuation page. 

H·3 Paper. Unknown. T .00007420000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

C·14 Paper. Unknown. T .01793000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Fe-55 Paper. Unknown. I .98800000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

. 
Ni-59 Paper. Unknown. I .00000036100000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Ni -63 Paper. Unknown. I .00021200000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Co-60 Paper. unknown. I .06700000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Sr-90 Paper. Unknown. I .00000029770000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

-
Tc-99 Paper. Unknown. I .00000012640000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

~-- ---- ------- I 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RUMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5 10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative, the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Minimt..m HaxiiiUTI Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sa~ Value/STD Uncertainty 

1-129 Paper. Unknown. T .00000000001000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Cs-137 Paper. Unknown. T .00000111700000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Ce-144 Paper. Unknown. T .00000009160000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Eu-154 Paper. Unknown. T .00000023200000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

---r-----
Eu-155 Paper. Unknown. T .00000013080000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

----

U-234 Paper. unknown. T .00000000800000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

--r----
U-236 Paper_ Unknown. T .00000000010000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Np-237 Paper. Unknown. T .00000011700000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

f-----Pu-238 -~----F- ------ ---------
Unknown. T .00000000090000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

L_ j ____ - -
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Addl-tionat information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample colllllYI is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory (RHL) at TRA, but based on the R'JJMIS 
radionuctlde identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however. being conservative, the 
Rt~rer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionuclldes (e.g. U-235) were identified and calibrated, but are not shown here as their activity 
was less than lE-11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa"'' Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#S~ Value/STO Uncertainty 

Pu-239 Paper. Unknown. T .00054700000000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Pu-240 Paper. Unknown. T .00001015000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Pu-241 Paper. Unknown. T .48530000000000 Cl 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Am-241 Paper. Unknown. T .00165300000000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

. 

Cm-242 Paper. Unknown. T .00001323000000 CI 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

. 

Cm-244 Paper. Unknown. T .00000100000000 C1 1973 1973 N See continuation page. 

Ce-141 Paper. Unknown. T 2.9500000000000 CI 1973 1973 N ·20% +20% See comment below. 

----
Ru-103 Paper. Unknown. T 1.0100000000000 CI 1973 1973 N ·20% +20% See comment below. 

·-~- . 

Zr-95 Paper. Unknown. I 14.550000000000 CI 1973 1973 N -20% +20% See comment below. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N 11 because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Measurements laboratory (RML) at TRA, but based on the RWMIS 
radionuclide identification. the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5-10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML. however, being conservative, the 
pregarer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10~ error). Additional radionuclides (e.g. U-2~5) were identified anq calibrated~ but are not ~hgwn here as their actlvity 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952·56 andy kg for 1956·84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unlt Begin End Sa"" MinillUll Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Sarrp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Co-60 Paper. Unknown. T .26000000000000 Cl 1973 1973 • -20% +20% See comment below. 

-

I 
f-- ! ----------

·------'-- .. 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the colunn titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximun value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
The sample column is marked "N" because the preparer cannot prove a sample was counted by the Radiation Me~§:I,Jrements L~!?Qr:~ory (RML) .§.t TRA, but based on the R\.JMIS 
radionucl ide identification, the preparer believes a sample was counted. A 5·10% error is normal for a sample analyzed by the RML, however, being conservative. the 
preparer assigned a 20% error (doubling the 10% error). Additional radionuctides (e.g. U-235) were identifi_~d and calibra_!t?d, but are nQ!_shown here <!§_!heir <!C:!ivity 
was less than 1E-11 curies. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-13H HDT- 147 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

[X] RWMIS [ ] other database 
[ ] sample analysis data 
[ ] operating records [X] interview 
[ ] expert judgment [ ] reports 
[ ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part C and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
[ ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP were unidentified. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken usinq a G-M detector which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were chosen based on their cross sections 
and half lives. MFP radionuclides were chosen based on 
their fissionable products and their half lives. On part D, 
no G-M counter correction is needed to entries for which 
upper and lower bounds are given. Th~ presence of such 
bounds indicates that the estimate was based on weight, 
laboratory analysis, spectrometry, and/or mathematical 
calculations. The G-M counter correction is needed for 
entries for which no bounds are given, because such 
estimates were originally made using the G-M counter method. 
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Continuation of Part D 
~---- Column or Question Number or Title ~U~n~c~e~r~t~a~i~n~t~y~b~a~s~i~s~·--------------------

A Geiger-Mueller counter was probably used to measure this itE!ll\_. The~efore_,_the t]:"\}e uncertaint:v is 
not known. 
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DATA INPUT FOR HISTORICAL DATA TASK FOR RWMC SUBSURFACE DISPOSAL AREA 

PART A - GENERAL INFORMATION HOT - 155 

1. Preparer:~A~m~a~r~o~~c~·-----------------------

3. Generator: TRA 
(area or cont-r~a~c~t~o-r ______ u_s_e __ c_o_d~e from attached list) 

5. Number of waste stream from this facility: 
14H 

7. Type of radioactive waste (check box): 
[ ] TRU or suspect TRU 
[X] LLW 
[ ] non-radioactive 

8. Actual years disposed of at SDA: 
Starting year 1977 Ending year 1977 

10. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 

2. Date prepared: 08/27/93 

4. Particular facility: 603 
(building number - use _c;o~d;e~f~r-o_m __ a~t~t~a-c~h~e-d~~l~i-s7t7) ____ __ 

6. Waste stream: 
Continuous air monitors (CAMs). 

9. Waste stream volume: 
Amount 4 . 5 3 1 0 Units .=C:;:u:.::b:..:i,_,c"c;-"'-f=e=e'-'t'-'.--~;-----------
Check box: [ ] annual or (X] total over all years 
Check box: (X] container volume or [ ] waste volume 



PART B - WASTE STREAM CHARACTERISTICS TRA-603-14H HDT - 155 

1. General physical form (see attached list) 

[X] other (specify) 
CAMs. 

3. Chemical form: 
Particulates on surface of equipment. 

5. Waste container type (see attached list) 
Other. 
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2. Details on physical form(particularly confinement related) 
Continuous air monitors are used to monitor different 
radiation areas to detect contamination. 

4. Inner packaging: [ ] plastic bag [ ] plastic liner 
[ ] metal liner [X] none [ ] other (specify) 

6. Other characteristics of interest: 

7. Comments (specify number of pertinent question): 
5. This equipment was probably shipped with a plastic bag cover. 



PART C · NONRADIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANTS - TRA·603·14H HOT - 155 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 and y kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Contaminant Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End s- Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
& CAS Registry Number Quantity Year Year les? Vatue/#Sarrp Value/STO Uncertainty 

None. 

-

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled 11 Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionuclide Physical Form Chemical Form (A}nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ HinillUll HaxiiTUII Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value(#SBflll Value/STD Uncertainty 

H-3 Particulate. Particulate. T .00008200000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

C-14 Particulate. Particulate. T .00001100000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Fe-55 Particulate. Particulate. T .00190000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Ni -59 . Particulate. Particulate. T .00000057000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Ni -63 Particulate. Particulate. T .00032000000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

-
Co-60 Particulate. Particulate. T .00067000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

-
Sr-90 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000092000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Tc-99 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000018000000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

1-129 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000000005000 CI 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

-· 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples?" and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next colum. 
If not, mark N and give the miniiTilm value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
A smear of the equipment was probably analyzed by the Radiation Measurements laboratory. From the smear, an activity was assigned to the CAMs. A computer code was 
probably used to determine this activity. Because a CAM cannot be analyzed, the activity is Questionable. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy Kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situat-ion. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(T)otal Unit Begin End Sa~ Mini nun Maxi nun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Samp Value/STD Uncertainty 

Cs-137 Particulate. Particulate. T .00020000000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See corrrnent below. 

Ce-144 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000470000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below . . 

Eu-154 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000000290000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Eu-155 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000940000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

I 

U-234 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000000210000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

. 

U-235 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000000010000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

-·· 
U·236 Particulate. Particulate. . T .00000000080000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Np·237 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000000130000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Pu-238 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000005400000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

L 
* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide number of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark Nand give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
A smear of the equipment was probably analyzed by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory. From the smear, an activity was assigned to the CAMs. A computer code was 
PfQbably used to determine this activity. Because a CAM cannot be analyzed. the activity is questionable. 
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For each contaminant, complete at least one line on the following table. If any entries for that contaminant vary by year, fill out additional lines as needed 
to cover the varying entries for different years. For example, if the annual quantity disposed was x kg for 1952-56 andy kg for 1956-84, use two lines to handle 
this situation. 

Radionucl ide Physical Form Chemical Form (A)nnual/(l)otal Unit Begin End Samp Minimun Maximun Basis for 
Quantity Year Year les? Value/#Safl1l Value/STD uncertainty 

Pu-239 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000005400000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Pu-240 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000000570000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

-
Pu-241 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000590000000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

Am-241 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000002700000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

em- 242 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000002700000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

• 
Cm-244 Particulate. Particulate. T .00000002500000 Cl 1977 1977 N See comment below. 

··-

I 

* If sample data are available, mark Y in the column titled "Samples? 11 and provide nunber of samples in the next column and standard deviation in the next column. 
If not, mark N and give the minimum value and maximum value. 
Additional information or explanations (indicate pertinent contaminant) 
A smear of the equipment was probably analyzed by the Radiation Measurements Laboratory. From the smear, an activity was assigned to the CAMs. A computer code was 
probably used to determine this activity. Because a CAM cannot be analyzed, the activity is questionable. 



PART E - SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND UNCERTAINTIES - TRA-603-14H HOT - 155 

1. Type of source of information: 
(check box) 

(X] RWMIS ( ] other database 
( ] sample analysis data 
( ] operating records ( ] interview 
[ ] expert judgment ( ] reports 
( ] other 

3. Do the estimates of contaminant 
quantities in Part c and D represent: 
[X] best estimate 
( ] worst case 
[ ] other 

5. Do the data conflict with RWMIS? 
(Historical or Present Data Only) 

[ ] no 
[X] yes 

7. Major unknowns in inventories of 
contaminants: 
MAP and MFP. 
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2. Details concerning source (names, report no., dates, etc.) 
Interviewees wish to remain anonymous. 

4. If other than best estimate, explain why: 

6. If yes, explain why: 
A portion of, or all of the measurements, were assumed to be 
taken using a G-M detector which only measures gamma 
emitters; beta emitters have been added to the RWMIS 
activity based on scaling factors. Therefore, the total 
activity will be greater than that in RWMIS. 

8. Key assumptions used to deal with the unknowns: 
MAP radionuclides were chosen based on the cross sections 
and half lives. MFP radionuclides were chosen based on the 
fissionable products and half lives. On part D, no G-M 
counter correction is needed to entries for which upper and 
lower bounds are given. The presence of such bounds 
indicates that the estimate was based on weight, laboratory 
analysis, spectrometry, and/or mathematicaL calculations. 
The G-M counter correction is needed for entries for which 
no bounds are given, because such estimates were originally 
made using the G-M counter method. 
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